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[NP] 

 

Alle Rechte, besonders das Recht der Übersetzung in fremde Sprachen, 

werden vorbehalten. 

 

[NP] 

 

Preface. 

 

The following treatise on the modern dialect of Kendal was originally written as a 

dissertation for the Honours School of English language and literature of the Victoria 

University. It has since been enlarged and rearranged.  

I am indebted to Mr. H. C. Wyld, Professor of the English language at the 

University of Liverpool, for the idea of writing a treatise which would outline as 

accurately as possible the phonological features of this dialect. I may add that I owe 

much in the arrangement and general system of the work to Mr. Wyld; as well as one or 

two etymologies, and help in the phonetic exposition.  

The phonetic transcription used, is partly based on Sweet's Broad Romic. When 

necessary I have used his Organic Symbols.  

There is no doubt that the native element in this dialect is of Northern, rather than 

of Midland origin. In several cases it is only possible to trace back the dialect forms to a 

distinctly Northumbrian type. In giving the Old and Middle English forms of the 

modern words, I have therefore, as far as possible, adduced, for the former the old 

Northumbrian, for the latter, northern forms from such texts as Cursor Mundi, Havelok  

 

[IV] 

 

the Dane, and the Towneley Plays, and Glossaries like the Catholicon, and Levins. The 

broad features of the dialect, when compared with the Midland dialects of Lancashire, 

South Yorkshire, and Cheshire, show it to be decidedly Northern.  

From the 15th century onwards, borrowings from the literary language have taken 

place, especially during the 17th and 18th centuries.  
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The Scandinavian element, which seems to be mostly E. Scandinavian in origin, 

amounts to about one eighth of the whole. The words borrowed have evidentlv been 

taken direct from the Danish population, and not from the literary language; one or two 

words however, such as fęƖ sb. fell, and fų̄ǝs sb. waterfall, seem to be of Western origin, 

as they do not occur at all in E. Scandinavian. The Romance element amounts to one 

eleventh of the total number of words. There are very few words from this source that 

are not also in use in Polite English. Only about a dozen words are of undoubted Celtic 

origin — i. e. about one hundredth of the entire vocabulary.  

I must here express my indebtedness to the Rev. J. Sephton, M. A., Honorary Reader 

in Icelandic, for valuable help in dealing with the Scandinavian element, and for the 

loan of books otherwise inaccessible.  

I am moreover indebted to Mr. Amos Graveson for a list of Bird Names in use in 

Kendal, which I have incorporated in my own list, but have distinguished forms strictly 

belonging to Kendal by the addition of the letter K.  

Gateacre, Liverpool 1905.  

T. O. Hirst.  
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II. List of books of reference. 
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University of Oxford. Edited and enlarged by T. Northcote Toller late Fellow of 

Christ's College Cambridge, and Smith Professor of English in the Owens College 

Manchester.  

Bülb. = Altenglisches Elementarbuch, von Dr. Karl D. Bülbring. Heidelberg 1902.  

C. and V. = An Icelandic-English Dictionary based on the manuscript collections of the 

late Richard Cleasby. Enlarged and completed by Gudbrand Vigfusson MA. Clar. 

Press Oxford 1874.  

Cook = A Glossary of the old Northumb. gospels, by A. S. Cook.  
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Curtis = An investigation of the Rhymes and Phonology of the Middle-Scotch Romance 

Clariodus, by F. J. Curtis. Anglia XVI, p. 387, XVII. 1 etc. and 125 etc.  

Ellis EE. Pron. = Early English Pronunciation, by Alexander Ellis.  

F. and R. = Dansk-Engelsk Ordbog. Av J. C. Ferrall og Thorl. Gudm. Repp. 

Copenhagen 1845.  

Fick = Wörterbuch der indogermanischen Sprachen, sprachgeschichtlich angeordnet 

von August Fick, Dr. Phil., Band III. Göttingen 1874.  

HES. = A History of English sounds, by Henry Sweet. Oxford 2nd Ed. 1888.  

Hupe = Cursor Studies and Criticism on its Dialects and its Manuscripts, by Dr. H. 

Hupe. EETS. 101.  

Kaluza = Historische Grammatik der englischen Sprache, von Dr. Max Kaluza, II. Teil. 

Berlin 1900.  

Kluge = Etymologisches Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache. Straβburg.  

Lind. == Glossar zur Alt-Northumbrischen Evangelienübersetsung in der Rushworth-

Handschrift, (die sogenannte Glosse Rushworth 2), von Uno Lindelöf. Helsingfors 

1897.  

Lind. Durh. Rit. = Die Sprache des Rituals von Durham, von Uno Lindelöf. Helsingfors 

1890.  

Luick == Untersuchungen zur englischen Lautgeschichte, von Karl Luick. Straβburg 

1896.  

Luick Anglia XVI = Beiträge zur englischen Grammatik II, Anglia XVI pp. 451, 508.  
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Morsb. = Mittelenglische Grammatik, von Lorenz Morsbach. Halle 1896.  

NED. == A New English Dictionary on historical principles, edited by James A. H. 

Murray. Oxford Clar. Press 1888 ff.  

Noreen Abriss = Abriβ der urgermanischen Lautlehre mit besonderer Rücksicht auf die 

nordischen Sprachen zum Gebrauch bei akademischen Vorlesungen, von Adolf 

Noreen. Straβburg 1893.  

Skeat Etym. Dict. = An etymological Dictionary of the English Language by the Rev. 

Walter W. Skeat MA. Oxford Clar. Press 1882.  
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Stratmann-Bradley = A Middle English Dictionary containing words used by English 

writers from the 12th to the 15th century, by F. H. Stratmann. A new edition 

rearranged, revised and enlarged by Henry Bradley. Oxford Clar. Press 1891.  

Wall = A contribution towards the study of the Scandinavian element in the English 

Dialects, by Arnold Wall. Anglia XX, p. 46 ff.  

WW. == Anglo-Saxon and Old-English Vocabularies, by Thomas Wright. Esq. MA. 

FSA. Hon MRSL. 2nd Ed., edited and collected by Richard Paul Wülcker. London 

1884.  

Wyld Gutturals = A contribution to the history of Guttural Sounds in English, by Henry 

Cecil Wyld. Trans. Phil. Soc. 1899—1900.  
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Chapter I. 

 

Pronunciation. 

§ 1. The dialect of whose phonological position I propose to treat in the following 

work, is spoken in the country lying around Kendal in S. Westmoreland. According to 

Ellis's classification, it belongs to the West-Northern division, corresponding to D. 31 

variety 111.  
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Its boundary lines include on the north side Tebay (Tɩ̄ƅǝ) and Staveley (Stę̄ʋƖį), but 

neither Shap (ʃɑp) nor Orton (Ōtņ). To the west it is bounded by the country close to 

Lake Windermere and by the towns of Windermere and Bowness, which, from the 

dialectologist's point of view, are of no interest. To the south on the Cartmel side it does 

not extend much farther than Whitbarrow (Hwįtbɑrǝ), but on the other bank of the Kent 

it reaches to Kirby-Lonsdale (Kǝrbį·Lǝnzdļ). To the east it is bounded by the mountain 

country between the Grayrigg (Grȩ̄rrįg)-Tebay (Tɩ̄ƅǝ) valley and the Garsdale (Gɑzdļ) 

and Hawes (Hōz) valleys in Yorkshire. In the town of Kendal itself the dialect is less 

pure and reliable than outside, though as a rule the actual sounds in use are identical.  

§ 2. I have obtained almost all my information as to this dialect from Mr. Roger 

Capstick, a farmer by occupation, now resident in the neighbourhood of Liverpool. Mr. 

Capstick is a native of the Kendal district, having  
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been born at Low Park Farm, some six miles north of Sedbergh (Sȩdbǝr), in 1849. Until 

three years ago he resided at Low Park, never having been further away from Kendal 

than Penrith (PįǝrǝÞ) and Appleby (ApƖbį). Mrs. Capstick was born just outside 

Sedbergh, her father being a native of Coatley (KōtƖį) in the vicinity and she has 

likewise remained in the Kendal district, until the family came to Liverpool. Mr. 

Capstick has preserved the dialect as spoken in his youth admirably, and has only to a 

slight extent been influenced by the speech of the people from other parts.  

 

Vowels. 

§ 3. The Kendal dialect contains eleven simple vowel sounds.  

Note. The classification used is that of Dr. Henry Sweet.  

 

      Wide     Wide Round  

    Front    Back    Back  

High   * ſ = į (§ 4)   * ɿ = ɒ (§ 8)   * ɿ♢ = ų (§ 11)  
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     Front     Mixed 

Mid   *** ∁ = ę (§ 5 and 6)    * ʅ = ǝ (§ 7)  

       Back 

     *** ♢⫟= ɑ (§ 9 and 10)  

       Back  

Low  * ♢ = o (§ 12)     *** Ʝ   = ɔ (§ 13)  

      Narrow  

High  *** ſ ♢= i (§§ 14 and 15)    Mid * ] = a (§ 1G)  

      Round  

Mid     ** ♢♢ = ō (§ 17).  

 

Note. Of these * occurs only short, ** only long, and *** both long and short.  
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There are also the following diphthongs:  

a) with u̯ (♢) as second element įu̯ (§18), ęu̯ (§ 19), ųu (§ 20), ɑu̯ (§21).  

b) with i (ſ) as second element ɑi (§ 22), ei (§ 33), ɔi (§ 24).  

c) with ǝ (ʅ) as second element īǝ ę̄ǝ (§ 24), ūǝ (§ 25).  

§ 4. į (ſ) is the high-front-wide as in Polite English spin. It occurs in all positions, 

both stressed and unstressed though occasionally i (ſ see § 14) takes its place. Examples: 

bįnd vb. bind, fįʃ sb. fish, hwįk adj. living, gįmlǝk sb. gimlet, hįndǝr adj. hinder, back, 

gįldǝrt sb. hairnoose, sįkl sb. sickle, spįƞk sb. chaffinch.  

§ 5. ę (♢) is the mid-front wide as in Polite English hen. Examples: dęg vb. water, ęg 

sb. egg, ęks vb. ask, ęlm sb. elm, męn sb. men, sębm nu``m. seven, sęplk sb. rib of a 

basket, wpęm sb. weapon.  

§ 6. ę̇ (♢♢) is the long form of ę. It resembles French wide ê, but probably has the 

lips less open. In one or two words, it becomes ẹi (♢┴ ſ) the mid-front- narrow raised 

followed by the high-front-narrow. This diphthongisation is not found before 
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consonants (e. g. kei sb. key, nęktei sb. necktie, ei interj. eh?) Examples: de sb. dę̄l, del 

sb. dale, grę̄ adj. grey, hę̄l sb. hail, lę̄t vb. seek, slę̄ vb. slay.  

§ 7. ə (ʅ) is the mid -mixed- wide as in the Scotch bird (bərd) and occurs only before 

r. Occasionally in the word mərį (adj. merry) ə is advanced to ʅ˫. This probably is Ellis's 

e° (see § 76 and Ellis E. E. Pron. V 80 721*). Examples: bərd sb. bird, bərk sb. birch, 

dərt sb. dirt, gərt adj. great, hərd vb. hoard up, ərϸ sb. earth, wərk vb. work.  

§ 8. ɒ (ɿ˫) is the high-back-wide slightly advanced, and occurs after r. Occasionally it 

is heard after  
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r alone, as in rɒdl sb. riddle, and rɒn vb. run, but more usually after a consonant 

followed by r. Examples: brɒk vb. break, brɒst vb. burst, trɒnl sb. wheel of 

wheelbarrow, þrɒst vb. thrust.  

§ 9. ɑ (♢♢) is the mid-back-wide slightly lowered, and occurs in all positions, except 

before r + consonant, where it undergoes half-lengthening to ♢♢♢ e.g. hard, mark, 

park. r is often dropped in this combination and then ♢♢♢ becomes ɑ̄ (♢♢♢). In the 

combination arə ɑ is always ♢♢, but in ɑr it fluctuates between ♢♢ and ♢♢♢. 

Examples: aks sb. axe, bad adj. bad, fadər sb. father, laf vb. laugh, man sb. man, soƞ sb. 

song, sparə sb. sparrow, tar sb. tar.  

§ 10. ā (♢♢♢) is the lengthened form of a. It is deeper than Polite English ā (♢♢) but 

the deepness is not so marked as in Swedish ā (Ϳ♢) Occasionally it is slightly advanced 

to ♢ ˕˫♢, but this pronunciation is not common. Examples: āld adj. old, dāb vb. daub, 

krāl vb. crawl, mā vb. mow, sā vb. sow, spār vb. spare.  

§ 11. ᶙ (ɿ♢♢) is the high-back-wide with underrounding, but this underrounding is 

not so clear as in Swedish ŭ (ɿ₎). Examples: bᶙl sb. bull, grᶙnd sb. ground, krᶙdz sb. 

curds, mᶙd sb. mud, mᶙḍər sb. mother, stᶙf sb. stuff, wᶙml sb. auger, wᶙrþ sb. worth.  

§ 12. o (♢) the mid -back- wide -round only occurs in syllables which have not the 

main stress. In studied speech it passes into ᶙ (ɿ♢) the high-back-wide. Examples: wino 

vb. winnow, hwar ðę ko frę̄ where they come from.  
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§ 13. ͻ (Ʝ) is the low-back-wide-rounded as in Polite English not. In one or two 

words it is narrowed to ɟ e.g. ͻf, ͻn. Examples: bͻrn p. p. born, bͻrþ sb. broth, 
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hͻlᶖn sb. holly, hͻrn sb. horn, jͻk sb. yoke, kͻrn sb. corn, krͻft sb. croft, pͻdᶖʃ sb. 

porridge.  

§ 14. i (ſ) is the high-front-narrow as in French ici. It only occurs in a few words. 

Him (him) when stressed often has i (ſ), otherwise it has ᶖ. In hil (hill) the narrow vowel 

is common, but not invariable. In the following words i is always narrow. Examples: 

ibmᶖn sb. evening, klim vb. climb, klin adj. clean, lik vb. leak, ʃip sb. sheep.  

§ 15. ī (ſ♢) is the lengthened form of i. It is often slightly lowered in unstudied 

speech, becoming (♢♢). This sound has been identified as a diphthong by Ellis (E. E. 

Pron. V. p. 538) viz. ei (♢ſ), but the sound I have always heard, is quite free from 

diphthongisation. Examples: friz vb. freeze, gīs sb. pi. geese, ī sb. eye. lī sb. lie 

mendacium, līt sb. light, rīk sb. smoke, ətwīn prep, between.  

§ 16. a (♢˕) is the mid-back-narrow slightly lowered. Examples: bаkl sb. good 

condition, frand sb. friend, rad ᶙp vb. tidy, ranʃ burly, thickset man, rast vb. rest.  

§ 17. ō (♢˕) is the mid-back-narrow-round with lowering. Examples: bō sb. ball, dōn 

sb. dawn, gōst sb. ghost, lōm sb. loam, pōmsandə sb. Palm-Sunday, skōd vb. scald, stōk 

sb. stalk, wō sb. wall.  

 

Diphthongs with u (♢♢) as second element. 

§ 18. iu (ſ ♢♢) is the high-front-wide followed by a very tense ᶙ (♢♢). After j, (as in 

kᶙujiur) it passes into the high-mixed-wide-round. In studied speech it usually becomes 

ᶖ— u (ſ ♢). It occurs before consonants, vowels, and in final positions. Examples: biuk 

sb. book,  
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diuər sb. door, kliu sb. clew, kriuk sb. crook, siu vb. sew, tiun sb. tune.  

§ 19. ęu (ɾ♢♢) is the mid-front-wide followed by a very tense ᶙu, as in the preceding 

diphthong. In studied speech it passes into įu or į-u. Sometimes ę-u is heard with a 

distinctly vocalic second element. It is a rare sound and only occurs in final positions. 

Examples: nęu vb. pret. knew, þręu vb. pret. threw, tʃęu vb. chew.  

§ 20. ųu  (♢♢♢) is the high-back-wide followed by a very tense ųu. Examples: brųu 

sb. brow, gųus sb. goose, hųuf sb. hoof, kųu sb. cow, pųu sb. pull sųu sb. sow, ʃųu sb. 

shoe, ʃųud̗ər sb. shoulder.  

§ 21. au (♢♢♢) is the mid-back-wide followed by a very tense u. The first element is 

at times raised to ɿ˕, or even ɿ, producing a sound, which is very difficult to distinguish 

from ųu. Examples: daulį adj. sad, melancholy, daut̗ər sb. daughter, gauk sb. simpleton, 

kauį. sb. hornless cow, mauþ sb. mouth, rauk vb. poke the fire. 

 

Diphthongs with i (ɾ) as second element. 

§ 22. ai (♢˕ſ) is the mid-back-wide-lowered followed by the high-front-wide. 

Examples: aivį sb. ivy, bai vb. buy, haid vb. hide, kai sb. pi. cows, nain num. nine, sail 

vb. strain.  

§23. ei (♢˔ſ). The mid-front-narrow- raised followed by the high-front-narrow. This 

diphthong is very rarely heard and occurs only finally. See § 6.  

§ 24. ͻi (ɟſ) is the low-back-wide-round followed by the high-front-wide and sounds 

the same as Polite English ͻi. It does not occur in words of Gmc. origin. Examples: bͻil 

vb. boil, mͻid̖or vb. perplex, worry, nͻiz sb. noise, tͻi sb. toy.  
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Diphthongs with ə (ʅ) as second element. 

§ 25. ę̄ə (♢♢ ʅ), įə (ſ ♢ ʅ) are used in the Kendal dialect indifferently. In unstudied 

speech the first is the more usual. The first element is at times altered to the mid-front-

wide raised position giving ♢ ˔ ʅ. The second element is often retracted to ♢. In no one 

word have I ever known the same vowel (i.e. ♢ or ſ) to be maintained all along 
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consistently. Examples: bįən sb. bone, drįəv vb. pret. (he) drove, fįəs sb. face, grįən vb. 

groan, hįər sb. hare, lįəþ sb. barn, lįəð adj. loath, nįəm sb. name.  

§26. ųə (11) is the high-back-wide-round followed by the mid-mixed wide. As in įə 

and ę̄ə at times the second element becomes ♢. In a few words I have heard ♢ for ♢, e. 

g. bōat, kōam, sōal. Examples: kų̄ət sb. coat, lų̄ən sb. lane, rų̄əd sb. road, skų̄ər vb. 

scour, snų̄ər vb. snore, sų̄əl sb. (boot-) sole.  

 

Consonants. 

§ 27. The Kendal dialect contains twenty-six consonants.  

      Stop  Open Cons. Side Nasal Trill  

 

    Voiceless   k   —    —   —   —  

Back   

    Voiced  g    —    —   ŋ   —  

 

   Voiceless  —   —    —   —    — 

Front  

   Voiced  —   j    —   —   — 

 

   Voiceless  t  —   —  —  — 

Alveolar  

   Voiced  d  —   l  n  r 

 

   Voiceless  t̖   —    —   —   — 

Point- 

Alveolar  

   Voiced   d̖   —    —   —   r̗ 

 

   Voiceless  —   þ    —   —   —  

Teeth   

   Voiced   —   ð    —   —   —  
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      Stop  Open Cons  Side  Nasal  Trill  

 

   Voiceless  —   s   —   —   —  

Blade-  

Point 

   Voiced    —  z   —   —   —  

 

   Voiceless  (t)   f   —   —   —  

Blade  

   Voiced   (d)   ʓ̇   —   —   —  

 

   Voiceless  p   —   —   —    —  

Lip  

   Voiced  b    ᵬ   —  m   —  

 

   Voiceless  —   f   —   —    —  

Lip teeth   

   Voiced   —   v   —   —    —  

 

Lip with  Voiceless  —   w   —   —    —  

back mo- 

dification  Voiced   —   hw   —   —   —  

In addition to the above consonants, the stress h exists in Kendal, but does not occur 

in cases where original stress has been lost — as Hęz-tə sīn įm? Tęl ǝr a want ər.  

The consonants m, n and l can become vocalic, and are then treated as vowels. Their 

vocalic nature is indicated in the following manner — m̗, n̗, l̗.  

§ 28. The consonants k, g, ŋ, t, d, l, n, j, ϸ, ð, f, v, s, z, ʃ, and w are pronounced exactly 

as in Polite English, though v seems to be partly unvoiced before unstressed t in the 

pret. lįvt = lived.  
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r the alveolar trill is as a rule more strongly trilled than in Southern English, 

especially when initial. Before v (see § 8) the trill is usually less noticeable. It never 

occurs after ʈ d̖. 

 r the point alveolar trill, takes the place of the ordinary alveolar trill after t̖ and d̖.  

t̖, and d̖ the point alveolar stops occur only before the trill belonging to the same 

series e. g. mat̖ər, fad̖ər, st̖rįəm. 

 ͘ʓ the blade open-voiced only occurs medially and finally mostly after d the blade 

stop voiced, forming the affricate d͘ʓ. ʃ forms a similar affricate with t.  

 

[13] 

 

ƀ the lip-open voiced, only occurs in the word sęƀəntį num. seventy, and is sounded 

like the South-German w.  

hw the lip-open-voiceless with modification, is sounded as in Scotch, but never 

passes into ꭓ + w i. e. back-open-voiceless + lip-open with back-modification. When 

unstressed it becomes w. It only occurs initially.  

 

Chapter II. 

 

The Kendal vowels and their OE. equivalents. 

 

i. 

§ 29. Kendal i has the following origins. 

 1) ME. ĭ from OE. i, Scand. i and OFr. i has remained, except before m and n + cons, 

and ld. This i (ſ) was originally narrow (HES. § 412) in OE., and maintained its 

character throughout the ME. period. In the sixteenth century it was still i (ſ) (Ellis EE. 

Pron. III, 881 ff.), but was widened to į (ſ) during the seventeenth.  

 

Examples: 

bįlhiuk sb. billhook. OE. bill, ME. bill. CM. 31.  

flįk sb. flitch. OE. flicce, ME. flykke. Er. P. 167. flyke Cath. 135. flick Lev. 120, 17.  

glįsk vb. shine forth. Cf. OE. glisian, ME. glisien, also ME. glisten.  
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hįlt sb. hilt, handle. OE. hilt, ME. hylt. Pr. P. 240.  

kįt sb. milking-pail. No OE. known, ME. kit. Lev. 148, 43. kyt Bruce XVIII. 168. ODu. 

kitte = 'tub' (OE.  

 

[14]  

 

cyte may be related according to Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 317).  

lįg vb. lie. Northumb. licʒa Cook 132, ME. li, lig CM. 3778, 2944. lig Townl 18/326.  

pįk sb. pitch. OE. pic, ME. pik. CM. 11885.  

si̯kl sb. sickle. OE. sicol, ME. sykyl. Pr. P. 455.  

sįnį sb. sinew. OE. sinu, ME. sinu. CM. 3941.  

skįft vb. shift, remove. OE. sciftan, ME. scift. CM. 4440.  

slip vb. slip. OE. slipan, ME. slipped (pp.). Gaw. 244.  

twitʃ bōk sb. carwig. Cf. OE. anʒel-twicca WW. 320, 32, OE. *twi͘c͘can, ME. twicchen. 

Low Germ, twikken (Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 671).  

wįdį sb. bent oʒier, withy. OE. wiϸiʒ, ME. wythe. Pr. P. 531.  

hwįk adj. living. Northumb. cwic Cook 33, ME. cwic CM. 8738.  

 

Note, lįm sb. limb owes its shortness to a b inserted after m in the oblique cases in 

ME. In sįnį sb. sinew, į instead of *ai (ME. ī) is due to following ME. u. In wįdį sb. bent 

ozier, withy OE. iʒ has hindered the lengthening of i (Morsb. ME. Gram. § 64).  

 

§ 30. 2) Kendal į corresponds to Scand. i in the following words:  

gild̖ərt sb. hairnoose. ME. gildert PS. IX, 31. Aasen gildra 215 (Björkman 154). ON. 

gildra.  

klįp vb. clip shear, ON. OSwed. klippa, Dan. klippe (Bjork- man p. 246).  

 

§ 31. 3) Kendal į corresponds to OFr. i in the following words:  

fitʃ sb. vetch a plant. ME. fetche WW. 664, 24.  

gįmlək sb. gimlet. ME. gymlocke Lev. 158, 39. Cf. OFr. gimbelet.  

 

[15] 
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pįsįmr sb. ant. ME. pissemire Mand. 301. OFr. pisser.  

twįlt sb. quilt. OFr. cuilte, coulte.  

 

Note. In hwįn sb. gorse į represents Celtic i. Cf. Welsh chwyn = 'weeds'.  

 

§ 32. 4) OE. i before m, n + the stops b, t, d, has always remained short in Kendal.  

These short forms are to be explained, as being made, either from compounds, or 

from the analogy of words which have l, r, or n, in the following syllable. E. g. ME. 

limber, childer, wildernesse, hindern (Kaluza § 217c), cf. Kendal blįnldərz sb. blinkers, 

hįndər adj. hinder, back; hįndər vb. hinder, wįnḷstrįə sb. a long straw. OE. i before nc, 

nʒ has remained short not only in Kendal but throughout the ME. dialects (Kaluza § 217 

a).  

 

Examples: 

blįnd adj. blind. Northumb. blind Cook 22, ME. blind CM. 184.  

blįŋk sb. gleam of sunshine. Cf. ME. blinked CM. 76684, blinke CM. (Fairf.) 1964 = 

glance' noun. This word goes back to a hypothetical OE. *blincan, for which cf. Du. 

blinken = 'shine, smile'. The OE. blīcan is probably cognate.  

kįŋk sb. blow. Cf. OE. cincunʒ WW. 171, 39. Kinke Townl. 'I double up', 'I tie myself in 

a knot'. Cf. MDu. kinken 'pant, gasp' (see Skeat, Etym. Dict. 137).  

kįŋkəf sb. whooping-cough for OE. *cinc-cōh. Cf. Du. kinkhoest, ODu. kiech-hoest, cf. 

Du. kinken, and OE. cincunʒ above.  

klįŋk sb. blow, stroke. Cf. Du. klink 'a blow', klinken vb. 'clink, sound', and Dan. klinge. 

Most probably native.  

ʃrįŋk vb. shrink. OE. (for)-scrincan, ME. schrynkyn Pr. P. 449.  

 

[16] 

 

tįŋklər sb. tinker. ME. tinkler Lev. 77, 12, also tynkare Pr. P. 496. Cf. OE. tinclian, 

ODu. tintelen (see Skeat, Etyin. Dict. p. 644).  

wįnd vb. wind. Northumb. winda Lind. 95. ME. wind CM. 245, 78.  
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wįnlstrīə sb. long straw. For OE. (Northumb.) *windelstrē cf. OE. windel, ME. windel = 

'basket', OE. windwian 'winnow' and Scott, 'Old Mortality' Chap. VII: bare, nothing 

but windlestraes, and sandy laverocks.  

 

Note, į in the following words corresponds to Scand. i + nasal cons.  

klįŋk sb. lump of rock. Dan. klinte, ON. klēttr, Norvv. klett.  

spiŋk sb. chaffinch. Cf. Swed. gulspink, Norw. gulspikke, Dan. spinke= 'a kind of 

sparrow' (Molbecb, Dial. Lex.) (See Björkinan p. 255).  

These two words are clearly of Danish and not of Norwegian origin. For Norw. 

gulspikke see Aasen p. 261—262.  

 

§ 33. 5) OE. e has become į in Kendal in a few words. In Northumbrian e probably 

remained, even after the fronted consonants ͘ʒ, sć (see Bülbring § 290, but cf. also § 

296), but was raised to i in the ME. period before the thirteenth century, for CM. has 

such forms as ʒit and kist for Northumb. ʒet and cest. i here was probably wide, ME. 

i being wide before p, s, n, t, f, and m (HEES. 649).  

 

Examples: 

gįt vb. get. Cf. Northumb. onʒeta.  

jįt adv. yet. Northumb. ʒet Cook 100, ME. yit CM. 2591, yett CM. 553.  

klįk vb. snatch away. Cf. ME. clekis Alex Sk. 282 = 'plucks', also cleke sb. Alex Sk. 

2163.  

kįst sb. chest. Northumb. cest, ME. kist CM. 21018 and 5617.  

stįdį adj. steady. For OE. *stediʒ cf. OE. steding line, stede, staðol.  

 

[17] 

 

stįdl vb. walk lazily or crookedly. ME. stedill = 'make stand still' Alex Sk. 3977. 

Halliwell steddle. For OE. *steðelian for *staðolojan cf. staþol and stįdį above.  

wįlə sb. willow. OE. weliʒ, ME. wilwe. Pr. P. 528.  
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Note. In gįd̖ər vb. gather and tųgįd̖ər adv. together OE. æ has become į via ME. e (cf. 

gederes Gaw. 421 and 777). This shows that æ had become e quite early in the ME. 

period, if it is not even older and hence the change æ < e is older than e < i Stįdį sb. 

anvil goes back to Scand. * steði, cf. ON. steði, Norw. sted Aasen p. 747. ME. steþi 

CM. 23237. Stythy Cath. 365 stidye Lev. 97. 7.  

 

§ 34. OE, e before n + cons., ME. e has become į in Kendal in the words bįŋk sb. 

bench and st̖rįŋļ vb. sprinkle. It is highly probable that both these words are not native 

to the dialect but are borrowed from some other northern dialect. e + n generally 

remains in the Kendal dialect. bįŋk in all probability comes from a nominative *benc 

with gen. and dat. ben͘ces, ben͘ce which would give ME. benk (see Bruce 7. 238) and 

*benche. Modern Kendal bęŋk or bįŋk, bęnʃ (with simplification of ntʃ to nʃ). All three 

forms exist in the dialect, though possibly bęnʃ is a later borrowing from polite English. 

Unfortunately in st̖riŋkl we have no ę form in the modern dialect although such forms as 

strenkelen Pr. P. 479, strenkild Alex Sk. 3676, and strenkling CM. 28580, really exist in 

ME.  

 

§ 35. In the words dįŋ sb. noise, ME. dinge Cath. 100, flįŋ vb. fling, ME. flingen Alis 

1111, hįŋ vb. hang; i is generally believed to represent Scand. e (cf. ON. dengia, flengia, 

hengia), but Björkman (p. 207) thinks it highly improbable that e should have become i 

in ME., seeing that there are so few traces of it to be found. For ding he conjectures a 

Scand. *dinga, cf. OSwed. diunga  

 

[18] 

 

= *dingwan. Murray (NED. see fling), likewise doubts the probability of the change ęn 

< įn.  

 

§ 36. OE. y was unrounded to i (ſ) in the ME. period and was widened to į (ſ) in the 

17 th century (Ellis, EE. Pron. Ill p. 881 ff.) and has remained so in Kendal till the 

present day.  

Examples: 
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bįznəs sb. business. ME. bisinesse Pr. P. 37; cf. OE. bysiʒ.  

brįg sb. bridge. Cf. OE. brycʒ, ME. brig. CM. 8945.  

mįtʃ adv. much. OE. my͘cel, ME. miche. Alex Sk. 5602.  

plųustilt sb. plough handle. OE. stylte.  

ʃįlf sb. shelf. OE. sc͘ylf (Bl. Horns 27), ME. schelf Pr. P. 448.  

 

Note. In kįnklįn sb. fuel į has its origin in Scand. y. Cf. OIc. kyndill = 'torch', OSwed. 

kyndill messe (Ihre) both derived from OE. candel, itself from Lat. candela. Cf. ME. 

kindling CM. 19389, Alex Sk. 3292.  

 

OE. ȳ has become į in wįʃ vb. wish, þįml sb. thimble.  

 

§ 37. OE. ǣ (WGmc. ā) has become į in the words įvər adv. ever, įv(ə)rį adj. every, 

nįvər adv. never, and ʃįpərd sb. shepherd; representing ONorthumbrian ǣfre, *ǣferil͘c. 

nǣfre and Anglian scēp (see § 87). This ǣ (♢♢) became ē (♢♢) in the ME. period and 

was raised to ī (ſ) before the sixteenth century, and then shortened to i (ſ) and widened 

to į (ſ) in the seventeenth century.  

 

§ 38. OE. ī has become į in Kendal in the words fįftį num. fifty, fįftįn num. fifteen, 

and stįf adj. stiff. Here ī was shortened to i (ſ) in the ME. period and widened to į (ſ) in 

the seventeenth century.  

 

§ 39. Words of uncertain origin.  

fįdʒ vb. fidget, flįkə vb. laugh heartily, jįlp vb. yelp, mįzļ vb. drizzle, penįwįg sb. 

small round cake (ME. whig  
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= whey), pįgįn sb. small wooden bowl with handle to it, stįtʃ sb. potato-row, swįn vb. 

make (ones way) as swįnįn ə wę̄ ųp. swindʒ vb. singe, twįdļ vb. pass the thumb or 

fingers over one another.  

tʃįtį sb. cat.  
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ę. 

Kendal ę has the following origins.  

§ 40. OE. e (♢) both with and without nasal combinations has in most cases 

remained short during the ME. period till the present day, in Kendal. In slęd sb. sledge 

from ME. slę̄de, OE. *sleda; ę instead of įə is due to early shortening probably arising 

from a compound in which sled was the first member.  

 

Examples: 

ębṃ adv. straight, direct (e. g. liuk ębṃ jɔndə). Northumb. efne Cook 45. ęlər sb. alder 

tree. OE. ellarn.  

fętḷ vb. get ready, put in order for OE. *fetlian, ME. fetlen (see Wall p. 79), cf. OE. fetel 

= 'belt, girdle'.  

jęst sb. yeast. Northumb. *ʒest, ME. jest. Cath. 426.  

nęb sb. (duck)bill. OE. nebb, ME. neb. Alex Sk. 807.  

slęd sb. sledge, for OE. *sleda, ME. slę̄de. Pr. P. 458. Cf. MDu. slede, slide, OHG. slito, 

ON. sleðe. (Stratm.- Brad. 555.)  

spęlk sb. basket-rib. OE. spelc = 'splint', ME. spelke. Pr. P. 468.  

stręk adj. adv. straight, OE. strec, ME. strek. Prk. Cons. 2623.  

hwęd̖ər pron. which whether (e. g. ęd̖ər ɔn əm hwed̖ə ðųu wįlt) Northumbrian hweðer 

Lind 56. ME. qveþer CM. 8733.  

hwęlp sb. puppy. Northumb. hwelp Lind. 55, ME. qvelpe CM. 18645.  

hwęmļ vb. upset. ME. quelm CM. 24862, whelmyn Pr. P. 54. 

 

[20] 

 

Note, sb. hędǯ sb. hedge (OE. heʒe B. T. II 525) is in all probability a loanword from 

either polite English or a Midland dialect.  

 

§ 41. ę in the following words represents a Scand. e: dęg vb. water. Norw. deggja 

Aasen p. 103, ON. doggua = *deggu̯ja = Prim. Norse *dau̯u̯jan.  
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ębm sb. object. ON. efni, ME. efne. CM. 335.  

ęg ɔn vb. incite. ON. eggia, ME. eggyn. Pr. P. 136.  

eldįn sb. fuel. Norw. elding Aasen 132, ON. elding, ME. eyldinge. CM. 3164.  

fęl sb. fell, hill. ON. fell, (Wall p. 99).  

kęnsbak sb. 'mark by which anything can be recognised at a distance'. By popular 

etymology for *kenspak, cf. Norw. kjennespak Aasen 358, Swed. kännspak, cf. ON. 

spakr = 'wise' (see Björkman p. 220 and Wall p. 108).  

klęg sb. gadfly. Norw klęgg Aasen 363, ON. kleggi (Björkman p. 284).  

męld̖ər sb. 'a quantity of corn to be ground'. Norw. melder Aasen p. 493. OIc. meldr 

(Björkman p. 284).  

[eg] skęl sb. eggshell. ON. skel, ME. skelle York. Plays II, 65 (see Björkman 124).  

stęg sb. gander. Norw. stegg Aasen p. 747, ON. steggr, ME. steg. Oath. 367, Lev. 53, 

25.  

 

§ 42. OE. a (Ϳ) and æ (♢) became e (♢) perhaps already in the OE. period (cf. the 

Mercian e-forms, where e = j♢ or ♢, see Bulbring § 91). This was widened to ę (♢) in 

the ME. period (see HES. § 650) and has remained so ever since.  

 

Examples: 

bęk sb. brook. OE. bæc, ME. becc. CM. Gött. 8946 (see Björkman p. 144).  

ęftər prep, after. OE. æfter Lind. 2, ME. efter CM. 493.  

 

[21]  

 

ęsp sb. aspen. OE. æspe, ME. espe. Cath. 117.  

ęʃ sb. ash(-tree). OE. æsċ, ME. esche. Cath. 117.  

gęm sb. game. Cf. OE. gæmnian, ME. game. CM. 105G4.  

gęv vb. pret. gave. OE. gæf, ME. gaf. CM. 17136.  

(kāt-)hęk sb. 'tailboard of a cart'. OE. hæcc, ME. hek. Towne 126/305.  

hęlt̖ər sb. halter. OE. hælfter, ME. helter. Cath. 182.  

hęsp sb hasp. OE. hæsp, ME. hespe. Cath. 188.  
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hęv vb. have. OE. *iċ hafa, ME. haf. CM. 430 etc.  

hęzļ sb. hazel. OE. hæsel, ME. hesyl. Pr. P. 288.  

jęt sb. gate. Northumb. ʒæt Lind. 31, ME. gate Towne 53/40, CM. 1264, Cath. 425.  

sęk sb. sack. OE. sæc, ME. sek. CM. 4859.  

skęl sb. scale. OE. sceale, ME. scale. Cath. 320.  

wẹlt̖ər vb. stagger about. Cf. OE. wealtan, MHG. walzen. węltər is for OE. *wæltrian, 

cf. ME. weltrand Bruce III, 719.  

węʃ vb. wash. OE. wascan, ME. wesche. CM. 27547, also wasch CM. 15219.  

 

Note. In kęst vb. cast ON. a has become ę. Cf. ON. kasta.  

 

§ 43. OE. e + n + consonant has remained in Kendal in the following words:  

bęnd vb. bend. OE. bendan, ME. bende. Pr. P. 30.  

bęŋk sb. bench. (See however § 34.)  

ęnd sb. end. OE. ende.  

sęnd vb. send. OE. sendan.   

In glęnt vb. look up, and męns sb. kindness, hospitality, ę is of Scand. origin 

representing orig. e. For the former cf. ME. glenten, Swed. glänta (Björkman 241), for 

the latter ME. menske, Trist. 2118, ON. menska = 'humanity', OSwed. mænska = 

'goodness', ODan. meniske, menske 'kindness, goodwill' (Björkman 139.)  

In tęnt sb. tent ę represents OFr. e, cf. OFr. tente.  

 

§ 44. OE. a + nasal + consonant has become  

 

[22] 

 

ę in Kendal in a few words. In such positions a otherwise remains unaltered; e. g. 

land sb. 'land', raŋk adj. 'rank, close together', taŋz sb. 'tongs'.  

Examples: 

bįlęŋ vb. belong. OE. "belanʒian, cf. lanʒian. MDu. belangen = concern.  

fęnd vb. provide for (anything). OE. fandian, ME. to fande = conari, niti. Cath. 122.  
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ϸęŋk vb. thank. OE. (WS.) ðancian, Northumb. ðonciʒa. Cook 198. ME. thank CM. 

5302.  

ðęn adv. then. Northumb. ðonne Cook 195, ME. ϸan CM. 67, ϸen CM. 300.  

 

§ 45. OE. (Northumb.) ē and ǣ. ♢♢(and ♢) were levelled under ę̄ in the ME. period 

and shortened later to ę, which sound they still possess.  

Examples: 

I. Northumb. ē (WGmc. ā). 

blęd̖ər sb. bladder. Northumb. *blēder, ME. bleddyr. Cath. 34.  

bręϸ sb. breath. Northumb. *brēϸ, ME. breeϸ). CM. Trin. 3573.  

nębər sb. neighbour. Northumb. nēhʒibur Lind. 67, ME. neghbur CM. 6479.  

wępm̗ sb. weapon. Northumb. wēpen Lind. 94, ME. wēpen CM. 7172.  

II. Northum. ǣ (WGmc. *ai— i). 

hęlϸ sb. health. OE. *hǣlϸ, ME. helthe. Pr. P. 235.  

 

§ 46. In sębm̗ num. seven, seƀəntį num. seventy, and əlębm̗ num. eleven, OE. eo was 

simplified to e in the ME. period. Cf. ME. seu̯en CM. 508, seu̯enti CM. 1486, and 

elleu̯en CM. 4088.  

 

§ 47. OE. ā has become ę in the word ęks vb. ask. Cf. āsciʒa Cook 13, ME. ask CM. 

595. The change in this case is probably later than with bęk etc.  

 

[23]  

 

§ 48. In gęzlįn sb. gosling ę may represent either Scand. ǽ or OE. ē shortened. Wall 

cfs. OIc. gǽslingr. It is however quite as reasonable to derive it from a hypothetical OE. 

*ʒēs-linʒ (for *ʒōs-linʒ cf. ʒōs). Cf. ME. geslyng WW. 63817 and 701. 8.  

 

§ 49. kęʃ sb. cowparsnip (Heraclium spondylium) in all probability goes back to a 

Northumb. *ċēsċ (WS. ċȳsċ) for Gmc. *kunskiz corresponding to Idg. *ĝn̬t-ki-s. *ĝnt is 
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the Schwund-stufe to Idg. *ĝenut, *ĝonat seen in Gk. *γόνυτ γόνατος 'knee' Goth, 

knuss-jan from *knussus Idg. *ĝnuttos.  

For Idg. tk = Gmc. *sk cf. Idg.*dn̥t-ko (Latin *dents Sk. *ὸ-δοντς) with Gmc. 

*tunskoz, OE. tūsċ, Mod. Engl, tusk. (I am indebted to Mr. Wyld for this etymology.)  

 

§ 50. Scand. ei in kęk vb. 'tip up (a cart)' and ręns vb. rinse, became ę (♢♢), which 

form it usually takes in Kendal, (see § 53) before it was shortened to ę. For these two 

words, cf. Norw. keika Aasen 548 and reinska 592, the latter of which comes directly 

from the Scandinavian and not through OFr. rincer as Polite English 'rince' does (see 

Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 511).  

 

ę̄. 

Kendal g has the following origins:  

§ 51. OE. æ + ʓ, ǣ + ʓ, e + ʓ have become ę̄. Here diphthongisation does not seem to 

have taken place as in most originally open syllables in ME. When ʓ did not follow, ǣ 

etc. usually becomes įǝ.  

Examples: 

I. OE. æ + ʓ. 

dę̄ sb. day. Northumb. dæʓ Cook 36, ME. dai CM. 390.  

fę̄n adj. glad. Cf. Northumb. ʓefaʓen Cook 78, ME. fain CM. 1387. 

 

[24]  

 

hę̄l sb. hail. OE. hæʓl, ME. hail. CM. 22692.  

tę̄l sb. tail. OE, *tæʓl, ME. tayle. Cath. 377.  

II. OE. ǣ + ʓ. 

grę̄ adj. grey. OE. ʓrǣʓ, ME. grai. CM. 8288.  

hę̄ sb. hay. Northumb. hēʓ Cook 118, ME. hai CM. 3317.  

klę̄ sb. clay. OE. clǣʓ B. T. I. 157, ME. clai CM. 402.  

hwę̄ sb. whey. OE. hwǣʓ, ME. whig, whay Lev. 118. 46.  

III. OE. e + ʓ. 
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rę̄n sb. rain. Northumb. reʓn Cook 162, ME. rain CM. 1768.  

ǝwę̄ adv. away. OE. onweʓ, ME. awai. CM. 297.  

 

Note. In flę̄l sb. flail ę represents OFr. ae for older a + g.  

 

§ 52. In a few loanwords from Literary English of the 18th century, ę̄ has supplanted 

older ę̄ǝ, which would ultimately give rise to įǝ. Some of the other local dialects, 

apparently less, affected by the Literary English, keep a diphthong in all cases. Of these, 

the most important for our purpose is the dialect of Dent (Ellis's D. 31. 111, 7) which 

has words like dia̗l and bliiez (dale and blaze) where Kendal has dęl and blę̄z 

representing older dæl and *blæsian. Wę̄strǝl sb. vagabond is also a loanword from 18th 

century Literary English. The true dialect form appears in w�̄ǝst vb. waste (cf. 

OFr.vaster gvaster).  

 

Note. In mę̄n vb. mean from Northumh. *mǣna, ę̄ instead of normal �̄ǝ is due to an 

18th century borrowing from Literary English.  

 

In slę̄ vb. slay from OE. (Northumb.) slāha, *slaꭓ became slæꭓ  in ME. and was 

subsequently lengthened to slǣꭓ and raised to slę̄ probably in the 18th century. But 

perhaps slę̄ may be simply a borrowing from Literary English. (I am indebted to Mr. H. 

C. Wyld for this explanation of slę̄.)  

 

[25]  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. a, æ. 

blę̄r vb. roar (of animals). OE. *blarian, ME. blāren, cf. MDu. blaeren.  

glę̄z vb. glaze, make shine. OE. *ʓlasian, cf. OE. ʓlæs, ME. glas. CM. 10093.  

rę̄d̖ǝr adv. rather. Northumb. hraður Cook 117, ME. raϸer CM. 26566.  

snę̄k sb. snake. OE. snaca, ME. snake. Pr. P. 461, Alis5972.  

II. Scand. a. 

dę̄zd adj. dazed. Cf. OM. dasaðr C. and V. 96.  
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mę̄zd adj. confused. Cf. Norw. masa = 'be busy at any thing' 482. OIc. masa chatter, 

prattle, ME. (southern) masedliche. AR. 272.  

 

Note. OFr. a, ae, and ai appear as ę̄ in the words ēd͘ʓ  sb. age, gę̄ adj. well dressed, 

shown fine, rēd͘ʓ sb. rage, and tʃę̄n sb. chain.  

 

§ 53. Scand. ei and øy have become ę̄ in Kendal except where shortening has taken 

place, as in kęk and ręns (see § 50). Both these diphthongs probably became ę̄ as early 

as the 16th century. There is only one case of ę̄ representing older øy.  

Examples: 

blę̄k adj. golden yellow (of butter). ON. bleikr, ME. bleike. Hav. 470.  

bę̄tįn sb. food by the way. ON. beit, ME. baite. CM. 16931.  

flę̄ vb. scare. ON. fleyia.  

grę̄n sb. prong of a hay fork. ON. grœin, ME. gren. Alis 654.  

grę̄dlį, adj. proper, decent, honest, etc. ON. greiða.  

lę̄k vb. play. ON. leika.  

lę̄t vb. seek. ON. leita.  

skę̄tʃ sb. 'badly or untidily dressed person'. Cf. ON. skeika = 'go astray'. 

 

[26]  

 

slę̄k vb. smear. ON. slœikia.  

slę̄r vb. walk slowly. Cf. ON. slīor for *sl͘ær.  

snę̄p vb. snub check, cut short. Cf. ON. snøypa, ME. snaip.  

wę̄k adj. weak. Cf. ON. veikr, ME. weyke. Pr. P. 520.  

 

ǝ. 

§ 54. Kendal a has the following origins.  

ME. i from OE. e etc. + Scand. i has become ǝ before r in Kendal by metathesis, 

which probably took place before the 14th century. In the 16th century we get three 
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forms from the above-mentioned e and i, viz. — i (ſ), ę (♢), and ų, (♢) the first of which 

has given Kendal ǝ, the second Kendal a, and the third Kendal ų.  

The first of these, i probably became ę (♢) in the 17th century, whereas the 16th 

century e had by then developed into æ (♢). In the 18th century this ę passed into ǝ (ʅ) 

by the intermediate stage of ʅ˫, which is heard occasionally even now, in the word mǝrį 

adj. merry. This sound I take to be Ellis's e° (see E. E. Pron. V. pp. 80* and 721).  

Examples: 

bǝrd sb. bird. Northumb. bridd (late).  

gǝrn vb. complain, grin. OE. grinnian, ME. grennen.  

gǝsl̗ sb. gristle. OE. gristel, ME. girstelle. Cath. 157. gristle Lev. 147. 81.  

kǝrsn̗ vb. christen. OE. cristnian, ME. crysten.  

 

Note. In dǝrt sb. dirt ǝ represents Scand. i, cf. ON. dritr; ME. drit, MDu. drijt. ʃǝrl 

vb. slide represents a Scand. *skrilla. Cf. Swed. Dial, skrilla (Wall 119).  

 

§ 55. ME. i from OE. e, i, y, and also from Scand. y has become ǝ in Kendal before r. 

This  

 

[27]  

 

i (ſ) was widened and-lowered to ę (♢) in the 16th century and was treated in the same 

manner as i from metathesis.  

Examples: 

I. OE. e, t + r. 

bǝrk sb. birch. OE. beorc, ME. birk. Cath. 32.  

fǝrst adj. first. OE. fyrest, ME. first. CM. 8.  

smǝrk vb. smirk. OE. (WS.) smearcian B. T. IV. 887, Northumb. *smerciʓa, ME. 

smirken (Cath. 356, quoted from Stratmann-Bradley).  

II. OE. y. 

bǝrlǝr sb. 'waiter at a sheep-clipping'. OE. byrle, byrele, ME. brillare. Pr. P. 61. Cf. 

beran.  
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stǝr vb. stir. OE. styrian, ME. stir. CM. 4662.  

tʃǝrn sb. churn (for older *kǝrn). OE. cyren, ME. kyrne. Cath. 204.  

wǝrk vb. work. Northumb. wyrca Lind. 99, ME. wirk CM. 1753.  

 

Note, hǝrd ųp vb. hoard up probably comes from OE. *hyrdian, Gmc. *hurdjan, cf. 

ʓylden and gold (Bülbring § 164, Anm. 1). gǝrϸ sb. girth, is probably of Scand. origin. 

The OE. form ʓyrd has d (hence ME. gürd). There is a ME. girthe in Pr. P. 190 which is 

from a Scand. source, (cf. ON. gjọrϸ and gerϸ) from which our word is descended 

(Björkman p. 182). In bǝr sb. whirr, bang, etc. ǝ represents WScand. y. Cf. ON. byrr, 

Norw. byr (Aasen 94) = favourable wind. ODan. bør fair wind, ME. byr Towne 3/371 = 

rush birr Alex Sk. 711, bir CM. 24866 breeze (Björkman p. 205).  

 

§ 56. In ðer pron. 'those' we have ME. ϸir, ϸer from ON. ϸeir. gǝrt adj. 'great' from 

ʓrēat, ME. grēt owes its form to early shortening to *grę̄t previous to metathesis. *Gręt 

would become *girt. In kǝrliu sb. curlew ǝ represents ME. o (corlieu) from OFr. ou 

(courlieu). The origin of hǝrpl̗ vb. limp is uncertain. 

 

[28] 

 

ɐ. 

§ 57. Kendal ɐ (which only occurs after r) has the following origins.  

ME. e from OE. and OFr. e and ON. y has become ɐ after r in a few words, ę (♢) 

here probably remained till the 17th century, passing into ǝ (ʅ) in the 18th and being in all 

probability raised to ɐ (ɿ˫) in the early 19th.  

Examples: 

I. OE. e. 

brɐk vb. break. Northumb. breca Lind. 12, ME. brek CM. 872.  

strɐtʃ vb. strut. OE. streccan, ME. strek. CM. 940.  

trɐnl̗ sb. 'wheel of wheel-barrow'. OE. trendel, ME. trendyl Pr. P. 502 from *trindan, 

*trand, *trundon. See Skeat, Etym. Dict, p. 666.  
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II. OFr. e. 

d̖rɐs vb. dress. OFr. dresser, ME. dressen.  

prɐs vb. press, persuade. OFr. presser.  

trɐml vb. tremble. OFr. trembler.  

 

III. Scand. ý. 

ϸrɐst vb. thrust. Sc. ϸrýsta, ME threst. CM. 22683.  

 

§ 58. ME. i from OE. i (ie) has become ɐ in Kendal after r in a few words. Here į (ſ) 

was probably lowered to ę (♢) in the 17th century, passing into ǝ later.  

Examples: 

brɐm sb. brim. OE. brim = 'surge', ME. brym, brim 'margin of lake' (see Skeat, Etym. 

Dict. p. 77).  

brɐstn̗ sb. brimstone. OE. *brinstan, ME. brinstan. CM. 12842.  

 

[29]  

 

grɐnstn̗ sb. grindstone for OE. *ʓrind-stān. Cf. OE. ʓrindel = 'gnashing', ME. 

grindstone. Cath. 165. grynestone Lev. 168. 18.  

rɐdl̗ sb. riddle for OE. *hriddel. Cf. hridder WW. 141. 12.  

tʃīz-rɐm 'case used in making cheese'. OE. rima, ME. rim. Pr. P. 434.  

 

Note, ɐ in prɐnt vb. print corresponds to ME. i, OFr. ei (empreinter).  

 

§ 59. Words of uncertain origin. 

brɐkįn-kętl̗ sb. 'kettle used for boiling milk in cheesemaking'.  

rɐdstįǝk sb. 'stake to which cattle are fastened in the stall'.  

 

a. 

Kendal a has the following origins.  
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§ 60. OE. a both with and without the nasal combinations has remained a (♢♢ָ). In 

the case of the combinations m, n + cons, lengthening has never taken place, at least in 

this dialect. Scand. and OFr. a underwent a similar fate. Even in the words which have ɔ̄ 

(Ɉ♢) and ɔ (Ʝ) in Polite English, the Kendal forms have a, which goes back to those æ-

forms which existed by the side of ɔ̄ in the 17th century (see Ellis EE. Pron. IV, pp. 1001 

— 1018). Cf. want, hant. In a few words æ has remained short, where it would 

otherwise have become �̄e owing to the forms used being taken either 1) from the short 

ME. genitives and datives of l- and r- stems, as ladļ sb. ladle. Cf. ME. hladles: OE. 

hlǣdel. fad̖ǝr sb. father, ME. fader, OE. fæder, or 2) from the compounds as ʃam sb. 

shame, cf. ʃamfīǝst adj. shamefaced, ME. shamfasst.  

 

Note. In ask sb. newt, halįdę̄ sb. holiday, and swap vb. exchange. OE. ā was 

shortened already in the ME. period (cf. ME. halidai and swăppen [from swăp]). In fat 

adj. fat, last vb. last,  

 

[30] 

 

mad adj. mad, ratʃ vb. eructate, Northumb. ǣ (♢♢) was retracted and shortened to a 

(♢♢) in the ME. period (see Morsbach, ME. Gram. § 66). In a few words Northumb. o 

and y became ME. e and were levelled under OFr. and Scand. e which became æ (♢) 

before r in the 17th century and remained as such during the 18th becoming a (♢) in the 

19th. (E.g. warļd sb. world, wasṇ vb. grow worse, parlįʃ adj. dangerous, sarǝ vb. serve, 

feed (animals), skart adj. with the skin knocked off, tarn sb. tarn, ME. terne (Allit. 

Poems Morris B. 1041), OIc. tiörn, Norw. tjörn, tjodn, war vb. waste, cf. ON. veria, 

wardǝs sb. weekdays ON. hverr-.)  

 

Examples: 

arǝ sb. arrow. OE. earʓ.  

as-bwǝrd sb. 'box for keeping ashes in' for *ask-buǝrd Northumb. asca Cook 12, ME. 

asken n. pl. Hav. 2841, aske Pr. P. 443. 

batʃ sb. batch. OE. *bæcc, ME. bacche. Pr. P. 21. Cf. Swed. bak.  
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dafl vb. stun, for OE. *daftlian, ME. *daftelen.  

daft adj. foolish. OE. ʓedæft, ME. deft. Pr. P. 116.  

falǝ adj. fallow. OE. fealo, ME. falou. CM. 1265.  

hag vb. cut, for OE. *haccian. ME. hacken, hakken. Pr. P. 221. Cf. MDu., MLG., MHG. 

hacken.  

hagl vb. bungle spoil, for ME. *hackelen. Cf. Du. hackelen = mangle stammer.  

laf vb. laugh. Northumb. hlæhha Cook 115.  

laftǝr sb. laughter. OE. hleahtor.  

laft̖ǝr sb. brood for OE. *leahtor. Cf. leċ͘ʓan (see Wall 109).  

m�̄ǝlark sb. mealchest. OE. earc.  

parǝk sb. paddock. OE. pearruc, ME. parrok. Pr. P. 884.  

ratņ sb. rat. OE. rætt, ME. raton. Cath. 300.  

snafļ vb. act queerly. ME. snaffle Lev., ODu. snabel (Hexham), MDu. snavel = 'horses' 

muzzle. Cf. NHG. Schnabel. Also Engl, sniff.  

 

[31]  

 

stak sb. stack. OE. *stacc, cf. Swed. stack, ON. stakkr; is probably related to stųuk = 

OE. *stōcc. The Ablaut relationship is Idg. *stoĝhnó: *stōĝhnó. (I am indebted to 

Mr. Wyld for this etymology.)  

ʃadǝ sb. shadow. OE. sċeadu, ME. schade. CM. 20883.  

ϸak sb. thatch. OE. ϸaca.  

walʃ adj. tasteless, saltless. Cf. Lonsdale walla-ish Peacock 91. ME. walhwe Pr. P. 515.  

ǝmakǝlį adv. partly. Cf. Northumb. ʓemæcca Cook 88, OE. ʓemæc, ME. makly Pr. P. 

322.  

 

§ 61. In the words given below a is of Scandinavian origin.  

adļ vb. earn. ME. addlenn (Orm), ON. ǫðlask.  

asļ-tiuϸ sb. molar tooth. ME axyl-toothe Cath. Dan. axeltand (see Björkman 200).  

blad̖ǝr vb. chatter. ON. blaðra.  
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brakņ sb. bracken, fern. ME. brakyn WW. 644. 17, brake Pr. P. 47. Cf. Swed. bräken, 

ON. berkni = *brukni (NED. I. 1044). Björkman thinks it may be cognate with 

Swed. dial, brake = reed, brakel ugly bushes, nettles, thistles etc. (see p. 232).  

gab sb. gab garrulity. ME. gabbyn (vb.) Pr. P. 183, cf. ON. gabb = mockery, gabbas vb. 

mock. Perhaps this word is native (Björkman p. 246).  

gadflį sb. gadfly. ME. gad Cath. 147, Pr. P. 184, Lev. 7. 30. Cf. ON. gaddr, Norw. 

gadd. Aasen 204.  

havǝr-tr�̄ǝd sb. oatcake. ME. havyr Cath. 179, ON. hafri, Dan. havre, OLG. haboro 

(cited by Wall — see Björkman 213).  

kafļ vb. entangle. Cf. Norw. kavla Aasen 107, kavla sb. cylinder ib.  

rag sb. hoarfrost. Swed. dial, raggja mist seamist, Dan. rog, raag small rain (Wall p. 

114).  

 

[32] 

 

saklǝs adj. innocent. ON. saklauss, Norw. saklaus (Aasen).  

stakǝr vb. stagger. ME. stakeryn Pr. P. 471, ON. stakkra.  

 

Note, bask vb. bask. ME. baske (Palgrave) basken (Gawaine) according to Skeat. 

(Etym. Dic. see bask) is from ON. *baðask or perhaps *bakask. Björkman however (pp. 

136 and 202) derives it from Scand. *baska shown in Norw. baska = 'splash in water' 

(Aasen 43) and NE. dial, bask = 'beat severely' (see EDI). I. 177).  

 

§ 62. In the following words a is of OFr. origin.  

alǝkǝ vb. vinegar.  

badʓ̌ǝr sb. small corndealer. OFr. bladier (see Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 47).  

frap vb. plutter. OFr. frapper.  

karǝn sb. carrion. OFr. caroigne.  

sakstņ sb. sexton.  

tart sb. tart.  
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Note. In the words brat = apron, krag sb. crag, las sb. lass, plad sb. plaid, a is of 

Celtic origin.  

 

§ 63. OE. a before m, n + the stops p, b, t, d, has always remained short in Kendal, 

even where Polite English has now ɔ̄ from 16th century au.  

Examples: 

bųlstaŋ sb. dragonfly. Cf. OE. stinʓan.  

gand̖rįn sb. gander (rare). OE. ʓan(d)ra.  

hanļ sb. handle.  

kramļ vb. crawl. ME. crampelen, crampe Pr. P. 100, OE. crampiht.  

raŋ adj. wrong. OE. wrong, ME. wrang. Iw. 3134.  

raŋk adj. close together. OE. ranc, cf. rinc. ME. rank 16040.  

ʃųuwaŋ sb. bootlace. Northumb. ϸwong Cook 197.  

waŋkl adj. weak, lax, flabby. OE. wancol.  

 

Note. In aŋz sb. 'awn of barley' a represents orig. Scand. a. Cf. ON. ǫgn gen. agnar. 

For haŋk sb. hank cf. ME. hank tie up.  

 

[33]  

 

CM. 16044, Swed. hanka. taŋ is also of Scand. origin. Cf. ON. tange 'spit'. The 

etymology of ranl bōk = 'piece of word from which chain is suspended in the chimney 

for pots etc.' is uncertain Wall cfs. Dan. dial, raan (p. 115). In antǝz conj. 'in case' a 

represents a byform *anters by the side of the usual ME. aunters CM. 454 (from OFr. 

aventure). hant vb. haunt and ramp vb. trample represent OFr. hanter and ramper ME. 

hanten Plowman's Crede 771, rampand CM. 7104 'ramping, climbing'.  

 

§ 64. Words of uncertain origin. 

bad adj. bad.  

dʓ̇anǝk adj. honest.  

fratʃ vb. quarrel.  

danǝt sb. neerdoweel.  
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klam vb. starve.  

lagįn sb. stave of a cask.  

laʃkōm sb. large comb. Cf. Mid.-Yks. lash = 'comb out'.  

lalǝp sb. long, tiresome journey after anything.  

mafļ sb. act foolishly.  

sant̖ǝr vb. saunter.  

slaʃ vb. clip a hedge.  

tagļt sb. scamp, scoundrel.  

tʃats sb. small potatoes.  

wamp sb. wasp.  

 

ā. 

§ 65. Kendal ā is probably in most cases a development from older ɔ̄, itself coming 

from 16 e or ME. au. In the case of hwār adv. where; ME. ā (CM. 1243 quār) seems to 

have persisted till the present day. gā vb. 'go' and hwā pron. who (cf. Northumb. ʓaað 

Cook 92 and hwā Cook 19), seem also to have kept ā throughout. In spār vb. spare we 

may have quite late lengthening of a before r. In the words dāb vb. 'daub', sās vb. scold 

and dʓ̇āndis. 

 

[34] 

 

sb. jaundice, an older ɔ̄ (Ɉ) sound has been unrounded and raised to ā (♢♢♢). 

OE. e + r in a few words has become ā + r in Kendal, through 16th c. æ̆ 17th c. ǣ and 

18th c. ā. OFr. e + r has developed in precisely the same manner.  

Examples: 

I. OE. ă and ā + ʓ. 

ā vb. owe. Northumb. āʓa Cook 6, ME. āgh CM. 1168.  

ān adj. own. Northumb. āʓen, ME. āghen. CM. 124.  

d̖rā vb. draw. Northumb. draʓa Cook 41, ME. draw CM. 222.  

hā in kathā sb. haw-thorn. OE. haʓu, ME. hag. CM. 9886.  

nā vb. gnaw. Northumb. ʓnaʓa, ME. gnāghe. Hamp. Ps. CXVIII 40*.  
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sā sb. saw. OE. saʓu, ME. sagh. CM. 27376.  

II. OE. a + h. 

sā vb. pret. saw. Northumb. saeh Cook 169, ME. sāgh CM. 886, sauʓ Horn 125, 167.  

III. OE. ă and ā + w. 

blā vb. blow. Northumb. inblāwa Lind. 57.  

krā sb. crow. OE. crāwe B. T. I, 169.  

kɔk-krā sb. cock-crow. Cf. OE. crāwan, B.T.I, 169.  

mā vb. mow. OE. māwan.  

nā vb. know. OE. cnāwan.  

rā sb. row. OE. rāw and rǣw.  

tāz tāstįks 'pieces of bark used for tying twig of a broom together. Cf. OE. ʓetāwe.  

ϸrā vb. throw. Northumb. *ϸrāwa WS. ϸrāwan.  

 

§ 66. Scand. á appears as ā in the following words: lā adj. low. ON. lágr, ME. lagh. 

CM. 18166.  

 

[35]  

 

wāmļ vb. roll about. ME. wamlin 'feel sick', 'nauseo' Pr. P. 515. Cf. Swed. dial, våmla = 

'belch', Dan. vamle vb. 'nauseate loathe' (see Wall p. 126).  

 

§ 67. OE. ā + l + d appears as ā in  

āld adj. old. Northumb. āld Cook 8, ME. āld CM. 117.  

hāld sb. hold. See hɔd § 83.  

fāld sb. yard. OE. fal(o)d, sheep-fold B. T. I, 270.  

kāld. cold. Northumb. cāld Cook 27, ME. cald CM. 3563. 

 

 Note. OFr. ā has become ā in kām adj. calm, and pām sb. 'palm' (of hand), krāl vb. 

crawl represents Dan. kravle, ON. krafla vb. 'paw'.  

 

§ 68. OE. e + r has become ā in  

fādǝr adv. further.  
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hārd vb. pret. heard. Northumb. herde Cook 114.  

hāϸ sb. hearth.  

lārņ vb. learn. Northumb. leorniʓa Cook 131.  

tār sb. tar. OE. teoro, teru, ME. terre. Pr. P. 489.  

 

§ 69. Words of uncertain origin:  

d̖räp vb. drawl.  

flātʃ. coax, flatter.  

mānd̖ǝr vb. maunder.  

māpmǝnt sb. nonsense.  

t̖rāp vb. 'wander, trapes'.  

 

ų. 

Kendal ų, has the following origins.  

 

§ 70. 1) OE., Scand. and Celtic u and also OFr. ou have remained short in Kendal in 

all positions even before the combinations m, n + consonant, where we would expect ųu 

from ME. ū. In such cases ų is due to the fact that the forms in question are either 

borrowed from compounds, wh. of necessity had a short vowel in  

 

[36] 

 

the first member, or are simply formed by analogy. OE.u was probably the high-back-

narrow-round (♢) (see HES. § 412). In the ME. period both wide and narrow u existed 

side by side (HES. § 661). The Kendal wide form (*♢) is no doubt of ME. date, the 

underrounding taking place about the 17th century (HES. § 793).  

Examples: 

OE. u. 

bųtǝ sb. butter. OE. butere.  

kųm vb. come. OE. cuman.  

mųd. sb. mud. ME. mud Pr. P. 347, cf. MLG. modde, mudde. In all probability native.  
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Note, stųt vb. stutter (ME. stotin Pr. P. 477 'titubo' stute Palsgr. stutte Cath. 376) is 

probably native although no OE. forms are known. It is the Schwund-stufe to an iu, au, 

u, grade and has cognates in OIc. stauta = 'push', stŋtta = 'shorten' from *stutjan, MHG. 

stoʓen (stieʓ).  

 

§ 71. 2) Scand. u appears as ų in the following words:  

bųl sb. bull. ME. bull CM. 10386. Cf. Dan. bul, ON. Buli 

bulk sb. bulk. Cf. ON. bulk = 'heap' ODan. bulk = 'flaw in a vessel' (see Björkman p. 

231).  

bųr sb. bure. ME. bure Cath. 48, bur Pr. P. 516. Cf. Swed. burre, Dan. borre.  

gųst sb. gust. ME. gust. Cf. Ic. gustr (cf. gjosa), Swed. Dial, gust = 'flash from an oven' 

(Rietz) (see Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 249).  

mųl sb. dust (from peats).  

 

Note. Hųl in pįgųl 'pigsty' is probably of Scandinavian origin, no OE. forms being 

known although there is an OLG. (bi)-hullian. It is the same word as ME. hule sb. 'hut 

shelter' Rel. I, 224, hul Lev. 185, 19. Cf. ON. hylja, ODan. hylle (see Björkman p. 243). 

Buʃ sb. bush is probably of Scand. origin or perhaps Latin origin, cf. ME. busk CM. 

3743, Dan. busk; Swed. buske. Björkman p. 187.  

 

[37]  

 

§ 72. 3) OFr. o, ou, u have become ų in Kendal in the words  

hųt sb. hut, Cf. OFr. hotte from OHG. hutta.  

kųpl sb. couple. ME. couple, OFr. couple, cople.  

mųnį sb. money. ME. monie, OFr. monoie.  

sųpǝ sb. supper. ME. soper Fl. and Bl. 23, super Hav. 1762, OFr. super.  

 

Note, ų in the words fun sb. fųn, krųdz sb. curds, rųb vb. rub, pųt vb. put, is probably 

of Celtic origin. Cf. OIr. foun = delight (Skeat p. 223), OIr. cruth (Skeat p. 114), Gael 

rub, Gael put (Skeat p. 480).  
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§ 73. 4) OE. u before nasal + cons, has remained in Kendal in the words  

bųn(d) p. p. bound. OE. ʓebunden.  

grųnd sb. ground. OE. ʓrund.  

pųnd sb. pound. OE. pund.  

tumļ vb. tumble. Cf. ME. tomblyng = juggling CM. Trin. MS. 13195, tumbel = dance 

CM. 13140.  

 

Note, lųmp sb. lump, is perhaps native. Cf. ODu. lompe rag tatter. But cf. Norw. 

lųmp Aasen p. 461, Swed. lump Rietz also Norw. lopputt, Ic. loppinn.  

In bųnʃ. bunch, we have probably Scand. u before n + k. Cf. ME. bunke Deb. Soul 

and Body, Vernon MS. Ic. bunke pile, heap Norw. bunke 'heap' (Aasen p. 90), Swed. 

dial, bunke (Rietz).  

 

§ 74. 5) OE. y has become ų in Kendal in the words ʃųpṇ sb. cowshed and wųrm sb. 

worm. Here y (f) became u (♢) in the ME. period (HES. § 662) via the intermediate 

stage of (Ɨ). This u was widened to ų in the 17th century.  

 

Note. In krųtʃ sb. crutch ų answers to i in OE. cricc (see B. T.). In this case ų rests 

upon a ME. form with ü which is Southern or Midland and hence krųtʃ is a borrowing, 

but an old one. The form crycc is a by-form, corresponding to cricc and therefore does 

not represent OE. y from *u-i.  

 

§ 75. 6) ME. ọ̄ from OE. o and ō has become ų in Kendal in a few words.  

 

[38] 

 

In the 13th century this ō (♢♢) was overrounded to ōᵘ (♢)♢) which became ū (1) in 

the 16th and was shortened and widened to ų (♢) in the following century.  

 

Examples: 
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I. OE. o except before r + cons. < ų. 

ʃrųb sb. shrub. OE. scrobsċir AS. Chron. 1094, also scrobbesbyriʓ AS. Chron. 1016, 

ME. scrob.  

ʃųfļ sb. shovel. OE. sceof(o)l.  

ʃųt vb. shoot. OE. scotian B. T. IV, 889, ME. schotien Prk. Cons.  

ųbm sb. oven. OE. ofan WW. 201, ME. ovene Pr. P. 372, oven CM. 2926.  

 

II. OE. o before rd, rϸ, rs < ų. 

dųst vb. pret. 'durst'. OE. dorsta, ME. durst, CM. 1820.  

wųrd sb. word. Northumb. word Cook 213.  

wųrϸ sb. worth. Northumb. worð, ME. worth. CM. 1739.  

wųsǝt sb. worsted (derived from the place-name Worsted, cf. OE. Wrðstede in Kemble, 

Cod. Dipl. IV. Charter 785, see Skeat, Etym. Dict.).  

 

III. OE. ō < ų. 

blųd sb. blood. OE. blōd.  

brųd̖ǝr sb. brother. OE. brōðer.  

gųd adj. good. OE. ʓōd.  

mųd̖ǝr sb. mother. OE. mōðor.  

mųnϸ sb. month. OE. mōnaϸ.  

rųd̖ǝr sb. rudder. OE. rōϸor.  

ǝnųf adv. enough. OE. ʓenōʓ.  

 

§ 76. 7) OE. ū has become ų, in Kendal in a few words. Here the shortening dates 

from about the 15th or 16th century.  

 

[39]  

 

Examples: 

dųk sb. duck. OE. dūce, ME. dooke. Pr. P. 125.  

dųv sb. dove. OE. *dūfa in dūfe-doppa = 'pelicanus'. Cf. OS. dūva, Goth, -dubo, ME. 

dove. CM. 1895. duu CM. 10778, dove Pr. P. 128.  
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hųlǝt sb. owl. For *ūlet cf. OE. ūle.  

kųd vb. pret. could. Northumb. cūð Cook 33, ME. cuth CM. 2009.  

sųk(įn) vb. deceive, cheat. OE. sūcan, ME. sūken.  

tųsl vb. tussle. Cf. ME. to-tūsen, LG. tuseln (Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 682). MHG. erzûsen, 

OHG. zirzûson.  

ðų pron. thou (unstressed form of ðųu). OE. ϸū.  

 

§ 77. Words of uncertain origin:  

bųmp garņ sb. a coarse woollen garn.  

plųk sb. 'lungs etc. of sheep used for cat's meat'.  

slųtʃ sb. slutch.  

wųmļ sb. auger.  

 

o. 

§78. Kendal o (♢) only occurs in the two words ko vb. come and wįno vb. winnow, 

which usually appear as kųm and wįnų.  

 

ɔ. 

Kendal ɔ has the following origins.  

§ 79. OE. o, Scand. o, and OFr. o have remained ɔ in Kendal in close syllables except 

before l + cons, and r + cons.  

Examples: 

I. OE. o. 

brɔϸ sb. broth, soup. OE. broϸ, ME. brothe. Pr. P. 53.  

dɔkņ sb. dock (plant). OE. docce, ME. dockan. Cath. 103 (Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 175).  

 

[40] 

 

fɔks sb. fox. OE. fox, ME. fox. CM. 7151.  
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glɔp vb. stare. Cf. ME. gloppend 'frightened, dazzled'. CM. 1288 also glope 'surprise' 

Townl. 174/264. Cf. MDu. gleopen, OFris. glup, Norw. glopa 'gape' gluppa 'gape 

stare' Aasen p. 2289 and ON. glūpna. Most probably native.  

hɔg sb. sheep. ME. hoge Alex. Sk. 4278, hog CSc. 66, hogrel Lev. 55, 38, hogger 

'breeder of sheep' CM. Gott. MS. 1501.  

hɔlįn sb. holly. OE. holeʓn, ME. holyn. Cath. 187.  

jɔk sb. yoke. Northumb. ʓeoc Cook 91, ME. yock CM. 21267.  

lɔpǝd adj. congealed (of cream and blood). ME. lopren, lopred Ps. CXVIII. 70, lopird 

Prk. Cons. 489.  

ɔpņ vb. open. Northumb. ʓeopniʓa Cook 93, ME. oppen CM. 1337, open CM. 1760.  

 

§ 80. II. Scand. o appears as ɔ in  

lɔpņ pp. of laup, leap. ME. lopen Gaw. 1413, CM. 18302.  

klɔk-hęn sb. sitting-hen. Cf. ME. cleken = 'hatch', NE. Dial, cleck and tletš (Wright, 

Windhill § 73), cf. ON. klekja, klakti, Goth, niuklahs, Norw. klekkja. Aasen p. 363. 

klɔk probably represents *klak (Wall p. 93/94). Björkman thinks that the forms in tš 

represent native words with ċċ *cleċċan (see p. 146).  

kɔlǝp sb. slice of bacon. ME. colloppe Pr. P. 88. Cf. OSwed. kollops (see Stratmann-

Bradley).  

slɔkņ vb. slake the thirst. ME. slockens CM. 18360, slokyn Townl. 138/677. Cf. ON. 

slockna, Norw. slokna. Aasen 706.  

 

§ 81. III. OFr. o appears as ɔ in bɔnį adj. pretty, kɔk sb. cock, prɔmįs vb. promise. In 

bɔtʃ vb. mend patch ɔ goes back to ME. o from OFr. ou (bocchen : boucher). In pɔdįʃ 

 

[41]  

 

sb. porridge we have probably a ME. shortening of the OFr. ō in pōtage, ɔrd̖ǝr sb. order 

is in all probability a borrowing from Polite English. The real Kendal form would be 

ųǝrd̖ǝr. 

 

§ 82. OE. o + r + cons. seems to have had two developments in Kendal.  
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1. to ų̄ǝ where ǒ < ME. ǫ̌.  

2. to ɔ where ǒ has remained short.  

The former development appears where in OE. d followed r, the latter where n 

followed. However it is possible that the second case is simply a borrowing from Polite 

English for a phrase exists tǝmųǝrn ǝt nīt to-morrow night. The Furness and Cartmel 

dialects have uu according to Ellis, e. g. kuurn (see EE. Pron. V. on D. 31, VII b p. 629). 

This is said to be old-fashioned. I have seen in specimens of another Westmoreland 

dialect the form 'būǝrn' spelt booarn.  

 

Examples: 

IV. OE. o + r n < ɔ. 

bɔrn adj. born.  

hɔrn sb. horn. Northumb. horn Cook 117, ME. horn CM. 6709.  

kɔrņ sb. corn. Northumb. corn Cook 30, ME. corn CM. 2148.  

mɔrnįn sb. morning. Cf. Northumb. morʓen Cook 145, ME. morning.  

 

Note. In stɔrkņ vb. congeal we have Scand. o, cf. ON. storkna, Norw. storkna. Aaeen 

747 (Wall p. 119). Lɔrd sb. lord is borrowed from Polite English. The true Kendal form 

would be *l�̄ǝrd (cf. Ellis V. 761 glenfarquhar 'leerd'). In sɔrį adj. sorry ɔ represents a 

ME. shortening of ō from OE. ā. This is likewise borrowed from Polite English.  

 

§ 83. OE. ā in hɔdņlį adv. continually from *hālden-liċ became au in the 16th century 

passing into ɔ̄ in the  

 

[42] 

 

17th through the intermediate stages of Ϳ♢ and Ɉ♢. Hɔd vb. hold instead of *hāld is due 

to analogy with this hɔdņlį. A substantive hāld 'hold' from an OE. *hāld actually occurs 

— though often supplanted by hɔd.  
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§ 84. OE. ō in fɔd̖ǝr sb. fodder, and sɔft adj. soft was shortened to ǒ in the ME. 

period, remained such in the 16th century, (Ellis EE. Pron. Ill, 881 ff.) and has under- 

gone no further change.  

ɔ in tɔf adj. tough, and trɔf sb. trough probably goes back to a ME. form with ɔ̄ (Ʝ) 

OE. tōh must have become *to ͧ ꭓ (t♢)ꭓ) in the 13th century but there was probably a 

derivative from it *tɔꭓ. About the 15th century there must have been a *tūꭓ from *tō ͧꭓ 

which gave rise to 16th century tauꭓ and tau quoted by Smith (Ellis EE. Pron. Ill, 90(5). 

Kendal tɔf is to be traced back to 16th century, *tɔf from ME. tɔꭓ. 

 

§ 85. In bɔg sb. bog and bɔgļ sb. ghost ɔ is probably of Celtic origin. Cf. for bɔg 

OIrish bocc, for bɔgl Welsh bwg = 'goblin', bwgwl 'threat', bygylu 'threaten', Gael, 

bocan spectre (see Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 81. 'bug-bear').  

 

§ 86. Words of uncertain origin.  

skrɔg sb. bushy spot, scrub. Björkman p. 132, Wall p. 118.  

 

i. 

§ 87. Kendal i only occurs in the words ibmįn, klin, ʃįp and a few others, which latter 

sometimes appear with į (ſ) (see § 14) Northumb. ǣ and ē (♢♢ and ♢♢) both became ę̄ 

in the ME. period and this ę̄ was subsequently narrowed and then raised to ī about the 

15th century, shortening probably taking place in the 16th century. ʃip sb. sheep comes 

from Anglian sċēp rather from Northumb. sċīp (Bülbring § 154) which would become 

*ʃaip in Kendal.  

 

[43]  

 

Examples: 

ibmįn sb. evening. Northumb. ēfern Lind., ME. ēuening CM. 6385.  

klin adj. clean. Northumb. clǣne, ME. clę̄ne. 

 

ī. 
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Kendal ī has the following origins.  

 

§ 88. OE. e in open syllables in two words wīl adv. well and ǝtwīn adv. prep, 

'between' has become ī instead of �̄ǝ. This e was lengthened to ę̄ (♢♢) in the ME. period 

(cf. Morsbach § 64 under 'fakultative Dehnung') and was probably so in the Dialect of 

the Cursor Mundi (see Hupe p. 136*). It was narrowed and raised to ī between the 14th 

and 16th centuries and was certainly ī by the 16th (cf. bītwīn Ellis III, 881). In bīzṃ sb. 

besom we probably have a ME. open syllable (see Luick § 539) bę̄seme which was 

treated in the same way as in the two cases above (cf. bisam Miège, Ellis IV, 1003).  

 

§ 89. OE. ēo (♢♢♢) in frīz vb. freeze was monophthongized to ē (♢♢) (HES. § 642) 

in the ME. period and became ī later along with ę̄ from older ę. Northumb. æ in gīs sb. 

geese, grīn adj. green, was unrounded to ē in the ME. period and subsequently treated in 

the same way as ę̄ from older ę. Tīm vb. 'make empty, pour out' which Wall regards as 

probably native, is perhaps of Scand. origin. Cf. ON. tøma = 'make empty' from tómr = 

'empty'. The OE. tōm means 'free from' for which cf. OS. tômî(g) 'frei von', OHG. 

zuomig = 'vacans', and the senses of ME. tēmen and ON. tōmr agree so much better than 

tēmen and OE. tōm that there can be little doubt of their Scand. origin (see Björkman p. 

256).  

 

[44]  

 

§ 90. Northumb, ēʓ (from older *ēoʓ and *ēaʓ) appears as ī in Kendal. This ēʓ 

became ē (♢♢) in the ME. period (but cf. Hupe p. 142* who believes that ei in CM. was 

wide) and was subsequently raised to ī, the sound it now possesses.  

Stī sb. ladder has for its nearest cognate OE. stiʓ, which would in all probability give 

Kendal *stai Wright (Windh. § 94, 158) derives this word, and also skrīk (cf. OSwed. 

skrīka) and tīl sb. 'tile' from original ī. It is, however, more likely that stī and tīl go back 

to ME. *stē, *tēl in which ē would naturally become ī in the 16th century (see also 

Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 568 on sneak).  

Examples: 
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d̖rī adj. 'tedious long'. Northumb. drēʓe, ME. drēʓe. Alex. 2091.  

flī sb. fly. Northumb. flēʓe (Dur. Bk.), ME. flei. CM. 5989.  

ī sb. eye. Northumb. ego Lind. 23, ME. ei CM. 4078.  

ī vb. lie 'mentiri' . Northumb. *lēʓa, ME. lei. CM. 689.  

 

§ 91. Northumb. e + ht has become ī in Kendal. The old Northumb. e was probably 

lengthened after loss of h to ē (♢♢) about the 14th century and was raised to ī in the 16th. 

The Cursor Mundi, however, has i (ſ) + ght, e.g. light 293, night 390, right 1618, sight 

184, ie 'half long open i', according to Hupe § 72. This would undergo lengthening 

before the 16th century and give Kendal *ai, which is unknown in words coming from 

Northumb. e + ht.  

 

Examples: 

flīt sb. flight. Northumb. *flēht, cf. ME. flight CM. 9215.  

frītņ vb. frighten. Cf. Northumb. fyrhto Lind. 31.  

līt sb. light. Northumb. lēht Lind. 60, cf. ME. light CM. 293.  

 

[45]  

 

līt adj. light. Northumb. leht Lind. 60, cf. ME. light CM. 1781.  

nīt sb. night. Northumb. *neht, cf. ME. night CM. 390.  

rīt adj. right. Northumb. reht Lind. 74, cf. ME. right CM. 1018.  

hwīl-rīt sb. wheelright. OE. *hwēlwyrhta, ME. whehwryght. Cath. 415.  

sīt sb. sight. Northumb. *ʓeseht, ME. sight. CM. 184.  

 

Note. tait for *tīt is a borrowing from Polite English. Cf. ME. tīht beside Þīht. 

Although no OE. form is known it is probably native. ON. Þēttr (= *Þihta R) is cognate 

but our word can not be borrowed from it.  

 

§ 92. Northumb. æ̂ (♢♢) and ē (♢♢) (see Lind. Dur. Rit. p. 32) were both levelled 

under ę̄, in the ME. period in the forerunners of the Kendal dialect, seeing that it makes 
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no distinction between ME. ē and ę̄ (see Luick § 200) treating them indifferently as i, ī, 

īe, and ę̄. This ē (♢♢) was raised to ī (ſ♢) in the 16th century and has remained so ever 

since in these cases. The shortenings to i, e. g. klin adj. 'clean', ībmįn sb. 'evening', date 

from the 16th century, the widening of i to į taking place in the 17th century (cf. Ellis, 

EE. Pron. IV, 1001 ff.). Where we now have ę as in blęd̖ǝr sb. bladder, nębǝr sb. 

neighbour, the shortening probably took place in the 13th century (Morsb. § 60).  

 

Note. OE. ē in brīd vb. breed, kīp vb. keep has become ī in Kendal. Fītįŋz sb. pl. 

footprints is probably formed from fīt.  

 

Examples: 

I. Northumb. ǣ (= Gmc. ai-i). 

brīd sb. breadth. WS. brǣdo, Northumb. *brǣdo, ME. brēde. Pr. P. 49.  

rīÞ sb. wreath. Northumb. *wrǣÞ, ME. wreath. Lev. 21, 323.  

 

[46] 

 

II. Northumb. ē (WGm. ā). 

dīd sb. deed. Northumb. dēd Lind. 17, ME. dēd CM. 1107.  

mīdǝ sb. meadow. Northumb. *mēdu, ME. medu. CM. 4562.  

nīdļ sb. needle. Northumb. nēdle Lind. 67, ME. nēdle Pr. P. 3512.  

rīd vb. read. Northumb. rēda Lind. 74, ME. rede CM. 597.  

 

§ 93. Scand. ei in rīdǝn adj. 'peevish, cross' (cf. ON. reiðr = angry) became ę̄ in the 

ME. period and was subsequently narrowed and raised to ī. Its usual development is to 

ę̄. In dī vb. die, ME. dēʓen we may have Scand. øy ME. eʓ, or perhaps native *ēa. Cf. 

*dēa͘ʓan, Northumb. *dēʓa for Gmc. *daujan (see Luick § 166) which would certainly 

become ME. *dēʓen, 16th century *dī.  

 

a. 

Kendal a has the following origins.  
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§ 94. ME. e after r from OE. æ and i has become a, in the words rast vb. rest. 

Northumb. ræsta Cook 161, ME. rest CM. 1079 and ranʃ sb. burly thickset man, cf. OE. 

rinc, ME. renk Gaw. 303. a in rad adj. red, and frand sb. friend represents possibly ME. 

ĕ from older ēa, ēo. In all these cases ę probably remained till after the 17th century and 

became ǝ (ʅ) in the 18th, beeing narrowed to a (♢) during the 19th.  

 

§ 95. ME. ŭ from OE. ŭ and ū has passed into a in the words kad could, ʃad should, 

masl sb. mussel (cf. mŭscle Alex. Sk. 5469). In the first two cases, the unrounding is 

due to secondary stress. OE. y̆ and ȳ seem to have become ŭ ME. period in a few words 

such as ʃatļkɔk sb. shuttlecock, kaslǝp sb. rennet bag, cf. OE. ċȳs- 

 

[47]  

 

lybb. The more usual development of OE. y is to į (see § 35). Here y (f) must have 

become u (f) at some time in the ME. period and then have been later widened and 

unrounded (see HES. § 798). In rad ųp vb. tidy we probably have Scand. y cf. Norw. 

rydja Aasen 621 (OIc. hryðia, see Wall § 115). OFr. o has become a via *u, in bakl sb. 

good condition, e. g. į gųd bakl fǝr wark.  

 

ō 

Kendal ō has the following origins.  

§ 96. OE. and OFr. ā before l + consonant remained ā (♢♢) until the 16th century, 

when they were diphthongized into au (Ellis EE. Pron. Ill p. 881 ff.) which become ɔ̄ (Ʝ) 

in the 18th century through the intermediate stages of J♢ and J♢. This ɔ̄ was 

subsequently raised to ♢♢♢,  its present sound.  

 

Examples: 

OE. ā + l + consonant. 

bōk sb. rafter. Cf. OE. bālc, ME. balke. CM. 1671.  

hōf sb. half. Northumb. hālf Cook 110, ME. half CM. 973.  

kō vb. call. WS. ċeallian, Northumb. *cālliʓa, ME. cal(l).  
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smō adj. small. Cf. OE. smæl = narrow, ME. pi. smalu..The change of sense here is due 

to Scand. influence.  

sōt sb. salt. Northumb. salt Cook 168, ME. salt CM. 2855.  

sōv sb. salve (for sheep). Cf. WS. sealf, Northumb. *sālf, ME. salve. CM. 27383.  

stōk sb. stalk. Northumb. stālca, ME. stalke. CM. (Fairf.) 8036, Pr. P. 472. Cf. ME. stale 

= stalk, OE. stæl, stēl, Du. steel.  

 

[48] 

 

wōk vb. walk. Northumb. *wālca, WS. wealcan, ME. walke. CM. 1784.  

 

Note, ō in bō sb. ball and skōd vb. scald represents OFr. ā before l, cf. OFr. balle (cf. 

OHG. palla palli), ME. balle Pr. P. 21, OFr. eschauder, *escalder, ME. scaldyn Pr. P. 

442.  

 

§ 97. Kendal ō in a few words is the result of a late borrowing from Polite English. 

Perhaps it dates from the 18th century. Older borrowing would give rise to ų̄ǝ.  

 

Examples: 

fō sb. foe.         hōlį adj. holy.  

fōm sb. foam.        lōf sb. loaf.  

gōst sb. ghost.        lōm sb. loam.  

         strōk vb. stroke.  

 

§ 98. OE. medial ōw seems to have become ō in Kendal, whereas final ōw has 

become au. In the former case it has undergone practically no change until its lowering 

to ō (♢♢) in the early 19th century (Luick § 114). In the latter case ōw probably became 

ME. ǫu (Ʝ♢) not ǭw (♢♢).  

Examples are:  

flō vb. flow.  

grō vb. grow.  
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Note. In ʃō vb. shew, ō represents Northumb. a, cf. sceawi͘ʓa Cook 166. In dōn sb. 

dawn cf. ME. dawening and lō sb. law, older ā has undergone rounding to ō, if these be 

not mere late loanwords. Very old people actually use forms like dān, lā, which have 

otherwise died out.  

 

§ 99. Scand. ǫu has become Kendal ō in the word gōm sb. goodsense. Here ME. ou 

was ♢♢, not Ʝ♢ or else we should get *gaum, which is unknown in the dialect. Cf. ON. 

gǫumr, ME. goum (see Björkman p. 70).  

 

[49]  

 

§ 100. Words of uncertain origin:  

bōl vb. roar (of cattle).  

*fōt̖ǝr vb. thrash (barley etc.) now quite obsolete.  

krōk vb. die (of animals).  

 

įu. 

Kendal įu has the following origins.  

§ 101. OE. ēo + w was monophthongized to eu in the ME. period. This eu passed 

into ȳ (Ɨ♢) in the 16th century, undergoing diphthongisation in the latter part of the 18th 

century (see Ellis EE. Pron. I, p. 164, 166, 171, III, p. 796, HES. § 693).  

 

Examples: 

briu̯ vb. brew. OE. brēowan.  

kliu̯ sb. clew. OE. clīwen and clēowe.  

riu̯ vb. rue. OE. hrēowan, ME. rēwe. Hav. 967.  

siu̯ vb. sew. OE. sēowan.  

t̖r̖iu̯ adj. true. OE. ʓetrēowe.  
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§ 102. OE. ō before the stops t, d, k and nasals m, n and when final with no 

consonant following, has become įu in Kendal and also �̄ǝ (§38). In Northern ME., ō (♢) 

and OFr. u (f) had probably the same sound (see Luick, Unters. § 119) perhaps ♢♢♢ as 

in Modern Swedish, which sound must have retained its peculiar character throughout 

the 16th and 17th centuries (Luick § 119) and was only diphthongized about a century 

ago. The mixed sound still exists in kųujiur, udder owing to the fact that 'j' hindered 

diphthongisation. There is another conjecture mentioned by Luick, who thinks that ō 

may have been overrounded to ō ͧ (♢)♢) giving 16th century ū. This ū would give ųu in 

Kendal from older au.  

 

[50] 

 

Sweet (HES. § 693) gives ♢♢ as the northern form of ō in the ME. period adding that 

OFr. f♢ was levelled under it. In some cases this iu itself has passed into �̄ǝ (§ 138) both 

forms being preserved, e. g. kriuk kr�̄ǝk sb. crook, liuk l�̄ǝk vb. look.  

 

Examples: 

bįuk sb. book. OE. bōc.  

diṷ vb. do. OE. dōn.  

kriṷk sb. cook. OE. cōc.  

kriuk sb. crook. OE. *crōc, cf. Du. croec, croc = curl, ON. krókr hook.  

liṷk vb. look. OE. lōcian.  

tiṷþ sb. tooth. OE. tōþ.  

ǝniṷ adj. enough. OE. ʓenōʓ, ME. inoghe.  

 

Note. In riut sb. root iu most probably Scand. ō, cf. ON. rōt.  

 

§ 103. OFr. ü has become iu in the words bliṷ adj. blue, stiṷ vb. stew.  

 

Note, iṷ in friṷt represents OFr. üi.  
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§ 104. In jiur sb. udder (usually kụu-jiur) we have Scand. u. Cf. ON. iugr, Norw. 

juver, jur. Aasen 337. Swed. jufver.  

 

eu. 

§ 105. Kendal eu corresponds to ME. ēu, OE. ēow, and occurs in the preterites nęu 

knew, þręu threw and in the verb tʃeu chew. The usual development of ME. ēu is to iu 

(§ 101) which diphthong the above words often have in studied speech. This eu is 

probably a survival from the 18th century.  

 

ųu. 

Kendal ųu has the following origins.  

 

§ 106. OE. ō has become ųu in Kendal except before the stops t, d, k, nasals m, n and 

in final positions, where it has become iu.  

 

[51]  

 

In some words we get ųu for įu by analogy as in mųun sb. moon, blųum sb. bloom, 

for *miun, *blium and vice versa įu for ųu as in tiuþ for *tųuþ.  

 

§ 107. In the obsolete form spaun sb. spoon (see Ellis V 559) — now supplanted by 

spųun, we have au representing OE. ō, of which change this is practically the only 

example. If it be not borrowed from some other dialect, it points to the fact, that this 

Kendal dialect in its earlier stages had diphthongisation. Hitherto I have considered 

every ųu sound from OE. ō or ū, to date from about the 17th century and be the usual 

development of the 16th century ū. Levins makes no distinction between this word and 

other words which go back to OE. ō, as boote 178, 23 ff., spoone 168, 3 and goose 222, 

18. Now the Catholicon has bute, guse etc., but spoyn̄ = cocliar spone (A.) moyne, soyn̄ 

vbc. hastely. This evidently points to a difference of pronunciation in the two types.  
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In such words as bųus, gųus, rųuf, diphthongisation to au in all probability never 

took place, OE. ō simply become ME. ō ͧ (♢)), which passed by the 16th century into ū 

(♢♢) and was subsequently diphthongized and widened to ųu (♢♢ Same symbol x2).  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. ō, Gmc. ō, a + nasal + cons. 

bųus sb. cowstall. OE. bosiʓ, bosʓ͘͘ B. T. I, 117, ME. boose Lev. 222, 17, booc, boos Pr. 

P. 41.  

fųut sb. foot. OE. fōt.  

hųuf sb. hoof. OE. hōf, ME. hūfe. Prk. Cons. 4179.  

lųum sb. loom. OE. lōma, ME. loome. Pr. P. 312.  

skųul sb. school. OE. scōl (OFr.), ME. scole.  

smųuð adj. smooth. OE. unsmōþe WW. 350, 29. Of. smēðe = *smōði — . ME. smōthe 

Pr. P. 46.  

 

[52] 

  

stųul sb. stool. OE. stōl, ME. stool. Pr. P. 476.  

ʃųu sb. shoe. Northumb. sceō Cook 166, ME. scō CM. 12823.  

 

II. OE. ō = Gmc. ǣ, WGmc. ō before nasals. 

mųum sb. moon. Northumb. mōna Cook 143, ME. mōn CM. 388.  

 

III. ON. ō. 

blųum sb. bloom. ME. blōm CM. 9328.  

 

§ 108. OE. ōʓ medially has become ųu in Kendal, whereas finally it has become ųf 

(see § 74). The words bųu sb. bough, plųu sb. plough, are formed from the oblique cases 

bōʓe, plōʓe. This ō + ʓ became ūꭓ (♢c) in the ME. period, the consonant ꭓ being lost in 

the 16th century (cf. Luick § 114). 16th century ū here was treated in the same manner as 

ū from OE. ō. 
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Examples: 

bųu sb. bough. OE. bōʓe dat, ME. bogh. CM. 4466. bugh CM. 4721.  

plųu sb. plough. OE. plōʓe. 

sųun sb. woon. OE. *swōʓne, cf. swōʓen, ME. suun. CM. 11722.  

 

§ 109. OE. u + ʓ in sųu sb. sow appears as ųu in Kendal. This u + ʓ became ūwe in 

the ME. period giving rise to a in the 16th century.  

 

Note, drųun vb. drown, ME. drūnen is probably from Scand. *druʓna not OE. 

druncnian (see Björkman p. 176).  

 

§110. OE. u + l + cons, has become ųu in a few words, by lengthening of ǔ and loss 

of l. The lengthening probably dates from the 16th century.  

 

[53]  

 

Examples 

pųu vb. pull. OE. pullian, ME. pullyn. Pr. P. 416.  

ʃųudǝ sb. shoulder. OE. sculdor, MR. sculder. CM. 27931. schuldre CM. 18416.  

wųu sb. wool. OE. wulle, ME. wol. CM. 111102.  

 

Note. In jęt stųup sb. gatepost Scand. o + l has become ųu. Cf. ON. stolpi, ME. stulpe 

'post'.  

 

§ 111. OE. ū as a rule appears in Kendal as ųu, although in a few cases it has become 

au. Here, perhaps the au forms are the older in the dialect, if they be not borrowed from 

some other dialect more archaic in its phonology. In the dialect of Dent, a small shut in 

village to the SW. of Kendal every OE. ū has become au. The following words in 

Kendal always have au: haund vb. hound, kauį sb. hornless cow, klaud sb. cloud, laus 

sb. louse, mauþ sb. mouth.  
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If then we have au in a few words, which cannot well be borrowed from Polite 

English, every OE. ū must have been diphthongized to au at some time or other. 

According to Gill (see Ellis IV, 1249) the change ī < ai took place earlier in the north 

than elsewhere. If this be true of ī, why should it not hold good with regard to ū? We 

should get accordingly OE. ū <15th century ǝu < 16th century au. Here the first element 

may have been raised from ♢ to ɿ giving ųu ɿ♢ — which is practically the sound it has 

to-day.  

Examples: 

brųu sb. brow, forehead. OE. brū, ME. brues n. pl. CM. 8079.  

drųuk vb. dive. OE. *dūcan, ME. doukand. Alex. 4091, duked pp. CM. 23203.  

 

[54] 

 

d̖rųuzį adj. drowsy. OE. *drūsiʓ cf. drūsan, drūsian B. T. I, 215, also dreosan. No ME. 

forms of this word are known (see Skeat, Etym. Dict. 181).  

fųumǝt sb. polecat. OE. fūlmart, ME. fūlmart. Miracle Plays 8, ed. by Mariott Basle, 

fūlmart Pr. P. 182.  

klųut vb. patch. OE. ʓeclūtian, ME. cloutyn. Pr. P. 84.  

mųus sb. mouse. OE. mūs, ME. mūs. Horn. I, 53.  

sųuk vb. suck. OE. sūcan, ME. suken. Pr. P.  

þųum sb. thumb. OE. þūma, ME. thumb. CM. 21244.  

ðųu pron. thou (stressed form). OE. þū, ME. þu. CM. 8971.  

ǝbųun adv. above. OE. abūfan, ME. abouven. CM. 12207.  

 

Note. In sprųut vb. sprout ųu represents the 16th century ū of Polite English. The 

word is of Frisian origin, cf. OFris. sprūta. Scand. ū has become ųu in kųuǝr vb. cower, 

cf. ON. kūga, Dan. kuue (see Björkman p. 216). OFr. ou has become ųu in dųut sb. and 

vb. doubt.  

 

au. 

Kendal au has the following origins.  
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§ 112. OE. ū has become au in Kendal in a few words instead of developing into ųu 

(see § 111).  

Examples are:  

haund sb. hound.  

kauį sb. hornless cow. OE. *cūiʓ.  

klaud sb. cloud.  

laus sb. louse.  

mauþ sb. mouth.  

 

§ 113. In dau vb. prosper, OE. medial uʓ has become au. Its usual development is to 

ųu, e. g. sųu OE. suʓu, ME. sūwe. *Bųul sb. 'handle to a pail', and *fųul sb. fowl (OE. 

*buʓol, fuʓol) are unknown in Kendal — the place of the latter being taken by bǝrd or 

hęn. Gaun sb. gown, from Celtic u (cf. Welsh gwn, Irish gunn, Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 

241) is no doubt a borrowing from Polite English.  

 

[55]  

 

In aul sb. awl and þau vb. thaw, representing OE. āwle and þāwian, au instead of ā is 

due to 16th century borrowing from Polite English (cf. 17th century ɔ̄l Ellis IV, p. 1003 

from 16th century *aul).  

laund adj. calm, windless, has probably nothing to do with Dan. luun (see Björkman 

p. 250), but comes rather from a hypothetical OE. *lúnd, ME. lūnd, for which cf. OE. 

linde, limetree, līþe soft, gentle, OIc. lindr bond, OHG. lindwurm snake, OE. linnan 

'cease' all representing Gmc. *lin, *linð, Idg. *len, *lent. Cf. Lat. len-tus pliant, Lith. 

lentà plank, Greek ἐλάτη pine-tree for *ἐλυτᾱ ́(see Noreen, Abriβ p. 137, Kluge, Etym. 

Wb. s. Linde').  

 

§ 114. OE. ōht became auꭓt in the ME. period. (Cf. Luick § 92 and Anglia XVI 453 

f.) ꭓ was probably lost after the 16th century (cf. fauꭓt Ellis III, 890). Raut perhaps 

represents *wrōhte not worhte.  
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Examples: 

aut sb. anything. Northumb. ōht Cook 153.  

baut vb. pret. bought. Northumb. bṓte Cook 26.  

braut vb. pret. brought. Northumb. brṓhte Cook 24.  

daut̗ǝr sb. daughter. Northumb. dóhter Cook 41.  

naut sb. nothing. Northumb. nṓht Cook 147.  

raut vb. pret. wrought. Cf. Northumb. worhte Cook 218.  

þaut vb. pret. thought. Northumb. ðōhte Cook 192.  

 

§ 115. OE. o + l + cons, was lengthened to ǭ in the OE. period (Bülbring § 285) and 

became au in the 16th century (cf. Ellis III, 881 ff gauld, bauld etc.). Where l has been 

retained in these words it is probably due to the influence of Polite English.  

Examples: 

baulstǝ sb. bolster. Northumb. bolstar Lind. 11.  

baut sb. bolt. Northumb. *bolt, WS. bolt.  

 

[56] 

 

gauld sb. gold. Northumb. gold Cook 107.  

maud sb. mould, earth. Northumb. *molde, WS. molde.  

staun pp. stōlen. OE. ʓestōlen.  

þreʃauld sb. threshold. OE. þersċold (where old = *wold) B. T. IV, 1056, ME. thresche 

walde Cath. 385.  

 

Note. In saudʓǝ sb. soldier au represents OFr. o + l. Baul sb. bowl is from OFr. 

boule. Bauld adj. bold, instead of bāld is 16th century borrowing from Polite English 

(see § 67).  

 

§ 116. OE. ōw appears as an in Kendal in the words rau vb. row (boat), and stau vb. 

stow away; OE. rōwan and stōwian. In these cases the verbs were derived from nouns in 

which ōw was final, cf. OE. *rōw, stōw (see § 98).  
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§ 117. OE. ǒʓ medially has become au in bau sb. bow, flaun pp. flown, OE. boʓa, 

floʓen. Lau sb. flame represents Scand. og. Cf. ON. logi sb. flame, OSwed. lughi, loghi, 

flau adj. wild (of weather) is perhaps of Scand. origin, but its etymology is uncertain.  

 

§ 118. Scand. ǫu in most cases has become Kendal au via ME. au or ǫu (J♢ or Ʝ♢). 

In one case it became ME. ǫu (♢♢), Kendal ō, e. g. gōm sb. goodsense (§ 99).  

 

Examples: 

daulį adj. melancholy sad, gloomy. ON. daufigr, Norw. dauvleg. Aasen 201.  

gauk sb. simpleton. ON. gaukr, Norw. gauk. Aasen 211. Cf. OE. ʓ̇ēac.  

jaul vb. howl. ME. ʓ̇aulen (Gawaine), cf. ON. gaula, Norw. gaula. Aasen 221.  

kaup vb. exchange (rare). ME. cǫupe Hav. 1800, cf. ON. kaupr (Björkman p. 170).  

 

§ 119. Vau vb. vow and kraun vb. crown are borrowed from Polite English Kruun sb. 

fiveshilling piece, is also a borrowing but is much older than the other two.  

 

[57]  

 

§ 120. Words of uncertain origin:  

daup sb. hooded crow.  

skrau sb. noise, uproar.  

haust̖rau adv. topsy-turvy.  

skraudlį adv. huddled up topsy-turvy.  

stauǝnlį adj. small cramped (of places).  

tʃaup sb. rose haw.  

 

ai. 

Kendal ai has the following origins.  

§ 121. OE., Scand., and OFr. ī have in all cases become ai in Kendal. In the northern 

dialects diphthongisation must have taken place already early in the 16th century and ǝi 

become ai early in the 17th, for Gill in 1620 remarks that "(ai) proi (ǝi) Borealium est: vt 
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in (faiǝr) pro (fǝiǝr) ignis" (Ellis IV 1249) which shows that the change from ǝi to ai is 

older in the north than elsewhere.  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. ī.  

aidl̗ adj. idle. Northumb. īdel Lind. 57, ME. īdel CM. 5866.  

baid vb. bide, wait. Northumb. bīda Lind. 9, ME. bide CM. 955.  

daik sb. dike, ditch. Northumb. dīc Lind. 18, ME. dike CM. Fairf. 20986, CM. 9899.  

gaivǝsǝm adj. ravenous. OE. *ʓīfresom, cf. ʓīfre.  

said sb. side. Northumb. sīde Lind. 78, ME. side CM. 459.  

saik sb. small ditch. Northumb. *sīc, WS. sīc.  

 

This word is in all probability native though it is impossible to show by sound 

changes that it does not come from ON. sīk (see Wall, p. 138**).  

swain sb. pig. Northumb. swīn Lind. 82, ME. swine pl. CM. 4711.  

 

[58] 

 

hwail adj. until. Northumb. ðe hvile ðe Lind. 56, ME. qvils CM. 1948, qvilum CM. 73.  

 

II. Scand. ī. 

sail sb. vb. sieve, strain(er). Swed. dial, sīla strain filter, Norw. sīla, cf. OHG. sīhan 

strain (Wall 119).  

skraik vb. cry, scream. Cf. Swed. skrīka.  

þraiv vb. thrive. ME. thriu̯e CM. 12139. Cf. ON. þrifa-sk.  

 

The etymology of glaim vb. shine is uncertain. Rietz gives a Swed. dialect word glim 

= splendour. Raiv vb. tear comes from OFr. river, itself from ON. rifa.  

 

§ 122. III. OE. ī + ʓ (Northumb. io) has become ai in Kendal, although some believe 

that the ME. ī obtained from older i + ʓ remained as such through the 16th  century and 

consequently would be ī to-day. Unfortunately the only word in Kendal which has ī and 
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can be traced to an OE. i + ʓ form most probably comes from ME. ei, e.g. stī sb. ladder, 

ME. stei which is for older *stēoʓe, Northumb. *stēʓ (§ 90).  

Where now we have ai, there must have been ī in the ME. period.  

 

Examples: 

nain num. nine. Northumb. nīone Lind. 67.  

tail sb. tile. Northumb. *tiola, ME. tīle. CM. 1533.  

taið sb. tithe. Northumb. *tioʓoð, ME. tīthe. CM. Trin. 3818.  

 

§ 123. IV. OE. ǐ before l + d has become ai in Kendal. It was lengthened to ī in the 

ME. period (Morsbach § 112, 1) and was diphthongized to ǝi at the same time as OE. ī. 

Unfortunately there are but two examples of this development in the dialect, maild adj. 

mild, and waild adj. wild. *Tʃaild from OE. ċild is unknown, its place being taken by 

barn̗.  

 

[59]  

 

§ 124. OE. and Scand. ȳ were unrounded to ī in the ME. period, and have hence 

given rise to ai in this dialect, exactly as OE. ī has done.  

 

V. Examples: 

faiǝr sb. fire. Northumb. fȳr Lind. 31.  

haid sb. skin, hide. OE. hȳd.  

haiv sb. hive. OE. hȳf, ME. hȳve. Cath. 187.  

kai sb. pi. cows. OE. cȳ, ME. kij. CM. 4564.  

 

VI. OE. ȳ, ME. ȳ, ī has become ai in 

bai vb. buy. Cf. ME. byʓ̇est, byʓeð.  

rai sb. rye. Cf. rīe Pr. P. 433.  

 

VII. Scand. ȳ. 

skai sb. sky. ON. ský.  
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§ 125. OFr. ie has become ai in the words t̖rai vb. try, and hwaiǝt adj. quiet.  

OFr. i has become ai in st̖raiv vb. strive.  

 

§ 126. Words of uncertain origin:  

þaibl̗ sb. porridge stick (see Wall p. 124).  

 

ɔi. 

§ 127. This diphthong does not occur in words of Gmc. origin. It usually represents 

ANorm. oi, as in bɔil vb. boil, dʓ̇ɔi sb. joy, etc. The etymology of the words lɔint̖ǝr vb. 

loiter, and mɔid̖ǝr vb. trouble, perplex, is unknown.  

 

ei. 

Kendal ei has the following origins:  

§ 128. Northumb. final ǣʓ appears as ei in kei sb. key. Cf. caeʓum Dur. Rit. 595: 

Here ǣʓ became ei (♢ ɾ) in the ME. period and was subsequently raised to ♢♢ɾ, its 

present sound.  

 

[60] 

 

§ 129. Northumb. *ēʓ in *tēʓa has become ei in the word nęk-tēi sb. necktie. The 

ME. form was probably *tei which remained through the 16th century giving Modern 

Kendal tei.  

 

§ 130. Lēi sb. scythe corresponds to ON. le, Dan. le.  

 

�̄ǝ. 

Kendal �̄ǝ has the following origins:  

§ 131. Northern ME. *ǣ, from OE. a and ā and also from Scand. and OFr. ā, has 

become �̄ǝ in the Kendal dialect.  
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When this ǣ (♢♢) developed from the older back vowels a, ā (♢,♢♢) is uncertain, 

but was in all probability coeval with the rounding of OE. ā to ō in the South and 

Midlands ie during the 13th century (see HES. § 666). The next stage was probably the 

raising to ę̄ (♢♢). The question of diphthongisation is more difficult to deal with. 

Perhaps ♢♢ became ǣǝ (♢♢♢ƪ) by the 14th or 15th century and was raised to ę̄ǝ. How 

the change actually took place we do not know, but already in the 17th century the ę̄ǝ 

forms begin to make their appearance — e. g. nēǝm (Cooper) name, kēǝp (Cooper) cape, 

dēǝt (Cooper) date, etc. (Ellis IV, p. 1012). This diphthong seems to have survived 

without undergoing any alteration until about the middle of the 19th century, when the 

raising to �̄ǝ began to take place. This raising cannot well be much older, as many of the 

ę̄ǝ forms still exist being often used in unstudied speech.  

OE. ea from older a before r + cons, has become �̄ǝ in the words b�̄ǝrd sb. beard, 

m�̄ǝstn sb. boundary stone, m�̄ǝr sb. mare. Its usually remains a. Here ea must have 

become ME. ē.  
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Examples: 

OE. a. 

b�̄ǝk vb. bake. WS. bacan, Northumb. *baca.  

g�̄ǝvlǝk sb. crowbar. OE. gafeluc B. T. II, 358, ME. gavelok Alis 1620. Cf. MHG. 

gabilôt.  

g�̄ǝt in ųut ǝ g�̄ǝt adv. out of the way. Cf. OE. pi. ʓatu ME. gate. The sg. ʓēat has given 

Kendal jęt.  

h�̄ǝr sb. hare. OE. hare, ME. hare. Pr. P. 227.  

k�̄ǝr vb. care. Northumb. *ceari͘ʓa, WS. cearian, ME. car. CM. 3212.  

l�̄ǝt adj late. Northumb. læt Lind. 59, ME. late CM. 1784, lait CM. 1800.  

m�̄ǝd vb. pret. made. OE. macode, ME. made. CM. 1602.  

n�̄ǝm sb. name. Northumb. noma Lind. 67, ME. nām CM. 266.  

s�̄ǝk sb. sake. OE. sacu, ME. sake. CM. 2471. saac CM. 3120.  

sn�̄ǝr sb. snare. Northumb. *snara WS. snear, ME. snare. Pr. P. 461. snare CM. 29532.  
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sn�̄ǝk sb. sneak. Cf. ME. snakeren in A. R. 380 and 9229 quoted from Stratmann- 

Bradley, p. 589; also OE. snaca. Skeat (Etym. Dict. p. 568) derives sneak from ME. 

snīken, OE. snīcan adding that. 'The Modern English word has kept the original 

sound of OE. ī.' But see § 90.  

 

Note, įǝ has been monophthongized to ja initially in jakǝ sb. acre.  

 

§ 132. In the following words �̄ǝ represents Scand. ǎ, ME. ā.  

b�̄ǝþ pro: both. ME. bathe CM. 666, ON. bāðir.  

g�̄ǝp vb. gape. ME. gápin Pr. P. 186. Cf. ON. gapa, OE. ʓeapian, ʓeap are cognate.  
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l�̄ǝþ sb. barn. ME. lathes CM. Gött. 4681, lathe Cath. 209, Norw. lade Aasen 417, Swed. 

lada.  

r�̄ǝk vb. wander about. ME. rake Townl. 198/119. Cf. Norw. rakla = wander, Swed. 

dial, rakkel vagabond. Norw. reka (rak, reket) drive, ON. reka.  

skr�̄ǝp vb. scrape. ME. schrapin, scrapin Pr. P. 450 cf. ON. skrapa, Dan. skrabe. OE. 

sc͘earpian in Cockayne A. S. Leechdoms II, 76 1. 13, is cognate. Cf. also OE. sc͘earp.  

 

§ 133. OFr. a, ME. ā appears as �̄ǝ in the following words:  

bl�̄ǝm vb. blame. ME. blāmen, OFr. blasmer.  

d�̄ǝmskųul sb. ladys-school (rare). ME. dame, OFr. dame.  

f�̄ǝs sb., vb. face. OFr. face.  

gr�̄ǝs sb. grease. ME. grece, OFr. gras.  

�̄ǝbl adj. able. OFr. habile. This is probably a new formation for *jabl̗ which still exists 

in other dialects. Cf. jakǝ and jak from *iǝkǝ, *�̄ǝk.  

st�̄ǝtsmǝn sb. owner of a small farm with the land attached thereto. OFr. estat.  

t�̄ǝbl̗ sb. table. OFr. table.  

 

§ 134. OE. ā, Northern ME. *ǣ appears as �̄ǝ in the following words:  

b�̄ǝn sb. bone. OE. bān.  
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br�̄ǝd adj. broad. OE. brād, ME. brād. CM. 347.  

dr�̄ǝv vb. pret. drove. OE. drāf, ME draf. CM. 20953.  

grįǝn vb. groan, bellow. OE. ʓrānian, ME. grān. CM. 17836. Cf. OHG. grīnan = mutire'.  

h�̄ǝt adj. hot. OE. hāt, ME. hat. CM. 901.  

l�̄ǝð adj. loathe. Northumb. lāð (sb.) Lind. 60, ME. lath CM. 209.  
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m�̄ǝst adj. most. Northumb. māst Lind. G4, ME. māst CM. 1385.  

s�̄ǝ adv. so. Northumb. swā Lind. 81.  

s�̄ǝp sb. soap. OE. sāpe B. T. III, 81G, ME. sape Cath. 318.  

sl�̄ǝ sb. sloe. OE. slā, ME. slā. Cath. 342.  

t�̄ǝ the one. OE. þæt-ān, ME. tān. CM. 1553.  

t�̄ǝd sb. toad. OE. *tād, cf. tādiʓe B. T. IV, 967, ME. tādes CM. 23227.  

w�̄ǝ sb. woe. OE. wā, ME. wā. CM. 836, waa 2196.  

hw�̄ǝ pron. who. Northumb. hwā Lind. 55, ME. quā CM. 484.  

ǝl�̄ǝn adj. alone. Northumb. *āll āna, ME. allāne CM. 1283.  

 

Note. OE. initial ā has become ja in jak sb. oak, jan pron. and num. one.  

 

§ 135. Northumb. ē (♢♢) from WGmc. *ā, and ǣ (♢♢) (from Gmc. *ai-i) became ē 

(♢♢) in ME. (cf. HES. § 672) and probably was widened to ę̄ about the 16th century 

previous to its diphthongisation to ę̄ǝ in the 17th. 

 

 In the words klįǝ sb. claw, hoof, st̖rįǝ sb. straw, įǝ is due to the nominative forms 

*klē, stre (cf. Northumb. strē Cook 178, ME. cley Cath. 65, stree Mand. 253). 

OE. ē has become įǝ in nįǝd vb. knead, cf. OE. cnēdan. įǝ in hįǝr adv. here represents 

OE. ē, Gmc. ē before r. In f�̄ǝl vb. hide �̄ǝ represents OE. ēo, ME. ē — cf. OE. fēolan, 

ME. fēlan.  

 

Examples: 
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I. Northumb. ē (WGmc. ā). 

d̖r�̄ǝd vb. dread. Northumb. on-dréda Cook 155, ME. dred CM. 3121.  

h�̄ǝr sb. hair. Northumb. *hér, ME. hair. CM. 22520.  

j�̄ǝr sb. year. Northumb. ͘ʓér Lind. 32, ME. yēr CM. 4898.  

spr�̄ęd vb. spread. Northumb. *sprēda, ME. sprēd. CM. 599.  

ð�̄er adv. there. Northumb. ðēr Lind. 85.  
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II. Northumtb. ǣ (Gmc. ai-i). 

br�̄ǝ sb. briar. OE. brēr, ME. brēres. CM. 2014.  

h�̄ǝl vb. heal. Northumb. hǣla Cook 108, ME. hēle CM. 8109.  

l�̄ǝst adj. least. Northumb. lǣsest Lind. 62, ME. lēst CM. 1689.  

r�̄ǝs sb. race. Northumb. rǣs Lind. 73, ME. rēs CM. 4325, rees CM. (Trim) 7160.  

t�̄ǝz vb. 1. tease pester, 2. separate. Cf. OE. tǣsan, ME. tēse. Cath. 380.  

t�̄ǝtʃ vb. teach. Northumb. tǣc͘a Lind. 83, ME. tēche CM. 12049.  

 

§ 136. OE., Scand. and OFr. e have become �̄ǝ in open syllables, where lengthening 

took place in ME. For wīl adv. well, and ǝtwīn prep. between, both from OE. ej see § 

88. Here e was lengthened to ę̄ in the 13th century (Kaluza § 213b) and was 

diphthongized to ę̄ǝ about the 17th century.  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. e and ea (a-Umlaut of e). 

fr�̄ǝt vb. fret. Northumb. freta Lind. 30, ME. frēte CM. 28320, frēte Cath. 143.  

m�̄ǝl sb. meal. OE. melu, ME. mēle. CM. 4680.  

st�̄ǝl vb. steal. Northumb. steala Cook 177, ME. stēle CM. 1490.  

sw�̄ǝr vb. swear. Northumb. sweriʓa Cook 182, ME. swer CM. 17493.  

t�̄ǝr vb. tire. OE. (WS.) teorian B. T. IV, 979, ME. tēren (see Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 645).  

w�̄ǝr vb. wear. OE. (WS.) werian, ME. wēr. CM. 9072.  

ǝst�̄ǝd prep, instead. Northumb. *onstēde, cf. ME. stede. CM. 640.  
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II. Scand. e. 

nįǝv sb. fist. Cf. ON. hnefi, Norw. neve (Wall p. 113).  

sįǝvz sb. sedges. Cf. ON. sef, Norw. sev (Wall p. 118).  

 

III. OFr. e. 

b�̄ǝst sb. beast. OFr. beste.  

b�̄ǝs sb. pl. cattle.  

b�̄ǝk sb. beak. OFr. bec, ME. beke. Allit. Poems II, 487.  

 

§ 137. OE. ēa (Gmc, au) was monophthongized to ę̄ (♢♢) in the ME. period (HES. 

677) and was treated exactly like ę̄ from OE. e.  

 

Examples: 

b�̄ǝm sb. beam. Northumb. bēam Cook 16, ME. bēm CM. 9946.  

br�̄ǝd sb. bread. Northumb. brēad Cook 23, ME. brede CM. 2715.  

d�̄ǝd adj. dead. Northumb. dēad Cook 37, ME. ded CM. 57.  

fr�̄ǝz vb. pret. froze. OE. frēas.  

h�̄ǝd sb. head. Northumb. hēafud Cook 111, ME. hefd CM. 528.  

l�̄ǝd sb. lead, plumbum. Northumb. lēad, ME. lede. CM. 126454.  

t�̄ǝm sb. team. Cf. Northumb. tēam Cook 184 (see B. T. IV, 973 'tēam II'), ME. tem Alis 

2350.  

þr�̄ǝp vb. threep, scold. OE. þrēapian B. T. IV, 1067, ME. threpe Townl. 102.  

 

Note. OE. ea initially has become je in jed̖ǝr sb. fence of dead sticks; OE. eaðor.  

 

§ 138. In a few words OE. and Scand. ō have become �̄ǝ via iṷ. These cases are few 

(see § 102).  
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Examples: 

I. OE. ō. 

br�̄ǝm sb. broom. OE. brōm.  

fl�̄ed sb. flood. Northumb. flōd Cook 58. 

fl�̄ǝk sb. flake (Entozoa). OE. flōc.  

fįʃh�̄ǝk sb. fishhook. OE. *fisc-hōc.  

fɔn�̄ǝn sb. forenoon. OE. *fornōn.  

kr�̄ǝn vb. croon. OE. *crōnian, ME. cronen, MDu. kronen and kreunen.  

s�̄ǝt sb. soot. OE. sōt.  

 

II. Scand. ó. 

t�̄ǝk vb. pret. took. ON. tók.  

 

§ 139. Words of uncertain origin:  

p�̄ǝk vb. roost.  

p�̄ǝt sb. peat.  

r�̄ǝsti adj. reesty. ME. resti Pr. P. 431.  

sw�̄ǝl vb. burn, waste away of a candle. Cf. OE. swǣlan.  

t�̄ǝp sb. ram.  

t�̄ǝv vb. walk in a laborious fashion.  

 

ų̄ǝ. 

Kendal ų̄ǝ has the following origins.  

§ 140. ME. ǭ from OE. ǫ and ā and also from Scand. and OFr. ǒ has become ų̄ǝ in a 

few words. ǭ (♢♢) was overrounded and narrowed to ō ͧ (♢)♢) in the 13th century, was 

raised to ū (♢♢) in the 16th (§ 107 and Ellis III, 881 ff.) being diphthongized to ų̄ǝ (♢ƪ) 

in the 17th century (Ellis IV, 1001) and widened subsequently to ų̄ǝ, its present sound.  

When ų̄ǝ commences a syllable it is usually monophthongized to wǝ or wɔ, e. g. 

tʃīzwǝst cheese -curds, hɔgwɔl sheep-hole.  
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Examples: 

I. OE. o. 

bų̄ǝrd sb. board. OE. bord, ME. bord. Hav. 1722.  

fų̄ǝrd sb. ford. OE. ford, ME. ford. Alis 4343.  

hų̄ǝl sb. hole. OE. hol, ME. hǭles pl. CM. 6611.  

hų̄ǝp sb. hope. OE. hopu, ME. hope.  

pų̄ǝk sb. bag, poke. OE. poca, ME. poke. Cath. 287, Lev. 159, 40.  

skų̄ǝr sb. score, twenty. OE. scor, ME. score. Pr. P. 450.  

snų̄ǝr vb. snore. OE. *snorian, ME. snoryn. Pr. P. 462. LG. snoren.  

sų̄ǝl sb. sole (of foot). OE. sola, ME. sole. Pr. P. 463.  

 

II. Scand. o. 

fų̄ǝs sb. waterfall. Cf. ON. fors, foss, Norw. foss. Aasen 183.  

 

III. OFr. ǫ and ọ. 

kų̄ǝrt sb. court. OFr. cort, curt,  

kų̄ǝt sb. overcoat. OFr. cote,  

pų̄ǝr adj. poor. OFr. povre.  

rų̄ǝst vb. roast. OFr. roster. (Probably of Celtic origin, see Skeat, Etym. Dict. p. 513.)  

 

§ 141. ME. ō from OE. ō (♢♢) and Scand. ó has become ų̄ǝ before r, in a few words. 

Here ō became ū in the 16th century passing through the intermediate stages of ō ͧ (♢)♢). 

Diphthongisation is due to the influence of r and is probably of 17th century date.  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. ō. 

mų̄ǝr sb. moor. OE. mōr.  

 

II. Scand. ó. 
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glų̄ǝr vb. stare. ME. gloren Alex. Sk. 4552, Norw. glora = stare Aasen, Swed. dial, 

glora, see Björkman p. 241.  
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ų̄ǝst sb. cheese curds. Cf. ON. óstr, Swed. ost. Björkman p. 180.  

 

Note, skųǝr vb. scour is probably of OFrench origin. Cf. OFr. eschurer, MHG. 

schuren.  

 

§ 142. In the words bų̄ǝt sb. boat, lųǝn sb. lane, rų̄ǝd sb. road we have ų̄ǝ from OE. ā 

and ǎ. In the case of bų̄ǝt and rų̄ǝd, borrowing from a southern or Midland dialect must 

have taken place. Lų̄ǝn is for ME. *lǭne by analogy with such words as bǭn, stǭn from 

OE. bān, stān. The OE. word in this case is lǎne.  

 

§ 143. OE. ǔ before r has become ų̄ǝ in the word fų̄ǝr sb. furrow, OE. furh.  

 

Chapter III. 

 

Table of vowel-changes. 

Kendal — OE. etc. 

§ 144. Kendal i.  

Kendal i = OE. ǣ (WGmc. ā) § 37.  

= OE. e § 33.  

= OE. e + nasal + cons. § 34.  

= OE. i § 29.  

= OE. i + nasal + cons. § 32.  

= OE. ī § 38.  

= OE. y § 36.  

= Scand. i § 30.  

= Scand. i + nasal + cons. § 32 Note.  

= OFr. i § 31.  
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§ 145. Kendal ę.  

Kendal ę = OE. a, æ § 42.  

= OE. a + nasal + cons - § 44. 

= OE. ā § 47.  

= OE. e § 40.  

= OE. e + nasal + cons. § 43.  

= OE. (Northumb.) e and ǣ (Gmc ǣ and ai-i) § 45.  

= OE. ēo § 46.  

= Scand. a § 42 Note.  

= Scand. e § 41.  

= Scand. e + nasal + cons. § 42 Note.  

= Scand. ei § 50.  

 

§ 146. Kendal ę̄.  

Kendal ę̄ = OE. æ + ʓ  

= OE. æ + ʓ          § 51.  

= OE. ǣ + ʓ 

= OE. a in loanwords § 52.  

= Scand. ei, øy § 53.  

 

§ 147. Kendal ǝ.  

= OE e, i, y + r § 55.  

= OE. e, i metathesized § 54.  

= Scand. i metathesized § 54.  

= Scand. y + r § 55.  

= Scand. ei § 56.  

= OFr. o, ou § 56.  

§ 148. Kendal ɐ .  
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= OE. e after r § 57. 

= OE. i, ie after r § 57.  

= Scand. y after r § 57.  

= OFr. e after r § 57.  
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§ 149. Kendal a.  

Kendal a = OE. a § 60.  

= OE. a + nasal + cons. § 63.  

= OE. ā § 60 Note.  

= OE. ǣ § 60 Note.  

= OE. (Northumb.) o + y § 60 Note.  

= Scand. a § 62.  

= Scand. a + nasal + cons. § 63 Note.  

= OFr. a § 62.  

= OFr. a + nasal + cons. § 63 Note.  

= Celtic a § 62 Note.  

 

§ 150. Kendal ā.  

Kendal ā = OE. a + ʓ, h, w  

        § 65. 

= OE. ā + ʓ, h, w    

=OE. ā § 65.  

= OE. ā + l + d § 67.  

= OE. e + r § 68.  

= Scand. á § 66.  

 

§ 151. Kendal ų.  

Kendal ų = OE. o § 75 I and II.  

= OE. ō § 75 III.  

= OE. u § 70. 
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= OE. u + nasal + cons. § 73.  

= OE. ū § 76.  

= OE. y § 74.  

= Scand. u § 71.  

= Scand. u + nasal + cons. § 73 Note.  

= OFr. o, ou, u § 72.  

= Celtic u § 72 Note.  

 

§ 152. Kendal o see § 78.  

 

§ 153. Kendal ɔ.  

Kendal ɔ = OE. ā + l + d § 83.  
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Kendal ɔ.  

Kendal ɔ = OE. o in closed syllables except before l + cons, and r + cons. § 79.  

= OE. o + r + cons. § 82.  

= OE. ō § 84.  

= Scand. o § 80.  

= Scand. o + r + cons. § 82 Note.  

= OFr. o § 81.  

= Celtic o § 85.  

 

§ 154. Kendal i = OE. (Nortbuinb.) ē § 87.  

 

§ 155. Kendal ī  

Kendal ī = OE. e in open syllables § 88.  

= OE. ē § 92 Note.  

= OE. (Northumb.) ǣ and ē § 92, I, II.  

= OE. (Northumb.) ǣ § 89.  

= OE. ēo § 89.  
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= OE. (Northumb.) eʓ § 90.  

= OE. (Northumb.) eht § 91.  

= Scand. ei § 93.  

 

§ 156. Kendal ō.  

Kendal ō = OE. ā + l + consonant § 96.  

= OE. ǎ + ʓ (dōn > dān) § 98 Note.  

= OE. ō in loanwords § 97.  

= OE. medial ōw § 98.  

= OE. eaw § 98 Note.  

= Scand. ou, ME. ọu § 99.  

 

§ 157. Kendal iu.  

Kendal iu = OE. ō + l, d, k, m, n etc. § 102.  

= OE. ēo + w § 101.  

= Scand u § 104.  

= Scand. ō § 102 Note.  

= OFr. u § 103.  
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§ 158. Kendal eu = OE. ēow § 105.  

 

§ 159. Kendal ųu.  

Kendal ųu = OE. ō except before t, d, k etc. § 100.  

= OE. medial ōʓ § 108.  

= OE. medial uʓ § 109.  

= OE. u + l + consonant § 110.  

= OE. ū § 111.  

= Scand. ū § 111 Note.  

= Scand. o + l + consonant § 110 Note.  

= OFr. ou § 111 Note.  
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§ 160. Kendal au.  

Kendal au = OE. o + ʓ § 117.  

= OE. ō + ht § 114.  

= OE. o + l + consonant § 115.  

= OE. final ōw § 116.  

= OE. medial uʓ § 113.  

= OE. ū § 112.  

= Scand. og § 117.  

= Scand. ǫu § 117.  

= OFr. o + l + cons. § 115 Note.  

 

§ 161. Kendal ai.  

Kendal ai = OE. ǐ + l, d § 123.  

= OE. ī § 121.  

= OE. ī + ʓ § 122.  

= OE. ȳ (ME. ȳ, ī) § 124.  

= OE ȳ § 124.  

= Scand. í § 121.  

= Scand. ý § 124.  

= OFr. ie, i § 125.  

= OFr. ī § 121.  

 

§ 162. Kendal ɔi = ANorm. oi § 127.  
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§ 163. Kendal ei.  

Kendal ei = OE. Northumb. final ǣʓ § 128.  

= OE. Northumb. ēʓ § 129.  

= Scand. e § 130.  
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§ 164. Kendal �̄ǝ.  

Kendal �̄ǝ = OE. a in open syllables § 131.  

= OE. ea + r + cons. (Brechung of *a)  

§ 131 Note.  

= OE. ā § 134.  

= OE. (Northumb.) ē, ǣ § 135.  

= OE. e § 136.  

= OE. ē § 135 Note.  

= OE. ē in nom. of aw-stems § 135 Note.  

= OE. ēa § 137.  

= OE. ēo § 135 Note.  

= OE. ō § 138.  

= Scand. a in open syllables § 132.  

= Scand. e in open syllables § 136, II.  

= Scand. ō § 138, II.  

= OFr. a § 133.  

= OFr. e § 136, IE.  

 

§ 165. Kendal ų̄ǝ.  

Kendal ų̄ǝ = OE. a and ā in loanwords § 142.  

= OE. o § 140, I.  

= OE. ō + r § 141.  

= OE. u § 143.  

= Scand. o § 140, II.  

= Scand. o + r § 141.  

= OFr. ǫ and ọ § 140, HI.  

 

[74]  

 

Chapter IV. 

 

Table of vowel-changes. 
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I. OE. — Kendal. 

§ 166. OE. a and æ.  

OE. a and æ, in closed syllables, before r + l, and before nasal combinations and also 

where they have remained short, appear as a §§ 60, 63.  

OE. a, æ = ę §§ 42, 44.  

OE æ = į § 33 Note.  

OE. a = ę̄ in open syllables in loanwords § 52.  

= �̄ǝ in open syllables § 131.  

+ ʓ, h, w = ā § 65, I and II.  

+ r + cons. = a § 65.  

OE. æ + ʓ = ę̄ § 51.  

 

§ 167. OE. e.  

OE. e in closed syllables, before nasal combinations and where it has remained short 

appears as ę § 40.  

OE. e = į § 34.  

= �̄ǝ in open syllables § 136.  

= ī in open syllables § 88.  

+ ʓ + ę̄ § 51, III.  

OE. (Northumb.) e + ht = ī § 91.  

OE. e after r = ɐ § 57.  

after r by metathesis = ǝ § 54.  

after r = ǝ § 55.  

 

§ 168. OE. i.  

OE. i remains in open and closed syllables and before nasal combinations §§ 29, 32.  
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OE. i + ld = ai § 123.  

after r = ɐ § 58.  
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§ 169. OE. o.  

OE. o = ɔ in closed syllables except before ld, lt, lṇ, rd, rt § 79.  

OE. o in open syllables = ų̄ǝ § 140.  

before l + d, t, n = au § 114.  

before r + d, n = ɔ § 82, IV.  

in open syllables = ų, § 75, I, II.  

+ ʓ = au § 117.  

 

§ 170. OE. u.  

OE. u = ų in open and closed syllables, and before nasal combinations §§ 71, 73.  

= a when unstressed § 95.  

+ ʓ = uu § 109.  

+ l + consonant = ųu § 110.  

+ r + h = ų̄ǝ § 143.  

 

§ 171. OE. y.  

OE. y = į in open and closed syllables and before nasal combinations § 36.  

OE. y = ME. ȳ, ī with lengthening of y before ͘ʓ, Kendal ai § 124.  

= ų § 74.  

+ r = ǝ § 55.  

 

§ 172. OE. ā.  

OE. ā = ā in monosyllables § 65.  

= ō in loanwords § 97.  

= ǎ by shortening § 60 Note.  

= īǝ § 134.  

+ ʓ, h, w = ā § 65.  

OE. (Northumb.) ā + l + d = ɔ § 83.  
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OE. ā + l + d = ā § 67.  
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 + l + cons. = ō § 96.  

 

§ 173. OE. (WS.) ǣ (Northurab. ē: WGmc. ā).  

OE. ǣ = ę by shortening § 45, I.  

 = �̄ǝ in open syllables and before r § 135, I.  

 = ī § 92, II.  

 + ʓ = ę̄ § 51, II.  

 

§ 174. OE. (WS.) ǣ (Northumb. ǣ Gmc. ai-i).  

OE. ǣ = �̄ by shortening § 87.  

= ę by shortening § 45.  

= īǝ in open syllables and before r § 135, II.  

= ī § 92, I.  

OE. final ǣ + ʓ = ei § 128.  

 

§ 175. OE. ē.  

OE. ē = ī § 89.  

= ī in open syllables § 92 Note.  

= �̄ǝ before r § 135 Note.  

= įǝ in open syllables § 135 Note.  

OE. (Northumb.) ǣ = ī § 89.  

OE. ē + ʓ (> *ēo + ʓ, ēa + ʓ) = ī § 90.  

+ ʓ finally = ei § 129.  

 

§ 176. OE. ī.  

OE. ī = ai § 121.  

= į by shortening § 38.  

+ ʓ = ai § 122.  

 

§ 177. OE. ō.  

OE. ō = įu and �̄ǝ §§ 102, 138.  

+ ųu § 106.  
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= ō in loanwords § 97.  

= ų by shortening § 75, III.  

= ɔ by shortening § 84.  

+ ʓ = ųu medially § 107.  
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OE. ō + ʓ = uf finally § 75.  

+ h = ɔ § 84.  

+ ht = au-t § 104.  

+ r = ų̄ǝ § 141.  

+ w = ō medially § 98.  

+ w = au finally § 116.  

 

§ 178. OE. ū.  

OE. ū = ųu § 111.  

= au § 112.  

= ų § 76.  

 

§ 179. ȳ.  

OE. ȳ = ai § 124.  

= į § 36 Note.  

 

§ 180. OE. ēa (Gmc. au).  

OE. ēa = �̄ǝ § 137.  

= ǝ § 56.  

+ w = ō § 97 Note.  

For OE. ēa + ʓ (Northumb. ē + ʓ) see § 155.  

 

§ 181. OE. ēo.  

OE. ēo = �̄ǝ § 135 Note.  

= ī § 89.  
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= ę § 46.  

= iu § 101.  

+ w 

= ęu § 105.  

For eo + ʓ (Northumb. ē + ʓ) see § 155.  

 

II. Scandinavian — Kendal. 

§ 182. Scand. a.  

Scand. a = a §§ 60, 63 Note.  

= ę § 42 Note.  

= �̄ǝ in open syllables § 132.  

+ f = ā § 67 Note.  
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§ 183. Scand. e.  

Scand. e = ę §§ 41, 43 Note.  

= �̄ǝ in open syllables § 136, II.  

= ei finally § 130.  

 

§ 184. Scand. i.  

Scand. i = į §§ 30, 32 Note.  

= ǝ when metathesized § 54.  

 

§ 185. Scand. o.  

Scand. o = ɔ § 80.  

= ų̄ǝ § 140, III.  

+ g = au § 117.  

+ r + cons. = ɔr § 82 Note.  

 

§ 186. Scand. u.  

Scand. u = ų §§ 71, 73 Note.  
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= iu § 104.  

+ l + cons. = ųu § 110 Note.  

 

§ 187. Scand. r, y.  

Scand. r + y = ɐ § 87.  

Scand. y + r = ǝr § 55.  

 

§ 188. Scand. ǫ which is almost always the u-Um- laut of Prim. Scand. *a is 

unrepresented in Kendal, unless some of the words traced back to Scand. a really come 

from ǫ.  

 

§ 189. Scand. æ and ø seem to be unrepresented in Kendal.  

 

§ 190. Scand. á = ā § 64.  

 

§ 191. Scand. é 

 

§ 192. Scand. í = ai § 122.  

 

§ 193. Scand. ó = ųǝ § 141.  

 

§ 194. Scand. ú = ųu § 121 Note.  

 

§ 195. Scand. ý = ai § 124.  
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§ 196. Scand. ei.  

Scand. ei = ę̄ § 53.  

= ī § 93.  

= e § 50.  

= ǝ § 59.  
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§ 197. Scand. ǫu.  

Scand. ǫu = au § 118.  

= ō § 99.  

 

III. OFrench and Anglo-Norman — Kendal. 

§ 198. OFr. a.  

OFr. a = a §§ 61, 63 Note.  

= �̄ǝ in open syllables § 133.  

= ǝ in unstressed syllables.  

 

§ 199. OFr. e.  

OFr. e = �̄ǝ in open syllables § 136, III.  

= ɐ after r § 57.  

 

§ 200. OFr. i.  

OFr. i = i § 37.  

= ai § 125.  

§ 201. OFr. o and ǫ.  

OFr. o and ǫ = ų̄ǝ § 140, III.  

= ų § 72.  

= ǝ § 56.  

OFr. o + l + cons. = au § 115 Note.  

OFr. ǫ + r = ɔ § 81.  

 

§ 202. ANorm. u, OFr. ou.  

ANorm. u, OFr. ou = au § 119.  

= ųu § 111 Note.  

= ų § 72.  

= ǝ § 56.  

 

§ 203. OFr. ǭ = iu.  
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§ 204. OFr. u = iu § 103.  

 

§ 205. OFr. ai = ę̄ § 52.  

 

§ 206. ANorm. oi = ɔi § 127.  

 

§ 207. OFr. üi = iu § 103 Note.  

 

IV. Celtic - - Kendal 

§ 208. Celtic a = a § 62 Note.  

 

§ 209. Celtic o = ɔ § 85.  

 

§ 210. Celtic u = ų § 72 Note.  

 

Chapter V. 

 

The Kendal consonants and their OE. equivalents. 

 

k. 

§ 211. k initially has four origins in Kendal representing 1. OE. c, α) before original 

back vowels, β) before original front vowels, 2. Scandinavian k, 3. OFr. c and 4. Celtic 

c. In Northumbrian c probably was never so far fronted as in WS., but remained at ċ 

(fronted k), which sound was probably preserved throughout the ME. period and 

became subsequently the velar (see Bülbring § 493).  

Examples:  

§ 212. I. OE. c before orig. back vowels.  

kat sb. cat.        kųd sb. cud.  

kāld adj. cold.       kųu sb. cow.  
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kǝrn sb. corn.       kįǝr sb. care.  

kɔbwęb sb. cobweb.      kįs sb. kiss.  

     kǝslɔp sb. rennet-bag.  
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II. c before orig. front vowels. 

kaf sb. chaff.        kįst sb. chest.  

kiŋk sb. blow.        kįt sb. milking pail (§ 34).  

 

Note. The old forms *kǝrk, kǝrn have heen supplanted by borrowings from Polite 

English, e.g. tʃǝrtʃ, tʃǝrn (see §55).  

 

§ 213. Scand. k.  

kęst vb. cast.      klįp sb. clip, shear.  

kįnlįn sb. firewood.   klɔk-hęn sb. sitting-hen.  

    kɔlǝp sb. rasher of bacon.  

 

§ 214. OFrench c.  

kɔk sb. cock.      krękǝt sb. cricket (insect).  

kraun sb. crown.      kǝrliu sb. curlew.  

 

§ 215. Celtic c.  

klɔk sb. clock (§ 85).  

krīl sb. bench for pig-killing.  

krųdz sb. curds (§ 72 Note).  

 

§ 216. Kendal k medially and finally has four origins, e.g. 1. OE. c, cc, x, 2. Scand. k, 

3. OFrench c, q, 4. Celtic k, c.  

Examples are:  

§ 217. OE. c, cc, x.  

aks sb. axe.        fɔks sb. fox. 
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ask sb. newt.       jak sb. oak.  

bęk sb. brook.       jakǝ sb. acre.  

bįŋk sb. bench.       jɔk sb. yoke.  

biǝk vb. bake.       klįŋk sb. blow.  

dɔkn sb. dock.       kiŋk sb. flow.  

daik sb. ditch.       mak vb. make.  

eks vb. ask.        s�̄ǝk sb. sake. 

 

§ 218. Scand. k.  

bask vb. bask (§61 Note).  

blę̄k adj. deep-yellow (of butter)  
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bųlk sb. bulk. 

gauk sb. simpleton.  

kek vb. tilt up a cart (§ 50).  

klɔk hęn sb. sittinghen.  

 

Note. In klįŋk 'lump of rock' ŋk represents older nt; cf. Dan. klinte (§ 32 Note) and 

also ME. clintes CM. 17590. This change of the consonant is probably confined to the 

Kendal dialect and those most intimately connected with it, since the Lonsdale dialects 

have 'clint'.  

 

§ 219. O French c, q.  

bįǝk sb. beak.       kɔk sb. cock.  

bakl̗ sb. good condition.    krekǝt sb. cricket (insect).  

 

§ 220. Celtic c.  

klɔk sb. clock.  

 

g. 
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§ 221. Kendal g initially has four origins, which are 1. α) OE. ʓ before original back 

vowels, β) OE. ʓ before original front vowels, 2. Scandinavian g, 3. OFrench g, and 4. 

Celtic g.  

It is possible, that in Northumbrian ʓ, when fronted, had a sound parallel to the 

fronted k (see § 361 and Bülbring, § 493). In some cases fronted ʓ has become 'j', e. g. 

jęt, jilp in others 'g', (see below).  

 

Examples are:  

§ 222. I. OE ʓ before orig. back vowels.  

gā vb. go.      gīs sb. pl. geese.  

gand̖rin sb. gander.   gōst sb. ghost.  

gauld sb. gold.     gųd adj. good.  

gīǝvlǝk sb. crowbar.    gųm sb. gum.  

gęm sb. game.     gųus sb. goose.  

 

Note. In gō sb. 'gall', garn sb. 'garn', g represents g from such forms as *ʓalla, ʓarn, 

see Bülbring, § 492, Anm. 1.  
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gęzlįn sb. gosling (§ 48) is probably native, representing OE. *ʓēsling; for which cf. 

ME. geslyng WW. 638, 17.  

 

§223. II. OE. ʓ before orig. front vowels.  

gaivǝrsǝm adj. ravenous.     tųgid̖ǝr adv. together.  

gįd̖ǝr vb. gather (§ 33 Note).    gįt vb. get.  

     gįv vb. give.  

 

§ 224. Scandinavian g.  

gab sb. talketiveness.     g�̄ǝp vb. gape (§ 132).  

gadflī sb. gadfly.      gōm sb. good sense.  

gįld̖ǝrt sb. hair-noose.     gust sb. gust.  
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§ 225. OFrench g.  

gę̄ adj. gay.  

 

§ 226. Celtic g.  

gaun sb. gown.  

 

§ 227. Kendal g medially and finally has six sources and corresponds to 1. OE. 

medial and final cʓ, 2. OE. cc, ME. ck voiced, 3. Scand. gg, 4. OFr. g, 5. OFr. c voiced, 

6. Celtic g.  

Examples: 

§ 228. OE. cʓ.  

brįg sb. bridge.       lįg vb. 1) lie, 2) lay.  

dɔg sb. dog.        pįg sb. pig.  

hɔg sb. sheep.      rįg sb. ridge.  

 

§ 229. OE. *cc, ME. ck.  

hag vb. chop, cut § 60.  

hagḷ vb. bungle, spoil § 60.  

 

§ 230. Scand. gg.  

bag sb. bag.       klęg sb. gadfly.  

dęg vb. water.      lęg sb. leg.  

ęg sb. egg.        rag sb. hoar frost.  

ęg(ɔn) vb. incite, spur on.    stęg sb. gander.  
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§ 231. OFrench g.  

bargįn sb. bargain.  

 

§ 232. OFrench c.  
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ʃųgǝ sb. sugar (§§ 72, 310).  

 

§ 233. Celtic g.  

bɔg sb. bog.      bɔgl̗ sb. spectre.  

bɔgl̗ vb. shy (of horses).  krag sb. crag.  

 

sk. 

§ 234. Kendal sk initially has three origins, corresponding to 1. OE. sc, 2. 

Scandinavian sk and 3. OFrench sq, sc etc.  

The usual development of OE. sc and Scand. sk in Kendal has been to ʃ, but sk has 

been preserved in a small number of words. These are certainly relatively older than the 

'ʃ'-forms in most cases, though some words seem always to have had ʃ; e. g. Kendal ʃip 

(sheep), ME. scēp, scēap, OE. (Angl.) sċēp. There is little doubt that in the early ME. 

period sk and ʃ existed side by side, the former being used before orig. back vowels, the 

latter before orig. front. Then about the 15th century the two sounds were promiscuously 

used, as skęl sb. 'scale' for *f�̄ǝl cf. ME. schale Pr. P. 443. ʃįlǝ sb. 'scree' represents ME. 

*schĕl-e and OE. *sċealu for *skælu. ʃ has usurped the place of sk in aʃǝz sb. 'ashes', but 

this change may be much later; cf. as-bų̄ǝrd 'box for keeping ashes in' for *ask-bų̄ǝrd, 

with ME. aske Pr. P. 15, asken n. pl. Hav. 2841.  

OFrench sq, sc have remained sk.  

 

Examples are:  

§ 235. OE. sc and sċ.  

skęl sb. scale.       skrat vb. scratch.  

skįft vb. shift, remove.     skųǝr sb. a score (= twenty).  
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§ 236. Scandinavian sk.  

skai sb. sky.  

skantį adj. greedy.  

skart adj. frightened.  
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skęl sb. shell (§ 41).  

skę̄tʃ sb. untidily dressed person (§ 53).  

skwab sb. lowbacked long seat.  

 

§ 237. OFrench sq, sc.  

skalǝp sb. piece of a garment hanging loose.  

skart adj. with the skin knocked off.  

skōd vb. scald.  

skụul sb. school.  

skų̄ǝr vb. scour (§ 141 Note).  

 

§ 238. Kendal sk finally corresponds to 1. OE. sc when final, and 2. Scand. sk, but 

the examples are few. They are:  

I. OE. sc. 

frɔsk sb. frog. Cf. OE. forsc, frox, ME. frosk, frosch. Pr. P. 180.  

glįsk sb. shine forth (of sun).  

 

Note. In *ask sb. 'newt' sk represents OE. þ-x-, ME. -sk-.  

 

II. Scandinavian sk. 

bask vb. bask.  

 

ŋ. 

§ 239. Kendal ŋ occurs only medially and finally, and corresponds to 1. OE. nʓ, 2. 

OE. nc' 3. Scandinavian ng, 4. Scand. gn, 5. Scand. nk.  

 

Examples are:  

I. OE. ng. 

fįŋǝr sb. finger.       raŋ adj. wrong.  

gaŋ vb. go.       st̖raŋ adj. strong.  
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II. OE. nc. 

bęŋk sb. bench (§ 43).  

kįŋk sb. choking sensation (§ 32).  

þęŋk vb. thank (§ 44).  

waŋkl adj. feeble (§ 63).  

 

§ 240. I. Scandinavian ng. 

dįŋ sb. noise.       hįŋ vb. hang.  

ʃtįŋ vb. fling.       taŋ sb. sting.  

 

Note, -ŋ- in aŋz sb. pi. awns of barley, corresponds to Scand. gn. Cf. ON. ǫgn, gen. 

agnar.  

 

II. Scand. nk. 

haŋk sb. hank.      spįŋk sb. chaffinch.  

 

Note, ŋk in klįŋk sb. lump of rock represents older nt. Cf. Dan. klinte (see § 32 Note).  

 

§ 241. Kendal j, which only occurs initially has five origins corresponding to 1. OE. 

ʓ̇ (Gmc. j), 2. OE. ʓ̇ (Grnc. g), 3. Scand. j, 4. Scand. ġ, 5. a peculiar development of īǝ 

from older ē, ǣ (See §§131 Note, 134 Note).  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. ʓ̇ (Gmc. j). 

ji pron. ye.       jɔk sb. joke.  

jīǝr sb. year.        jųŋ adj. young.  

 

II. OE. ʓ̇ (Gmc. j). 

jalǝ adj. yellow.      jęt sb. gate.  

jęst sb. yeast.        jųŋ adv. yesterday.  
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Note, in jęt adv. yet, jarǝ sb. yarrow, jōk sb. yolk, it is uncertain whether j represents 

Gmc. g or j.  

 

§ 242. I. Scand. j. 

 jiur sb. udder.  

 

II. Scand. g. 

jaul vb. howl.  
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§ 243. Older Kendal �̄ǝ initially has become  

ja, je in.  

jak sb. oak.  

jakǝ sb. acre.  

jans adv. once.  

jan pron. and num. one.  

jęd̖ǝr sb. fence made of dead sticks.  

 

t. 

§ 244. Kendal t initially has four origins, 1. OE. t, 2. Scand. t, 3. OFr. t, 4. OFr. cu.  

 

Examples: 

OE. t.  

tāstįks sb. pieces of willow bark used for besom.  

t�̄ǝ sb. toe.  

t�̄ǝtʃ vb. teach.  

tųsl sb. tussle.  

 

Note. In t�̄ǝ the one t represents ME. t OE. t in ðæt-ān. t in tait probably represents 

OE. ð, ME. t.  
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§ 245. Scand. t. 

tak vb. take.        taŋ sb. sting.  

        tarn̗ sb. tarn.  

 

§ 246. OFr. t.  

tęnt sb. tent.        tįǝbl sb. table.  

        tart sb. tart.  

 

§ 247. OFr. cu.  

twįlt sb. quilt.  

 

§ 248. Kendal t medially and finally has four origins, corresponding to 1. OE. t, 2. 

Scand. t, 3. OFr. t and 4. Celtic t.  

 

§ 249. OE. t.  

baut sb. bolt.        dųst sb. dust.  
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jęt sb. gate.       fetl̗(ųp) vb. prepare.  

       þaut vb. pret. thought.  

 

Note. OE. d, when unstressed in ME., has been unvoiced in Kendal in a few 

participles and in the word fɔrǝt adv. forward. — e. g. — kįlt past. part, killed, tęlt past 

part. told. In drųut sb. drought t represents ME. hþ from OE. ʓð in the oblique cases 

*druʓðes, *druʓðe. druʓaþ would give *drųuþ.  

 

§ 250. Scand. t.  

gųst sb. gust.       kęst vb. cast.  

       ų̄ǝst sb. curds.  

 

Note, -st-n has become -sn in kęsn̗ cast. pp. to kęst vb. cast.  
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§ 251. OFr. t.  

antǝz conj. in case.     bįǝst sb. beast.  

bat sb. stroke (cf. scythe).    twilt sb. quilt.  

      wīǝst vb. waste.  

 

Note, sts has become s in the n. pl. bīǝs 'cattle'.  

 

§ 252. Celtic t.  

brat sb. apron.  

 

§ 253. The demonstrative pronoun 't' = the, perhaps represents the final t in OE. ðæt, 

cf. t�̄ǝ the one, OE. ðætān. When ðǝ does actually occur, as in verse, it is borrowed from 

Literary English.  

 

d. 

§ 254. Kendal d initially has three origins corresponding to 1. OE. d, 2. Scand. d and 

3. OFr. d.  

 

Examples:  

§ 255. OE. d.  

daft adj. foolish.      dę̄ sb. day.  

daik sb. ditch.       dīd sb. deed.  

 

§ 256. Scand. d.  

dauli adj. melancholy.    dę̄zd adj. confused.  

dęg vb. water.       dįŋ sb. noise.  
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§ 257. OFr. d.  

dāb vb. daub.       d�̄ǝm sb. dame.  
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dįf sb. dish.        dųut vb. doubt.  

 

§ 258. Kendal d medially and finally has six origins, corresponding to 1. OE. d, 2. 

OE. þ, 3. Scand. d, 4. Scand. ð, 5. OFr. d, and 6. OFr. t.  

Original þ, ð whether OE., or Scand. became d in Kendal before r and l, and in 

medial positions between two vowels, which d was later advanced to the point alveolar 

position (§ 28) when r followed, giving d̖.  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. d. 

aidl adj. idle.       ladl̗ sb. ladle.  

d�̄ǝd adj. dead.       maud sb. mould.  

 

Note. In bundl̗ sb. 'bundle' d has been inserted, probably owing to the influence of 

Literary English. Otherwise original d between n and l has been lost, E. g. kanl̗, hanl̗, 

ranl̗bōk, kįnlįn.  

 

II. OE. þ. 

stidl̗ vb. walk lazily vandyke.  

swadl̗ vb. swathe.  

wįdį sb. bent ozier.  

 

§ 259. I. Scand. d. 

ęldįn sb. fuel.      padǝk sb. frog.  

 

II. Scand. ð. 

adl̗ vb. earn.       rad(ųp) vb. tidy.  

rīdn̗ adj. peevish.     stįdį sb. anvil.  

 

§ 260. I. OFr. d.  

skōd vb. scald.      medl̗ vb. meddle.  
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II. OFr. t. 

pɔdįʃ sb. porridge.   
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l. 

§ 261. Kendal l initially has four origins, corresponding to 1. OE. l, 2. OE. hl, 3. 

Scand. l, 4. Scand. hl.  

 

Examples. 

I. OE. l. 

laŋ adj. long.        lįg vb. lie.  

lam sb. lamb.        līǝm adj. lame.  

 

II. OE. hl. 

laf vb. laugh.        l�̄ǝd sb. load.  

ladl̗ sb. ladle.        lōf sb. loaf.  

§ 262. I. Scand. l.  

lęg sb. leg.         lę̄t sb. seek.  

lei sb. scythe.        l�̄ǝþ sb. barn.  

 

II. Scand. hl. 

laup vb. leap.  

 

§ 263. Kendal l medially and finally has three origins, corresponding to — 1. OE. l, 

2. Scand. l, and 3. OFr. l.  

 

Examples: 

OE. l. 

āld adj. old.        falǝ adj. fallow.  

baul sb. bowl.       gǝsl sb. gristle.  
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Note. In the combination o + l + cons. l has in most cases been lost, e. g. baut sb. 

bolt, maud sb. mould. Where it is present as in gauld gold, baulstǝ bolster, it is due to 

the influence of Literary English.  

 

§ 264. Scand. l.  

meld̖ǝr sb. quantity of corn.   daųlį adj. gloomy.  

    gįld̖ǝrt sb. hairnoose.  

 

§ 265. OFr. l.  

alǝkǝ sb. vinegar.  

skalǝp sb. loose piece of a garment.  
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§ 266. The combinations kl, gl, have remained in Kendal throughout, t the change to 

tl, dl, being unknown.  

 

Examples: 

I. kl. 

klavǝ sb. clover.      klim vb. climb.  

       klɔþ sb. cloth.  

 

II. gl. 

glad adj. glad.      glas sb. glass.  

       glɔp vb. stare.  

 

§ 267. Kendal n initially has six origins, corresponding to — 1. OE. n, 2. OE. cn, 3. 

OE. ʓn, and 4. OE. hn, 5. Scand. n, 6. OFr. n.  

There was probably at one time a distinction made in the Kendal dialect in the 

pronunciation of n from OE. n, and n from OE. cn, the latter possibly being unvoiced. 

Now, however, there is no trace of any such distinction. Other, Northern dialects 

according to Ellis unvoiced the n from the latter source; e. g. ṇā from *cnāwa (Ellis 
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spells it nhaa n. V, p. 542). The older pronunciation must have been supplanted owing 

to the influence of Literary English.  

Examples. 

I. OE. n. 

nain num. nine.       nębǝr sb. neighbour. 

naut sb. Nothing      nīd vb. need.  

 

II. OE. cn. 

nā vb. know.        niǝd vb. knead. 

naif sb. knife.       n�̄ǝv sb. knave.  

        nɔk vb. knock.  

 

III. OE. ʓn.  

nā vb. gnaw.  
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IV. OE. hn. 

nęk sb. neck.        nęʃ adj. tender, nesh.  

 

§ 268. Scand. n.  

n�̄ǝf sb. fist.  

 

§ 269. OFr. n.  

natǝrǝl sb. simpleton.  

 

§ 270. Kendal n, medially and finally, has six sources 1. OE. n, 2. Scand. n, 3. OFr. 

n, 4. OE. nʓ, 5. OE. nd, 6. Scand. ng — the last three occurring only with secondary, or 

absence of stress.   

 

Examples: 

OE. n. 
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bęnd vb. bend.       hųnį sb. honey.  

bɔrn̗ p. part. born.     mųun sb. moon.  

 

§ 271. Scand. n.  

apn̗ conj. perhaps.       grę̄n sb. prong of a fork. 

brakn̗ sb. bracken.       slekn̗ vb. slake the thirst. 

 

§ 272. OFr. n.  

antǝz conj. in case.       karǝn sb. carrion. 

 

§ 273. OE. nʓ.  

bęrįįn sb. funeral.       fītįnz sb. footprints. 

ibmįn sb. evening  

 

§ 274. OE. nd.  

gįtn̗ pres. part, getting.     sęlįn pres. part, selling. 

mękin pres. part, making.      sętn̗ pres. part, setting. 

 

§ 275. Scand. ng.  

ęldįn sb. fuel.  

 

r. 

§ 276. Kendal r initially has six origins, corresponding to 1. OE. r, 2. OE. hr, 3. OE. 

wr, 4. Scand. r, 5. OFr. r, 6. Celtic r. 
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Examples: 

I. OE. r. 

rā sb. row.      r�̄əp sb. rope. 

raŋk adj. close, thick.   rad adj. red. 
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II. OE. hr. 

rig sb. ridge.       riṷ vb. rue. 

 

III. OE. wr. 

rait vb. write.     rīþ sb. wreath.  

 

§ 277.  Scand. r. 

rag sb. hoarfrost.    r�̄ək sb. wander. 

raiv vb. tear.     rəd ųp vb. tidy. 

ręns vb. rince. 

 

 § 278. OFrench. r. 

ramp vb. ruin, destroy.   ręvat sb. rivet. 

rę̄dǯ sb. rage.     rɔzįn sb. resin. 

 

 § 279. Celtic r. 

rųb vb. rub.  

 

 § 280. Kendal r, medially and finally, corresponds to 1. OE. r, 2. Scand r, 3. OFr. r, 

and 4. Celtic r.  

 

Examples: 

OE. r. 

bɔrə vb. borrow.    brįŋ vb. bring. 

bərd sb. bird.    ę̄ɖər pron. either. 

hɔrs sb. horse. 

 

§ 281. Scand. r. 

bər sb. whirr, noise.    grę̄n sb. prong of a fork. 

harə sb. harrow. 
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§ 282. OFr. r.  

badǯər sb. small corn dealer. 

bargįn sb. bargain. 

hųrt sb. hurt. 

krękət sb. cricket (insect). 

 

§ 283. Celtic r. 

krag sb. crag.     krīl sb. bench for pig killing. 
krųdz sb. curds. 

 

ʈ. 

 

 § 284. Kendal ʈ occurs only when before r or ə + and corresponds to 1. OE t, 2. 

OFr. t. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. t initially. 

ʈriṷ adj. true. 

ʈriṷþ sb. truth. 

ʈrɔf sb. through.  

ʈrɐnļ sb. wheel of wheel barrow.  

 

II.OFr. t initially. 

ʈrai vb. try.     ʈrųbļ sb. trouble. 

 

III. OE. t medially. 

beʈər adj. better.    sʈɽaŋ adj. strong. 

węlʈər vb. stagger about. 

 

IV. OFr. t medially. 

alʈər vb. alter.    maʈər sb. matter. 
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parʈridǯ sb. partridge. 

 

ɖ. 

§ 285. Kendal ɖ occurs before r and ə + r. Initial it corresponds to OE. d and Scand. 

d.  
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Examples: 

ɖra vb. draw.    ɖrī adj. tedious. 

ɖrai adj. dry.     ɖr�̄əm vb. dream. 

ɖ in ɖrųun vb. drown most probably represents Scand. d, not OE. d. E.g.*druʒna see 

§ 109 Note and Björkman p. 176. 

 

§ 286. Medially ɖ corresponds to 1. OE. intervocalic d and þ, 2. Scand. d. This 

treatment of þ is one of the leading characteristics of the Kendal dialect and of those 

most nearly related. (Ellis EE. Pron. V, p. 556- 557, and 565 see D. 31 var 3. Nos. 6- 

11.) Elsewhere as Midyorkshire [D 30 var 1] Muker, Hawes and Lower-Holken-in-

Cartmel we get đ [Ellis’s dh]. When the change þ < ɖ took place is unknown, but is 

probably later than the ME. Period, for in ME. a few þ forms actually occur where now 

in Kendal we have ɖ; e.g. ayþer Hav. 2665, oþer Hav. 1755. I have divided the cases 

where orig. OE. d and þ have become ɖ in Kendal, into three groups, according as ME. 

shows 1. d, 2. þ, 3. d, or þ. In all these cases Literary English has ð, which sound has 

clearly usurped the place d in several instances. Of the two types d and þ the d-type 

seems to be Northern, the þ-type Midland and Southern as a whole. It is yet highly 

probable that there were far more words with þ, than are actually recorded. Stratmann- 

Bradley gives only two words which show both d and þ. 

 

Examples: 

OE. d and þ. 

I. ME. d. 

blęɖər sb. bladder.    hįɖər adv. hither. 
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faɖər sb. father.    mųɖer sb. mother. 

gįɖər vb. gather.    węɖər sb. weather. 

hwįɖər adv. whither. 
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II. ME. þ. 

ę̄dər pro. either.    ųɖər pro. other. 

rųɖər sb. rudder.    hwę̄ɖər pro. which. 

 

 Note. jęɖər fence made of dead sticks, OE. eaðor probably belongs here.  

 

III. ME. d and þ. 

fęɖər sb. feather.    lęɖər sb. leather. 

 

§ 287. Scand. d has become ɖ in:  

blaɖər sb. noise. 

 

§ 288. OFr. ss (scissoire) has become ɖ through đ in sįɖərz sb. scissors from older 

*sįđərz. 

 

§ 289. Kendal ɖ after the cons. l, n and r represents OE. and Scand. d. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. d. 

hįnɖər adj. hind.    mųrɖər sb. murder. 

hįnɖər vb. hinder.   wųnɖər sb. wonder 

ʃųuɖər sb. shoulder. 

 

II. Scand. d. 

gįlɖərt sb. snare.    męlɖər sb. quantity of corn. 
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þ. 

 § 290. Kendal þ occurs initially and finally and represents 1. OE. þ, 2. Scand þ. 

Initially it has remained unaltered. At the end of words, it represents ME. final þ, 

usually from a final consonant but not always so. 

Examples: 

I. OE. þ . 

brɔþ sb. broth.     tiųþ sb. tooth. 

d�̄əþ sb. death.     wurþ sb. and adj. worth. 
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II. Scand. þ. 

bįəþ pro. both.    lįəþ sb. barn. 

 

ð. 

 § 291. Kendal ð only occurs in a very few examples, and represents a ME. voicing 

of OE. þ, when in a position of secondary stress (see HES. § 780). Initially, it represents 

OE. and Scand. þ; finally, OE. medial ð in such words as *smōðe ME. smothe (see § 

107), lāðere ME. lāthere Hamp. Ps. LXXVII, I*.  

 

Examples: 

I. OE. þ initially. 

ðęn adv. then.     ð�̄ər adv. there.  

ðį adj. thy.      ðųu pro. thou. 

 

II. Scand. þ initially. 

ðę pro. they.      ðɔr (ðər) pro. these. 

 

III. OE. medial ð. 

l�̄əð adj. loath.     smųuð adj. smooth. 

 

s. 
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 § 292. Kendal s initially corresponds to 1. OE. s 2. Scand. s, 3. OFr. s, and 4. OE. 

sc in unstressed positions. 

 For sk see § 234 ff. 

The change sc to s took place already in the ME. period, in the Northern dialects 

(Morsbach § 6, A16). 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. s. 

sā sb. saw.      sįnį sb. sinew. 

sębm num. seven.    sparə sb. sparrow. 
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II. Scand s. 

sail vb. strain, sb. sieve etc.   stįdį sb. anvil. 

slɔkn̩ vb. slake.      stɔrkn̩ vb. stiffen, congeal. 

 

III. OFr. s. 

sarə vb. serve, feed.    sās vb. scold. 

      sįṷər adj. sure. 

 

IV. OE. sc. 

sal, -sḷ-, vb. shall.    sųd, səd, vb. should.  

 

 § 293. In medial and final positions Kendal s has the following origins — 

 1. OE. and Scand. s have remained unvoiced α) when final, except when 

immediately preseded by a voiced stop, β) when a voiceless stop or stops precede, or 

follow. 

 2. OE. rs has become s in a few words, but in other cases r remains.  

 3. When at the end of a syllable with l following in the next, s seems to remain 

unvoiced. 
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 4. Medial and final sk from OE. sċ and Scand. sk, as a rule are either preserved, or 

become ʃ; but owing to assimilation pass into s in a few words.  

 

Examples: 

§ 294. OE. final s. 

bųus sb. cowstall.    hųus sb. house. 

glas sb. glass.     lɔs sb. loss. 

 

§ 295. Scand final s. 

laus adj. loose. 

 

Note. lųəs vb. loose is probably derived from ME. lōs adj. loose of Scand. origin. See 

Stratmann- Bradley p. 405.  
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 § 296. OE. s before voiceless stops. 

baulstə sb. bolster.   gəsļ sb. gristle.  

fasn̩ vb. fasten.    ʃamf�̄əst adj. shamefaced.  

    waks vb. grow. 

 

Note. ęks vb. ask, is by metathesis for *ęsk. 

 

 § 297. OE rs < s in: 

bas sb. perch (fish).  wasn̩ vb. grow worse.  

but  

gərs grass. 

 

 § 298. OE. s before l. 

kəsləp sb. rennet bag.  tusļ sb. tussle. 

 

 § 299. OE. sc < s by assimilation.  
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asbųərd sb. box for keeping ashes in, for *ask-bų̄ərd. 

 

 § 300. Scand. sk < s by assimilation. 

męns sb. kindness. Cf. męnsfųl. 

ręns vb. rince. 

 

z. 

 § 301. Kendal z only occurs medially and finally, and corresponds to, 1. ME. s in 

medial intervocalic positions from OE. s, 2. Scand. medial s, 3. OFr. medial s, 4. ME. 

final s in unstressed positions excepts when a voiceless consonant precedes, 5. OFr, 

unstressed s, 6. s after a voiced stop. 

 

Examples: 

 § 302. Medial ME. s. 

bīzm̩ sb. besom.     glę̄z vb. make shine.  

blę̄z vb. blaze.     t�̄əz vb. tease. 

     wįzn̩tlį adj. wizzened. 

 

z in hęzļ sb. hazel; is the usual development of original intervocalic s, cf. hesyl Pr. P. 

288. gęzlįn sb. gosling instead of *gęslįn is explained owing to the fact that the syllables 

in this word were  
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divided as follows — ges-ling. Tųsl sb. tussle and kasləp sb. rennet bag represent older 

*tusl-en and kesl-op. In these cases the intermediate vowel was lost previous to the 

voicing of s. 

 

 §303. Scand. medial s. 

mę̄dz adj. confused.   dę̄zd adj. dazed. 

 

 § 304. OFr. medial s. 
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rɔzįn sb. resin. 

 §305. ME final s. 

aʃəz sb. pl. ashes.    ōləz adv. always. 

hųuzəz sb. pl. houses.   əz conj. as. 

 

 The pl. aŋz is probably a new formation from *aŋ. 

 

 § 306. OFr. final s. 

antez conj. in case. 

 

ʃ. 

 § 307. Kendal ʃ initially has tḥree origins, corresponding to 1. OE. sc, 2. Scand. sk, 

3. OFr. s. 

 In some words ʃ represents Northern ME. sch (i.e. ʃ or some similar sound) but in 

other cases it must have taken the place of ME. sk, specially in words like ʃalə adj. 

shallow, ʃərl vb. slide (see § 234). -ʃag in bųtəʃag piece of bread and butter, may 

represent OE. * sċeacʒa, but its origin is as yet undecided. For medial cʒ < g cf. *docʒa 

< dɔg, licʒa < lįg etc. (§§ 227, 228). 

 

Examples: 

§308. OE. sċ. 

ʃadə sb. shadow.    ʃip sb. sheep. 

ʃak vb. shake.    ʃɔrt sdj. short. 

ʃam sb. shame.    ʃriŋk vb. shrink. 

ʃįlf sb. shelf.     ʃrųb sb. shrub. 

ʃįlə sb. scree.     ʃųu sb. shoe.  
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 § 309. Scand. sk. 

ʃalə adj. shallow.    ʃərl vb. slide. 
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 § 310. OFr. s. 

ʃųgə sb. sugar. 

 

 This may however be borrowed from Literary English as s in siuər sure (OFr. sûr) 

has remained unaltered.  

 

 § 311. Medially and finally Kendal ʃ corresponds to 1. final OE. sċ, 2. Final Scand. 

sk, 3. final OE. c, after n, 4. Scand. k after n, 5. OFr. ge unvoiced. In some words OE. sċ 

must have remained in a fronted form until it became ʃ, in others it became sk early. In 

some of the latter ʃ took the place of sk either by analogy with existing -ʃ- forms or by 

borrowing form Literary English. Examples of old -sċ becoming ʃ are, eʃ sb. ash ME. 

esche Cath. 117. fįʃ sb. fish ME. fische CM 2865, węʃ vb. wash ME wesche, CM 27547 

wasche CM. 15319. ʃ has taken the place of older *sk- in aʃəz sb. pl. ashes (see § 234), 

dįʃ sb. dish ME. disc Laʒamon 19692. Probably the Scand. words bųʃ sb. bush, raʃ adj. 

rash, had -sk in the Kendal dialect at the time of Cursor Mundi. OE. ċ has become ʃ after 

n in the words bęnʃ sb. bench and ranʃ sb. ‘thickset-man’. This form with ʃ is perhaps 

due to the oblique cases, *benċes, *benċe the nom. *benc giving bįŋk and bęŋk (§§ 34, 

43). *Benċe would give ME. *benche, which would become bęnʃ, with simplification of 

tʃ, to ʃ after n. Yet perhaps this form is merely borrowed from Literary English. But in 

the case of ranʃ this cannot be so, as the word does not occur in Literary English. Here 

undoubtedly the ʃ is derived from the oblique cases *rinċes, *rinċe, the ME. renk Gaw. 

691 coming from the nom. rinc, which would give Kendal * raŋk. 
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Bųnʃ sb. bunch from Scand. *bunki, cf. OIc. Bunke pile, heap Norw. dial. bunke 

heap (Aasen p. 90) is probably from a ME. *bunche, with fronting of older k. In pųnʃ 

vb. punch, hit, ME. g (dǯ) has been unvoiced to ch (tʃ) and the simplified to ʃ, as above. 

 

Examples: 

§ 312. Final OE. sċ. 

aʃez sb. ashes.     kęʃ sb. kecks. 
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diʃ sb. dish.      rɐʃ sb. rush. 

ęʃ sb. ash (Fraxinus).    þręʃauld sb. threshold. 

fįʃ sb. fish.      węʃ vb. wash. 

 

 §313. Final Scand. sk. 

buʃ sb. bush.     raʃ adj. rash. 

 

 §314. Final OE. ċ after n. 

bęnʃ sb. bench.    ranʃ sb. thickset-man. 

 

 §315. Scand. k after n. 

bųnʃ sb. bunch. 

 

 §316. OFr. ge (ǯ). 

pɔdįʃ sb. porridge. 

 

p. 

 § 317. Kendal p initially contains only a small number of words, of which a few are 

OE., one Scand., most OFr., and the remainder uncertain. 

 Its sources are 1. OE. p, 2. Scand. p, 3. OFr. p. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. p. 

parək sb. paddock.    plųu sb. plough. 

pįk sb. pitch.      pųu vb. pull. 

      pų̄ək sb. bag. 
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II. Scand p. 

padək sb. frog.     
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III. OFr. p. 

pār sb. pair.      pę̄ vb. pay. 

pārlįʃ adj. dangerous.    pɔdįʃ porridge. 

 

 Note. park sb. may be of OFr. or of OE. origin (§ 60). 

 

 § 318. Kendal p medially and finally corresponds to 1. OE. p, 2. Scand. p, and 3. 

OFr. p. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. p. 

apļ sb. apple.     r�̄əp sb. rope.  

hų̄əp vb. open.     ʃip sb. sheep. 

ɔpn̩ vb. open.     hwęlp sb. puppy. 

 

 Note. In hɔpļ vb. hobble (used of horses) b seems to have been unvoiced (see § 78). 

Usually older b, whatever its origin, remains voiced. 

 

II. Scand. p. 

apn̩ conj. perhaps. 

hap vb. wrap. 

gįəp vb. gape. 

klįp vb. shear. 

kɔləp vb. rasher of bacon. 

(jet)stųup sb. gate post (§ 110 Note). 

 

III. OFr. p. 

frap vb. splutter.    ramp vb. ruin, destroy. 

kųpļ sb. couple    sųpə sb. supper. 

 

b. 
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 §319. Kendal b initially has four sources — 1. OE. b, 2. Scand. b, 3. OFr. b, 4. 

Celtic b. 
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Examples: 

I. OE. b. 

bai vb. buy.      b�̄ək vb. bake. 

barn̩ sb. child.     bįzm̩ sb. besom. 

bęk sb. brook.     blįnd adj. blind. 

 

II. Scand. b. 

bag sb. bag. 

bask vb. bask. 

blę̄k adj. deep yellow of butter. 

brakn̩ sb. bracken, fern.  

bųl sb. bull. 

bər sb. whirr. 

 

III. OFr. b. 

badǯər sb. small corndealer.   b�̄ək sb. beak. 

bārəl sb. barrel.      bɔnį adj. bonny. 

       bakļ sb. buckle. 

 

IV. Celtic b. 

bɔg sb. bog.       brat sb. apron. 

 

 § 320. Kendal b medially and finally has seven sources. These are 1. OE. b, bb, 2. 

Scand. b, bb, 3. OFr. b, 4. Celtic b, 5. OE. f before n < b, 6. Scand. f before n < b, 7. 

Scand. pp is voiced.  

 

Examples: 
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I. OE. b, bb. 

nęb sb. beak.      ʃrųb sb. shrub. 

nębər sb. neighbour.    əbųut prep. about.  

 

II. Scand. b, bb. 

blab vb. let out a secret.   gab sb. talkativeness.  

     gabļ vb. chatter, gabble. 

 

[105] 

 

III. OFr. b. 

ịǝbḷ adj. able.     t�̄əbļ sb. table. 

      ʈrųbļ sb. trouble 

 

IV. Celtic b. 

rųb vb. rub. 

 

 § 321. OE. medial f (with the phonetic value ∋ v; Bülbring, AE. Elementarb. § 474) 

has been stopped before n in the words ębm̩ adv. straight, just, įbmįn sb. evening, sebm̩ 

num. seven, əlebm̩ num. eleven, which represent OE. efne, æfnunʒ, seofon and 

*elleofon. In the two words the Kendal form must have been derived from OE. *seṷne, 

*elleṷ- ne; cf. ME. seṷen CM. 508 elleṷen 4088. The development was probably fn < ƀn 

< ƀm < bm. In seƀn̩tį num. seventy, m seems to have been dissimilated to n, owing to 

the following -t. Here b may have been preserved throughout, if this be a genuine 

dialect word. 

 

 § 322. Scand. pp has probably been voiced in nab vb. seize grab at, cf. Dan. nappe. 

 

m. 

 § 323. Kendal m initially has three sources, viz. 1. OE. m, 2. Scand. m, 3. OFr. m. 

 

Examples: 
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I. OE. m. 

mad adj. mad.     mįtʃ adj. much. 

maud sb. mould, earth.   mųun sb. moon.  

 

II. Scand. m. 

melḑər sb. a quantity of corn. 

mǝns sb. kindness. 

mę̄zd adj. confused.  
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III. OFr. m. 

maʈər sb. matter.    mędļ vb. meddle. 

     mųnį sb. money. 

 

 § 324. Medially and finally Kendal m has four sources, which are 1. OE. m, 2. 

Scand. m, 3. OFr. m, 4. OE. n after f < m by assimilation. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. m. 

hamər sb. hammer.   kramļ vb. scramble.  

h�̄əm sb. home.    sųm pro. some.  

 

 In hwęmļ vb. upset, older lm has become ml. 

 

II. Scand. m. 

blųum sb. bloom.    gōm sb. good sense. 

     wāml vb. roll about. 

 

III. OFr. m. 

bl�̄əm vb. blame.     ramp vb. ruin. 

kām adj. calm.     tʃįmlə sb. chimney. 
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IV. OE. f + n < bm, 

ębm̩ adv. straight.    ibmįn sb. evening. 

      sębm̩ num. seven. 

 

 Note. Scand. n has become m in ebm̩ sb. object.  

 

f. 

 § 325. Kendal f initially has four sources , which are 1. OE. f, 2. Scand. f, 3. OFr. f, 

4. Celtic f. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. f. 

faɖər sb. father    fįʃ sb. fish. 

fę̄n adj. glad.     flįk adj. flitch. 
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II. Scand. f. 

fęlə sb. fellow.    flę̄ vb. scare. 

     fų̄əs sb. waterfall. 

 

III. OFr. f. 

fįəs sb. face.     flę̄l sb. flail. 

     frap vb. splutter. 

 

IV. Celtic f. 

fųn sb. fun.  

 

 § 326. Medially and finally Kendal f has four sources and corresponds to 1. OE. f, 

2. OE. h, ʒ, ME. final gh, 3. Scand. f, and 4. OFr. f. 
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 § 327. f when final in OE. and before voiceless consonants was voiceless and has 

remained so in such positions till the present day, whereas medial intervocalic f is 

always voiced. Such words as snafļ vb. act queerly, and ʃųfl sb. shovel, by the side of 

ME. schovele, are due to the early loss of e between f and l, producing forms like *snaf-

l-en, *schof-l-e, which would remain unvoiced. On the other hand, gįəv-lək sb. crowbar 

goes back to a ME. gavelokes, Psalm LIV, 22, where v (older f) was intervocalic. In dafļ 

vb. stun, t has been lost between f and l. It represents OE. *dæft-lian. In ɔf adv. off, and 

ɔv, əv, prep. of; we have ME. f with full stress, and with lack of stress. 

 

Examples: 

daft adj. foolish.    kaf sb. chaff. 

ęfʈər prep. after.    lōf sb. shelf. 

hōf sb. half.     ʃįlf sb. shelf. 

 

In n�̄əf sb. fist f represents Scand. f, in stųf sb. stuff OFr. f. 

 

[108] 

 

§ 328. Medial OE. h and ʒ (with probably the phonetic values ∩ ⫙ [HES. § 896]) 

became when final hw (♢) in the ME. period and later passed into f (⊂). Medially they 

became w, giving rise to diphtongs in Modern English. The date of the change hw < f is 

not known, but is probably older than the 16th century. Wallis in the 17th gives cōff, 

trōff, tuff, ruff, laff, and adds ‘Inough (singulare) sat multum sonatur inuff, at inough 

(plurale) sat multa sonatur enow’. These two last words appear in Kendal as ənųf and 

əniṷ, and represent ME. inogh: inoghe. They seem to be used indiscriminately. 

 

Examples: 

laf vb. laugh.      rųf adj. rough. 

laftər sb. laughter.    tɔf adj. tough. 

laftər sb. brood.     trɔf sb. trough.  
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v. 

 § 329. Kendal v initially only occurs in wors of OFr. origin; e.g. 

varə adv. very.    va-laik adv. perhaps.  

     vau vb. vow. 

 

 § 330. Medially and finally Kendal v represents 1. OE. medial f, 2. OE. medial f 

after l, 3. OE. f before r, 4. Scand. f, ME. v in medial positions and 5. OFr. v. 

 

 In 1., 2. and 3. f was medial, in ME., not final. gįəvlək sb. crowbar represents ME. 

gavelokes Ps. LIV, 22. In kōvz sb. pl. calves, sōv sb. salve we have ME. l +f + vowel. — 

e.g. þeos salfe Mk. XIV, 5, calves Wicl. Num. XXIX, 32. In įvər adv. ever, klavə sb. 

clover, representing 
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OE. ǣfre. clǣfre, f became intervocalic in ME.; e.g. efere Hom. I, 9, 21, evere Hav. 424. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. f. 

aivi sb. ivy.      gįv vb. give. 

      ɖraiv vb. drive. 

 

 Note. hęv vb. have is derived from forms like hafa, hafað. 

 

II. Scand. f. 

raiv vb. tear.     s�̄əvz sb. sedges. 

 

III. OFr. v. 

revat sb. rivet.     sʈraiv vb. strive. 

 

hw. 
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 § 331. Kendal hw which only occurs initially, has five sources, which are 1. OE. 

hw, 2. O.E. cw, 3. Scand. kv, 4. OFr. qu, 5. Celtic chw. 

 In unstressed positions hw always becomes w; e.g. n�̄ə tə war wi livt = ‘near to 

where we lived,’ but hwar is-tə gān? = ‘where art thou going?’ 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. hw. 

hwā, hw�̄ə interrog. pro. who. 

hwęɖər pro. which. 

hwęlp sb. puppy. 

hwīl sb. wheel. 

 

II. OE. cw. 

hwįk adj. living. 

 

III. Scand. kv. 

hwai- kōf sb. heifer- calf. 
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IV. OFr. qu. 

hwaįət adj. quiet. 

 

V. Celtic chw. 

hwįn sb. gorse. See § 31 Note. 

 

w. 

 § 332. Kendal w initially corresponds, to 1. OE. w, 2. Scand. v, 3. Scand. hv, and 4. 

OFr. v. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. w. 
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waild adj. wild.    waŋkļ adj. weak, feeble, etc.  

wark sb. work.    wępm̩ sb. weapon. 

 

II. Scand. v. 

war vb. waste.  See § 60. 

 

III. Scand. hv. 

wardəs sb. weekdays. See § 60. 

 

IV. OFr. v. 

w�̄əst vb. waste.    wę̄strəl sb. wastrel. 

 

 § 333. Medially Kendal w occurs only after k, t, d, s, and represents 1. OE. w, 2. 

Scand. v, and 3. OFr. cu. 

 

Examples. 

1. OE. w. 

swadļ vb. swathe. 

swain sb. pig. 

sw�̄əļ sb. burn away (of a candle). 

 

 dwįnļ vb. dwindle represents ME. *dwindelen from dwīnen, cf. ON. dvīna. twain 

vb. waste away, is of uncertain origin; but cannot be for *dwain as dw seems to remain 

voiced in Kendal.  

 

II. OFr. cu. 

twįlt sb. quilt. 

 

[111] 

 

This change is in all probability due to the assimilation of the velar to the preceding 

alveolar in the compound bed- twįlt for *bed- kwįlt. 
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h. 

 § 334. The stress h in Kendal is always preserved when initial, but after consonants 

and in medial positions  is always lost, e. g. hamər sb. hammer, but tamər the hammer, 

taməried the hammers head. In hųlət sb. owl it seems to have been inserted where 

originally absent. It corresponds to 1. OE. h, 2. Scand. h, 3. OFr. h. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. h. 

hāld sb. hold.     h�̄əd sb. head.  

 

II. Scand. h. 

haŋk sb. hank.     hįŋ vb. hang. 

 

III. OFr. h. 

hant vb. haunt.    hųrt sb. hurt. 

 

tʃ. 

 § 335. Kendal tʃ when initial corresponds to 1. OE. fronted ċ, 2. ANorm. ch. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. ċ. 

tʃįkn̩ sb. chicken.    tʃiuz vb. choose. 

     tʃų̄ək vb. choke.  

 

 Note. tʃərn sb. churn, tʃərtʃ church instead of *kərn and *kərk are borrowed from 

Polite English. tʃ in tʃįtį sb. cat probably represents OE. c; cf. ME. chitte, whelp 

‘catulus’. 

 

II. ANorm. ch. 

tʃę̄n sb. chain.     tʃįmlə sb. chimney. 
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[112] 

 

 § 336. Medially and finally tʃ corresponds to 1. OE. ċ, ċċ, 2. OE. ʒ after t, 3. ME. ch 

from OFr. ch, c. 

 

Examples: 

I. OE. ċ, ċċ. 

batʃ sb. batch (from *bæċes, *bæċe). 

ītʃ pro. each. 

ratʃ vb. erutate. 

 

II. OE. ʒ after t. 

ɔrtʃət sb orchard. This is perhaps a loanword. See § 82. 

 

III. ME. ch. 

katʃ vb. catch. 

 

dǯ. 

 § 337. Kendal dǯ occurs only in a few words of ANorm. origin, and represents AN. 

j and g.  

 

Examples: 

I. Initial dǯ = ANorm. j. 

dǯakdā sb. jackdaw.    dǯamįlaŋnęk sb. heron. 

      dǯųst adv. just. 

 

II.Medial dǯ = ANorm. ğ. 

ę̄dǯ sb. age.     rę̄dǯ sb. rage. 

 

 Note. In badǯər it represents OFr. dį, e. g. bladier. In parʈridǯ it represents Polite 

English dǯ. 
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[113] 

 

Chapter VI. 

 

Table of consonant- changes. 

 

Kendal — OE. etc. 

 

 § 338. Kendal k. 

Kendal k = 1. OE. c before original back vowels § 211,1. 

  = 2. OE. c before original front vowels § 211, II. 

  = 3. OE. cc, x, medially § 216. 

  = 4. Scand. k §§ 213, 218. 

  = 5. OFr. c, q §§ 214, 213. 

  = 6. Celtic c §§ 215, 220. 

 

 § 339. Kendal g. 

Kendal g = 1. OE ʒ before original back vowels § 221, 1. 

 = 2. OE. ʒ before original front vowels § 221, 2.  

 = 3. OE. -cʒ- medially § 228. 

 = 4. OE. -cc- medially § 229. 

 = 5. Scand. g initially § 224. 

 = 6. Scand. -gg § 230. 

 = 7 . OFr. g §§ 225, 231. 

 = 8. OFr. c medially § 232. 

 = 9. Celtic g § 233. 

 

 § 340. Kendal sk. 

Kendal sk = 1. OE. Initial sċ § 235. 

   = 2. OE. final sc § 238, 1. 

   = 3. Scand. sk §§ 236, 238, 2. 

   = 4. OFr. sq, sc § 237. 
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[114] 

 

 § 341. Kendal ŋ. 

Kendal ŋ = 1. OE. nʒ § 239,1.  

 = 2. OE. nc § 239, 2. 

 = 3. Scand. ng § 240, 1.  

 = 4. Scand. nk § 240, 2. 

 = 5. Scand. gn § 240, 1 Note. 

 

 § 342. Kendal j. 

Kendal j = 1. OE. ǯ  (Gmc. j) § 241, 1.  

      = 2. OE. ǯ (Gmc. g) § 241, 2.  

      = 3. Scand. j § 242, 1.  

      = 4. Scand. g § 242, 2.  

      = 5. Older Kendal �̄ə § 243. 

 

 § 343. Kendal t.  

Kendal t = 1. OE. t §§ 244, 249, 253. 

        = 2. OE. final d unstressed § 249 Note.  

        = 3. Scand. t §§ 245, 250. 

        = 4. OFr. t §§ 246, 251. 

        = 5. OFr. cu § 247. 

        = 6. Celtic t § 252. 

 

  § 344. Kendal d. 

Kendal d = 1. OE d §§ 255, 258, 1. 

         = 2. OE þ medially § 258, 2.  

         = 3. Scand. d §§ 256, 259, 1. 

         = 4. Scand. þ medially § 259, 2. 

         = 5. OFr. d §§ 257, 260, 1. 

         = 6. OFr. t § 260, 2. 
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 § 345. Kendal l.  

Kendal l = 1. OE. l §§ 261, 1, 263. 

        = 2. OE hl § 261, 2.  

        = 3. Scand. l §§ 262, 1, 264. 

        = 4. Scand. hl § 262, 2. 

        = 5. OFr. l (medially) § 265. 

 

[115] 

 

 § 346. Kendal n. 

Kendal n = 1. OE n §§ 267, 1, 270. 

         = 2. OE. cn § 267, 2.  

         = 3. OE. ʒn § 267, 3. 

         = 4. OE. hn § 267, 4. 

         = 5. OE. -nʒ § 273. 

         = 6. OE. -nd § 274. 

         = 7 . Scand. n §§ 268, 271. 

         = 8. Scand. ng § 275. 

         = 9. OFr. n §§ 269, 272. 

 

 § 347. Kendal r.  

Kendal r = 1. OE r §§ 276, 1, 280. 

       = 2. OE. hr § 276, 2.  

       = 3. OE. wr § 276, 3. 

       = 4. Scand. r § 277, 281. 

       = 5. OFr. r §§ 278, 282. 

       = 6. Celtic r §§ 279, 283. 

 

 § 348. Kendal ʈ. 

Kendal t = 1. OE. t before r + ər § 284, 1 and 3.  

         = 2. OFr. t before r + ər § 284, 2 and 4. 
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 § 349. Kendal ɖ. 

Kendal ɖ = 1. OE d before r §§ 285, 286, 1, 289. 

         = 2. OE. medially þ § 286, 3.   

         = 3. Scand. d before r §§ 285 Note, 287, 289, 2. 

         = 4. OFr. ss § 288. 

 

 § 350. Kendal þ. 

Kendal þ = 1. OE. þ § 290, 1. 

           = 2. Scand. þ § 290, 2.  

 

 § 351. Kendal ð. 

Kendal ð = 1. OE. þ § 291, 1 and 2. 

              = 2. Scand. þ § 291, 2.  
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 § 352. Kendal s. 

Kendal s = 1. OE. s §§ 292, 1, 294, 296. 

         = 2. Scand. s §§ 292, 2, 295.  

         = 3. OFr. s § 292, 3. 

         = 4. OE. sc §§ 292, 4, 299. 

         = 5. Scand. sk § 300. 

 

§ 353. Kendal z. 

Kendal z = 1. ME. medial s § 302. 

         = 2. Scand. medial s § 303.  

         = 3. OFr. medial s § 304. 

         = 4. ME. final s § 305. 

         = 5. OFr. final s § 306. 

 

 § 354. Kendal ʃ. 
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Kendal ʃ = 1. OE. sċ §§ 308, 312.  

        = 2. OE. ċ after n §§ 311, 314.  

        = 3. Scand. sk §§ 309, 313. 

        = 4. Scand. k after n §§ 311, 318. 

        = 5. OFr. s § 310. 

        = 6. OFr. ge § 316. 

 

 § 355. Kendal p.  

Kendal p = 1. OE. p §§ 317, 1, 318, 1.  

         = 2. Scand. p §§ 317, 2, 318, 2.  

         = 3. OFr. p §§ 317, 3, 318, 3. 

 

 § 356. Kendal b. 

Kendal b = 1. OE. b §§ 319, 1, 320, 1.  

         = 2. OE. f § 321.  

         = 3. Scand. b §§ 319, 2, 320, 2. 

         = 4. Scand. pp § 322. 

         = 5. OFr. b §§ 319, 3, 30, 3. 

         = 6. Celtic b §§ 319, 4, 320, 4. 
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 § 357. Kendal m. 

Kendal m = 1. OE. m §§ 323, 1, 324, 1.  

          = 2. OE. n after f § 324, 4.  

          = 3. Scand. m §§ 323, 2, 324, 2. 

          = 4. OFr. m §§ 323, 3, 324, 3. 

 

 § 358. Kendal f. 

Kendal f = 1. OE. f §§ 325, 1, 327.  

         = 2. OE. h, ʒ, medially and finally § 328.  

         = 3. Scand. f §§ 325, 2, 327, 4. 
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         = 4. OFr. f §§ 325, 3, 327, 4. 

         = 5. Celtic. f § 325, 4. 

 

 § 359. Kendal v. 

Kendal v = 1. OE. medial f § 330, 1.  

         = 2. Scand. medial f § 330, 2.  

         = 3. OFr. v initially and medially §§ 329, 330, 3. 

 

 § 360. Kendal hw. 

Kendal hw = 1. OE. hw §§ 331, 1.  

           = 2. OE. cw § 331, 2.  

          = 3. Scand. kv § 331, 3. 

          = 4. OFr. qu § 331, 4. 

          = 5. Celtic. chw § 331, 5. 

 

§ 361. Kendal w. 

Kendal w = 1. OE. w §§ 332, 1, 333, 1. 

        = 2. Scand. v §§ 332, 2, 333, 2.  

        = 3. Scand. hv § 332, 3. 

        = 4. OFr. v § 332, 4. 

        = 5. OFr. cu § 333, 3. 

 

 § 362. Kendal h. 

Kendal h = 1. OE. h § 334, 1. 
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Kendal h = 2. Scand. h § 334, 2.  

         = 3. OFr. h § 334, 3. 

 

 § 363. Kendal tʃ. 

Kendal tʃ = 1. OE. ċ §§ 335, 1, 336, 1. 
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     = 2. Scand. v §§ 332, 2, 333, 2.  

     = 3. ANorm. ch § 335, 2. 

     = 4. OFr. ch, c, Me. ch § 336, 3. 

 

      § 364. Kendal dǯ. 

Kendal dǯ = 1. ANorm. j + g § 337. 

                = 2. OFr. -di̭- § 337 Note.  

 

Chapter VII. 

 

Table of consonant- changes. 

 

I. OE. — Kendal. 

      § 365. OE. c.  

OE. c = 1. k initially before original back vowels § 211, 1. 

   = 2. k initially before original front vowels § 211, 2.  

   = 3. tʃ initially before original front vowels § 335, 1. 

   = 4. k medially § 218. 

   = 5. tʃ medially § 336, 1. 

   = 6. medially cc < g § 229. 

   = 7 . cn- < n § 267, 2. 

   = 8. nc- < nk § 239, 2. 
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OE. c = 9. nċ < nʃ §§ 311, 34.  

   = 2. nc < ŋ § 239, 2. 

 

§ 366. OE. ʒ.  

OE. ʒ = 1. g initially before original back vowels § 222, 1. 

    = 2. g initially before original front vowels § 222, 2.  

    = 3. j initially before original front vowels § 241, 2. 
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    = 4. ʒ medially is lost. 

    = 5. ʒ finally < f § 328. 

    = 6. nʒ < 1. ŋ § 239, 1. 

          < 2. < n § 273. 

    = 7 . l r + ʒ 1. į, 2. ə. 

    = 8. i + ʒ < į. 

 

§ 367. OE. cʒ = g § 228. 

 

§ 368. OE. sċ. 

OE. sċ = 1. ʃ §§ 308, 311. 

     = 2. §§ 235, 238.  

     = 3. s by assimilation §§ 299. 

 

§ 369. OE. ǯ (Gmc. j) = j § 241,1. 

 

§ 370. OE. t.  

OE. t = 1. t §§ 241, 249, 253. 

   = 2. ʈ before r or ər § 284, 2 and 3.  

 

§ 371. OE. d 

 OE. d = 1. d §§ 255, 256, 1. 

     = 2. ɖ before r or ər §§ 285, 286, I etc. 

     = 3. t when unstressed § 249 Note. 

     = 4. Lost between n + l. 
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§ 372. OE. þ.  

OE. þ = 1. þ initially and finally § 290. 

     = 2. ð medially and with secondary stress §§ 291, 1 and 3.  

     = 3. d medially § 258, 2. 
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     = 4. ʒ medially is lost. 

     = 5. ɖ ME. hþ = t § 249 Note.  

 

§ 373. OE. l.  

OE. l = 1. l §§ 261, 1, 263. 

   = 2. ā + ld remains. 

   = 3.lost between ā + k, f, t etc. 

   = 4. lost when doubled after ā. 

   = 5. lost between o + d or t.  

 

§ 374. OE. hl = l § 261, 2.  

 

§ 375. OE. n.  

OE. n = n §§ 267, 1. 

     = m after OE. f §§ 324, 4. 

 

§ 376. OE. hn = n initially § 267, 4. 

 

§ 377. OE. r. 

OE. r = 1. r initially § 276, 1. 

     = 2. r when medial and intervocalic § 280, 1.  

     = 3. before d, t by methatesis, usually preserved § 280, 1. 

     = 4. before all other consonants usually lost. 

     = 5. when final in the mod. dialect lost. 

     = 6. after ʈ ɖ = ɽ. 

 

§ 378. OE. hr = r initially §§ 276, 2.  

 

§ 379. OE. wr = r initially §§ 276, 3.  
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§ 380. OE. s. 

OE. s = 1. s initially § 292, 1. 

     = 2. s medially before voiceless stops § 296. 

     = 3. s when final with chief stress § 294. 

     = 4. z when medial and intervocalic § 302. 

     = 5. z when final with secondary stress § 305. 

 

§ 381. OE. p = p § 317, 1, 318,1.  

 

§ 382. OE. b.  

OE. b = 1. b §§ 319, 1, 320, 1. 

    = 2. p §§ 318 Note.  

 

§ 383. OE. f  

OE. f = 1. f initially § 325, 1. 

     = 2. v medially, when intervocalic § 330, 1.  

     = 3. f before voiceless stops § 327. 

     = 4. f before l in a few cases § 327. 

     = 5. b before OE. n § 321. 

     = 6. f finally with full stress § 327. 

     = 7 . v finally with secondary stress.  

 

§ 384. OE. m = m § 323, 1, 324,1.  

 

§ 385. OE. w.  

OE. w = 1. w initially and after consonants § 332, 1, 338, 1. 

      = 2. lost medially.  

 

 § 386. OE. hw.  

OE. hw = 1. hw § 331, 1. 

      = 2. w § 331. 
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§ 387. OE. cw = hw § 331, 2. 
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§ 388. OE. h.  

OE. h = 1. h § 334, 1. 

     = 2. lost finally before t. 

     = 3. finally becomes f § 328. 

 

II. Scandinavian — Kendal. 

§ 389. Scand. k = k §§ 213, 218.  

 

§ 390. Scand. g.  

Scand. g = 1. g § 224. 

        = 2. j § 242, 2. 

        = 3. gg medially and finally < g § 230. 

        = 4. gn medially < ŋ § 240, 1 Note. 

 

§ 391. Scand. sk.  

Scand. sk = 1. sk §§ 236, 238, 2. 

          = 2. ʃ § 309, 313. 

 

§ 392. Scand. kv = ku § 330, 3.  

 

§ 393. Scand. t = t §§ 245, 250.  

 

§ 394. Scand. d.  

Scand. d = 1. d §§ 256, 259, 1.  

         = 2. ɖ before r and ər § 285 Note, 287, 289 

 

§ 395. Scand. þ.  

Scand. g = 1. þ  § 290, 2. 
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    = 2. ð § 291, 2. 

    = 3. d medially § 259, 2. 

 

§ 396. Scand. l = l § 262, 1, 264. 

 

§ 397. Scand. hl = l § 262, 2. 
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+§ 398. Scand. n  

Scand. n = 1. n §§ 268, 271. 

         = 2. m after f § 324, 4 Note. 

 

§ 399. Scand. r  

Scand. r = 1. r §§ 277, 281. 

        = 2. ɽ after ʈ ɖ.  

 

§ 400. Scand. s. 

Scand. s  = 1. s §§ 292, 2, 295. 

         = 2. z medially, when originally intervocalic § 303.  

 

§ 401. Scand. p.  

Scand. p = 1. p §§ 317, 2, 318, 2. 

        = 2. pp < b § 322. 

 

§ 402. Scand. b = b §§ 319, 2, 320, 2.  

 

§ 403. Scand. f.  

Scand. f. = 1. f §§ 328, 2, 327 Note. 

        = 2. v medially § 330, 2. 

        = 3. d medially § 259, 2. 
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§ 404. Scand. v = w § 332, 2. 

 

§ 405. Scand. hv = w § 332, 3. 

 

§ 406. Scand. m = m § 324, 2, 324, 2. 

 

§ 407. Scand. h = h § 334, 2. 

 

III. OFrench and Anglo- Norman — Kendal. 

§ 408. OFr. c. 

OFr. c = 1. k before back vowels §§ 214. 

     = 2. s before front vowels. 

     = 3. g medially § 232. 

sq, sc = 4. sk §§ 234, 237. 

qu     = 5. hw n § 331, 4. 
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OFr. cu = 6. tw §§ 247. 

ch, c = 7. tʃ § 336, 3. 

 

§ 409. OFr. g = g § 225, 231. 

 

§ 410. ANorm. ch = tʃ § 335, 2. 

 

§ 411. ANorm. g + j. 

ANorm. g + j. = 1. dǯ § 337. 

                  = 2. ʃ § 316. 

 

§ 412. OFr. t. 

OFr. t = 1. t §§ 246, 251. 

    = 2. ʈ before or after r and ər § 284. 
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     = 3. d § 262, 2. 

 

§ 413, OFr. d. 

OFr. d = 1. d §§ 257, 260, 1. 

     = 2. dǯ medially § 337, 2. 

 

§ 414. OFr. n = n § 269, 272. 

§ 415. OFr. r. 

OFr. r = 1. r §§ 278, 1, 282. 

     = 2. ɽ after ʈ. 

§ 416. OFr. s. 

OFr. s = 1. s § 292, 3. 

     = 2. z medially § 304. 

     = 3. ʃ § 310. 

     = 4. ɖ § 288. 

§ 417. OFr. p = p §§ 317, 3, 318, 3.  

 

§ 418. OFr. b = b §§ 319, 3, 320, 3.  

 

§ 419. OFr. f= f §§ 325, 3, 327 Note. 

 

§ 420. OFr. v. 

OFr. v = 1. v § 329, 339, 3. 

     = 2. w § 332, 4. 
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§ 421. OFr. m = m §§ 323, 3, 324, 3. 

 

§ 422. OFr. h= h § 334, 3. 

 

IV. Celtic — Kendal. 
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§ 423. Celtic c = k §§ 215, 220. 

 

§ 424. Celtic g = g § 226. 

 

§ 425. Celtic t = t § 252. 

 

§ 426. Celtic r = r §§ 279, 283. 

 

§ 427. Celtic b = b §§ 319, 4, 320, 4. 

 

§ 428. Celtic f = f § 325, 4. 

 

§ 429. Celtic chw = hw § 331, 5. 

 

Chapter VIII. 

 

Outlines of the Accidence of the Kendal Dialect. 

 

 § 430 The Kendal dialect has preserved relatively few of the older inflections, its 

condition in this respect being similar to that of Polite English. 

 

Nouns. 

 § 431. These have a singular and a plural, the latter being marked by the 

termination z. Modern Kendal has practically speaking but two cases, the nominative 

and the genitive. The former has also the functions of the older acusative and dative. 

The nominative (with the functions of accusative and dative) is uninflected, case 

relationships being expressed by the relative position 
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of the words in question. E.g. ‘gįv kat sųm mįlk’ where kat is dative ‘r�̄ətʃ mį faɖər ə 

kụp’, where mį faɖər is dative. Often the relationship is expressed by the preposition tə. 
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təl as, ‘sęnd sųm m�̄ət tət męn it hę̄’. The genitive is expressed by the addition of -z ( at 

times -əz, s), OE. -es, as ‘ə manz laif’, ‘kųt ṇut fįʃəz gįlz’. The -r- nouns as a rule form 

their genitive without -z, as ‘hər faɖər diṷər’. cf. ME. fader (gen.) Ferumbras 1351. ‘hįz 

mụɖər āld bliṷ bǝnət’, cf. ME. on his moder knē CM. 11681. 'mi brụɖǝr kų̄ǝt', cf. ME 

broðer Laʒ. 6741. In a few cases an uninflected genitive occurs with other nouns as ‘dɔg 

mųdər’, ‘kat lųg’ Here the absence of -z is perhaps due to the analogy of the -r-stems. 

 The genitive can also be expressed by the preposition əv, ə, as ‘tanļ ət dįuər’. 

 The partitive use of the genitive is also expressed by əv, ə, ‘ə pųnd ə tę̄tiz’, ‘ən ųuns 

ə bakə’. 

 

 § 432. The plural is usually formed by the addition of -z (at times - əz, -s) to the 

stem, as dɔgz, hōz, ratņz, rɐʃəz, fįʃəz, kats, rįəps. Nouns ending in f, s voice the 

consonant before z in the plural as līəz, lįəvz, lōf, lōvf, kōf, hųus, hųuzəz. bųus sb. 

cowstall, seems to have no plural.  

 

 § 433. The Kendal dialect has the following Umlaut plurals — e. g. męn, gīs, tīþ, 

kai, lais, mais. There are only two -n plurals in Kendal; īn sb. eyes and *ʃųun sb. shoes, 

the latter of which is now obsolete, its place being taken by ʃuuz. The -r pl. *tʃilɖər is 

unknown, its place being taken by barņz.A few nouns originally neuter, have the same 

form for singular as plural — e. g. ʃip pl. ʃip, dīər pl. dīər, swain pl. swain.The latter, 

however, seems to be generally used in the singular as — ‘ə gərt big waləpin  
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swain’. The word b�̄əst sb. beast has the plural bįəs used collectively. 

 Nouns expressin weight or measure usually have no plural as ‘tųu pųnd ǝ m�̄ǝl’. But 

those expressing time or space seem to have a plural as, þrī j�̄ǝz, ęt mųnþs. A few nouns 

are only used in the plural as sįɖǝrz, taŋz. 

 

Adjectives. 

 § 434. The adjective remains uninflected both in singular and plural. 
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 Many adjectives have been formed in the dialect by the addition of -lį (OE. liċ) to 

ME. adjectives. These correspond sometimes, but not always, to the adjectives in -ish of 

Polite English. Examples are — brųunlį, āldlį, dǝrtįlį, kw�̄ǝrlį, wętlį. 

 The only adjective in isċ seems to be walʃ insippid, tasteless, for OE. *walhisċ, ME. 

*wallisch, cf. Londsdale Dial. wallaish. 

 

 § 435. Adjectives are compared by the addition of -ǝr, -ǝst (OE. -ra, -ost), as hārd, 

hārɖǝr, hārɖǝst. The umlauted comparatives and superlatives have passed over into the 

-ra, -ost type; hence laŋ, laŋǝ, laŋǝst, instead of laŋ, *lęŋǝ, *lęŋǝs. 

 The following adjectives take positive, comparative, and superlative, from different 

stems— 

bad, wār, wārst. 

fārd, fārɖǝr, fārɖǝst. 

gųd, bęʈǝr, bęst. 

lail, l�̄əs, l�̄əst. 

mįtʃ, mįər, m�̄əst. 

nīər, niəɖər, niəɖəst. 
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Numerals. 

§ 436. The Kendal dialect has the following cardinal numerals, which are 

indeclinable — jā (jan), tųu (*twįǝ obsolete), þrī, fauǝr, faiv, sįks, sębm̩, ę̄t, nain, tęn, 

ǝlębm̩, twęlv, þǝrʈin, fauǝtīn, twentį, þǝrtį, fauǝtį, fįftį, seƀǝn̩tį, hųnɖrǝd, þųuzn̩d. 

 § 437. The ordinals are — fǝrst, sekn̩d, þǝrd, fauǝrþ, fift, siksþ, seƀǝnþ, ę̄tþ, nainþ, 

tęnþ, twęntįǝþ, hųndrǝtþ. The distributives are ‘jan bį jan’, ‘tųu bį tųų,’ ‘þrī ǝt jā taim’ 

or ‘ þrī ǝt ǝ taim’ etc. 

 The multiplicatives are ‘jans,’ ‘twais,’ ‘þrī taimz,’ ‘b�̄ǝþ taimz’ etc.  

 

The Definite Article. 

 § 438. This is expressed in Kendal by what is probably a remnant of the neut. pron. 

ðat. viz. -t. It is lost before the stops k, g, t, d, p, b; its place being taken by a more 
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emphatic pronunciation of the consonant with possible slight glottal closure. (Denoted 

in the specimens by the accent’ being inserted just before the consonant thus stressed.) 

Before l, r, s, m, n, hw and w it is sounded, but seems to be generally silent before sk, st, 

sp, sm, sn, as ‘´snā kumz dųun varǝ hwaiǝtlį,’ ‘´skāi liuks tǝrbl blak tǝ nīt’- h is 

generally dropped after it, as ‘tamǝr’ ‘the hammer’. 

 

 § 439. When however the article is preceded by the prepositions bį, į, įntǝ; ɔntə, tə ə 

(əv) all of which end in vowels, the ‘t’ is preserved, no matter what consonant follows, 

as — ‘hɔd įt bįt ´t�̄əþ,’ ‘gā intət hųus,’ ‘a went ɔntət brįg’. ‘giv sumət tət lad ən lęt įm 

gaŋ əwę̄’. ‘az bi gān tət taun it mɔrnįng,’ ‘tak ə hiər ət dɔg ət b�̄ət jə’. Examples of the 

treatment of the article are — ‘´kats tərbļ frɐskį tənīt,’ ‘´gīs iz ɔnt pɔnd,’ ‘´dɔg lę̄ dųun 

əfuər tfaiə,’ ‘´pɔdiʃ hęz n�̄ə sōt 
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int,’ ‘t landz mį ān,’ ‘t sā izn̩t auə ʃarp,’ ‘t wamps hez įtn̩ ōt rasbəriz,’ ‘ɔpn tubm̩ diuər 

ən sī if tm�̄əts rɐdį’. 

 

 § 440. The indefinite article is expressed by ə, ən, the former before consonants and 

h, the latter before vowels. E. g. ə pig, ə hųlət, ən apɭ. The negative indefinit article is 

nįn as ‘nįn ɔn əm əd kųm’, ‘nįn gę mi n�̄ə ansə’. The adjective corresponding to nįn is 

n�̄ə as ‘av n�̄ə bras tə war ɔn ðí’. 

 The indefinite numerals are ō, męnį, fiṷ; ɔd, a large number is expressed by ‘ə gę̄ə 

fiṷ’, ‘ə lɔt’, ‘ə tərbļ meni’. Gēə fiṷ denotes very few. 

 

Pronouns. 

 § 441. The Kendal dialect has the following pronouns —  

 That of the first person is nominative ai (stressed form), a (secondary form), ə 

(unstressed form) which are used as follows — 

 ‘aíz gān nət ðųu’, ‘a hųəp jəl kųm əgę̄n’, ‘mún ə kųm in?’ 
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 The accusative and dative to this ponoun are mi, mį, mə, which are used in the same 

way as the nominatives as — ‘it sīmz tə mí, jid betər ə stɔp ət h�̄əm’, ‘gį mį ðat plīət 

h�̄ər´’, ‘hwat héztə braut mə?’ 

 The plural is wi, wį, accusative and dative ųs, əs as, ‘wí þįŋk jid bętər nət’, ‘wį wōkt 

ōt wę̄ tə Sębər’, ‘ęks ųs əbųut įt nət hįm’, ‘tęl əs hwat ji þįŋk ət’. 

 The accusative is used for the nominative in the phrases ‘its mi’, ‘ųs ət nāz im’ (also 

‘wi ət nāz im’, see § 482). 

 

 § 442. That of the second person is nominative ðųu (stressed form), ðų (secondary 

form), tə (unstressed form), which are used as follows: — ‘ðųu mun diṷ it nət mi’, ‘ðų 

sęz ðųz bin bųt a dōnt nā hweɖər ðų hez’. 
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Tə, the unstressed form is only used after verbs as ‘hez- tə bųn ðęm biəz ųp jit?’ 

‘wįltə kųm įn?’ 

 The accusative and dative of this pronoun are ði, ðį, ðə which are used as follows ‘a 

didn̩t eks ðí, hɔd ðį nɔiz’, ‘al gi ðə sįtʃ ə waləpin įf ðų dųzn̩t lįg hwaiət’. 

The plural of this pronoun is ji, jį, accusative and dative jə as ‘jí þįŋk az raŋ bųt apn̩ 

az nət sə far ųut’, ‘ji na, last taim a sed ji mud diu þisn̩z’, ‘a tęl jə wat jįd beʈər bį 

k�̄ərfųl’. 

 

 Note. ji, jə is often used in place of the singular to people with whom the speaker is 

not quite so familiar as his own family. 

 When the neut. demonstrative pronoun ‘įt’ follows inmediately after the personal 

pronouns mə ðə, the two coalesce giving mət ðət as ‘hez tə braut mət? nīə av nət braut 

ðət’. 

 

 § 443. The demonstrative pronoun of the third person is — hi (hį), si (ʃį), įt with the 

accusative and dative hįm, hər, įt and the genitive hiz, hər, įt as — ‘hí kānt gā bət wi 

kan’, ‘hį sed we mųd gā in’, ‘ʃi wants tə nət mi’, ‘sikn̩ kųm’, ‘it wę̄nt dīə ətō al əpɔdtə’. 

‘Tęl im as sīn ər.’ ‘Brįŋ įt bak wį ðį.’ ‘Hiz ʃuuz įz tərbļ āld.’ ‘,It faɖər wəz ə ʃipdɔg.’ 
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 The plural of this pronouns is ðę̄ (ðę, ðə), with accusative, genitive, and dative ðęm, 

ðəm, əm, the latter being derived from ME. hem. 

 Examples are —‘a want tə bai t ɔrs bət ðę̄ wę̄nt sęl it’, ‘brįŋ əm hwęn ðę ər rɐdi’, 

‘ðəl siṷəli stɔp hwail a gįt ð�̄ər’. ‘Tęl ðém tə kųm nət tųɖər fōk.’ ‘Of them’ is expressed 

by ɔn əm, ‘to them’ by ‘təl əm’, ‘with them’ by ‘wī əm’. ‘in them’ by ‘in əm’. 

 

 § 444. The reflexive pronouns are mįsęl, ðįsęl and jərsel, hįẓsęl, hərsęl, įtsęl, pl. 

ųurselz, jərselz, ðərselz. This relation may also be expressed by the simple personal 

pronoun, or by the demonstrative as — ‘al īn gā ən lįg 
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mə dųun.’ ‘Sit jə dųun ən męk jərsęl ət h�̄əm.’ ‘Tel įm tə węʃ įm įt kįtʃįn.’ 

 

 § 445. The pronominal adjectives are mį, ðį, hįz, hər’ įt, ųuər, jər ðər, as ‘mį faɖər 

sęlt ə h�̄əl flɔk ə ʃip jįstədį’, ‘hiz tę̄tįz ərn̩t wųrþ g�̄tn̩ ųp bat ųuər tę̄tiz apn ər bęʈər nə 

ðat!’ ‘It faɖər wəz  ʃip dɔg’. 

 The independent possessives are main, ðain, hįz, hərz, ųuərz jųuərz, ðę̄ərz. 

 

 § 446. The other demonstrative pronouns in use in Kendal are — 

 ðįs, pl. ðīz, this. 

 ðat, pl. ðɔr, that. 

 sįk, sįtʃ, such. 

 s�̄əm, same. 

 

 § 447. The interrogative pronouns are  

 hw�̄ə who, gen. hw�̄əs, dat. hw�̄ə. 

 hwat what. 

 hweɖər which of two. 

 

Relative Pronouns. 
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§ 448. who is unknown in Kendal, its place being taken always by ‘ət’ as ‘Him ət 

dųsn̩t gįt ųp in ə mɔrnįn wįl nįvə gįt twark dīən’. 

 

The Verb. 

 § 449. There are three classes of verbs in the Kendal dialect — strong (ie- Ablaut), 

reduplicating, and weak. Of these the weak are the most numerous, the strong and 

reduplicating types being remnants from an older stage of the dialect. 
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Conjugation. 

 § 450. The verb possesses a simple present and preterite, formed on lines analogous 

to what happens in Polite English. 

 The present continuous, future, perfect, and pluperfect are compound tenses. 

 The imperative on the other hand is simple, but the subjunctive is compound. 

 

 § 451. Paradigm of the verb tə kųm. 

Present tense. 

 a kųm,    wī kųmz (kųm). 

 ðųu kųmz,   ji kųm. 

hī kųmz,    ðę̄ kųmz. 

Preterite. 

a kɔm,    wī kɔm. 

ðųu kɔm,    ji kɔm. 

hi kɔm    ðę̄ kɔm. 

 

§ 452. The present continuous is az kųmən, the future al kum, asļ kųm, the perfect av 

kųmt, the pluperfect ad kųmt. The subjunctive is a mę̄ kųm (pres.), a mųd kųm 

(preterite), a wad ə kųmt, a mųd ə kųmt, (perfect). The imperative is kųm, pl. kųm̩ — lęt 

įm kųm — lęt əm kųm. 
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§453. The present participle is kųmən, the past participle kųmt. Most strong verbs 

have the past participle in -n, e. g. bɔrn̩, wɔrn, brɔkn̩. The infinitive is kųm. 

 

§ 454. The verb tə bį is conjugated as follows — 

Present. 

 am, az.    wī ər, w�̄ər. 

 ðųuiz, ðųuz.   jī ər, j�̄ər. 

 hī įz, hīz.   ðę̄ ər, ðę̄ər. 
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Preterite. 

 a waz or wəz,    wī wār or wər. 

 ðųu waz or wəz,    jī wār or wər. 

 h�̄ waz or wəz,    ðę̄ wār or wər. 

 The future is asļ bį, or al bį, the perfect av bįn, the pluperfect ad bįn, imperative bī, 

bī(jə), lęt əm bį. The subjunctive mood is formed as in kųm. 

 The present participle in b�̄įn, the past bįn, infinitive bi, bį. 

 

 § 455. The verb ‘tə hęv’ is conjugated as follows: — 

 

Present. 

 a hęv, av.   wį hęv, wīv. 

 ðųu hęz, ðųuz.  jį hęv, jīv. 

 hī hęz, hīz.   ðę̄ hę̄v, ðę̄v. 

Preterite. 

 a hęd, ad.   wį hed, wįd. 

 ðųu hęd, ðųud.  jį hęd, jīd. 

 hī hęd, hīd.   ðę̄ hęd, ðę̄d. 

 The imperative in hęv. In the future hęv sometimes becomes ə, as ‘asļ ə naut ətō tə 

diṷ wi ðat’. The present participle is hęvįn, the past hęd. 
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Strong (Ablaut) Verbs. 

 § 456. Of these are six classes in the Kendal dialect, corresponding to six Gmc. 

Classes of Ablaut (see Sievers ags. Gr.3, § 381 ff.). In many cases verbs have been 

transferred from one class to another. In others they have become weak. 

 § 457. First Class (Gmc. ī, ai, i, i). 

 bait, bīət, bįtn̩, bite. 
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ɖraiv, ɖriəv, ɖrəun, drive. 

raid, r�̄əd, rįdn̩, ride. 

haid, h�̄əd, hįdn̩, hide. 

 

§ 458. Second Class (Gmc. eu, au, u, o). 

flai, fliu, flōn, vb. fly. 

frīz, fr�̄əz, frɔzn̩, vb. freeze. 

krīp, kr�̄əp, krɔpn̩, vb. creep. 

 

Note. tʃiuz, originally strong has become weak. 

 

§ 459. Third Class (Gmc. i, a, u, o(u)). 

I. nasal + cons. 

 bįnd, band, bųn(d), bind. 

 ɖrįŋk, ɖraŋk, ɖrųŋk, drink. 

 fįnd, fan(d), fųn(d), find. 

 klim, klam, klųm, climb. 

  or klimt, klimt.  

 sįŋ, saŋ, srųŋ, sing. 

 ʃrįŋk, ʃraŋk, ʃrųŋk, shrink. 

 

II. l + cons 

 The three verbs originally belonging here, hęlp, mįlk, swalə have become weak. 
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III. r, h + cons. 

bųrst, brast, brɔsn̩, burst. 

fait, faut, fight. 

rɐn, ran, rɐn, run. 

þrɐst, þrast, þrɐsn̩, thrust. 

 

§ 460. Fourth Class (Gmc. e, a, ǣ, o). 

b�̄ər, b�̄ər, bɔrn, bear 

brɐk, brak, brɔkn̩, break. 

kųm, kɔm, kųmt, come. 

st�̄əl, st�̄əl, staun,steal. 

 

Note. *ʃiər is not in use in Kendal, only the p. p. ʃɔrn̩ being used. kųt, originally 

weak, now belongs here, e. g. kųt. kɔt, kųtn̩. 

 

§ 461. Fifth Class (Gmc. e, a, ǣ, e). 

īt, ęt, ętn, eat. 

gįt, gat, gįt, get. 

giv, gev, or ge, gin, give. 

sįt, sat, sįtn̩, sit. 

ʈręd, ʈr�̄əd, ʈrɔdn̩, tread. 

lįg, lę̄, lę̄n, lie. 

sī, sā, sīn, see. 

 

§ 462. Sixth Class (Gmc. a, ō, ō, a). 

ɖrā, ɖriṷ, ɖrān, draw. 

gr�̄əv, gr�̄əv, grɔvn̩, dig (peats). 

stand, st�̄əd, stųdn̩, stand. 

swīər, swīar, swɔrn, swear. 
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 Note. The following verbs originally strong have become weak bįək bake, laf laugh, 

węʃ wash, waks grow, wax. 

 

 § 463. The Kendal dialect contains also the following originally reduplicating 

verbs— 

blā, bliṷ, blān, blow. 

fō, fęl, fall. 

hɔd, hęld, hɔdn̩, hold. 

kra, kriṷ, krān, crow. 

mā, miṷ, mān, mow. 

þrā, þriṷ, þrān, throw.  

 

Weak Verbs. 

§ 464. The Kendal dialect has three classes of weak verbs, which may be arranged as 

follows — 

1. Verbs ending in a nasal + back cons., which originally formed their preterites by 

the addition of -ta to 
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Gmc. *ŋx, as for example OE. þynċan þuhte. These are but sparsely represented in 

Kendal. 

 2. Verbs ending in t, d, which form their preterite by the addition of əd or id. 

 3. Verbs ending in a vowel or any consonant but t, d. 

 

 § 465. First Class. 

 bai, baut, vb. buy. 

 brįŋ, braut, braut, vb. bring. 

 þįŋk, þaut, þaut, vb. think. 

 

 § 466. Second Class. 

 ɖriəd, ɖrįədįd, ɖrįədįd, dread. 
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 dųut, dųutįd, dųutįd, doubt.  

 grųnt, grųntįd, grųntįd, grunt.  

 skōd, skōdįd, skōdįd, scald. 

 snərt, snərtįd, snərtįd, snort.  

 

 Note. Verbs ending in nd, ld, make their preterites and past participles in nt as bęnd, 

bęnt, bęnt, bįld, bįlt, bįlt. 

 

 § 467. Third Class. 

 ā, ād, ād, owe. 

 h�̄ər, hard, hard, hear. 

 katʃ, katʃt, katʃt, catch. 

 liuk, liukt, liukt, look. 

 liv, livt, livt, live. 

 sęl, sęlt, sęlt, sell. 

 skę̄l, skę̄ld, skę̄ld, scatter. 

 ʃain, ʃaind, ʃaind, shine.  

 

 Note. The older preterites *sāld, tāld, have been supplanted by forms borrowed 

from the present. 

 

 § 468. Preterite- Present Verbs.  

 dar, dųst, dare. 

 kan, kųd, can. 
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mę̄, mųd, may. 

mųn, mųd, must. 

sal, sųd, shall. 

 

§ 469. The following verbs form their tenses from different stems — 
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 am, wəz, bįn, be. 

 gaŋ 

   węnt, gān, go 

 gā 

 

Adverbs. 

 § 470. These are formed in various ways. Most are the normal developments of OE. 

adverbs, though some are new formations. There are not adverbs in –lį as in Polite 

English, with the exception of hɔdn̩lį = continually.  

 They are divided into four classes according as they denote time, place, manner, or 

measure.  

 

 § 471. Adverbs of time.  

 įvər ever, jans once, jįstədį yesterday, jit yet, nįvər never, nųu now, s�̄ən soon, 

tųɖəđę̄, the other day, tədę̄ to- day, təmųərn to-morrow, tənīt to- night, hwailz at times, 

əgę̄n again əteftə after. 

 

 § 472. Of Place. 

 bak back, bįhįnt behind, dųun down, ębm̩ direct, straight, fɔrət forward, h�̄əm home, 

h�̄ər here, jɔnɖə yonder, sųmwar somewhere, ð�̄ər there, hwar where, əwę̄ away, ųut ə 

g�̄ət out of the way. 

 

 § 473. Of Manner. 

 ai yes, apn̩ perhaps, fast fast, hɔdnlį continually, hųu how, n�̄ə no, rīt right, raŋ 

wrong, s�̄ə so, slā slow, valaik probably, wīl well. 
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 § 474. Of Measure. 

 auə over, too, hōf half, kwait quite, lail little, mįtʃ much, tərbļ very, remarkably, 

varə very, ənųf enough. 
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Prepositions. 

 § 475. The Kendal dialect possesses the following —auə over, bį by, bįhįnt behind, 

dųun down, ęfʈər after, fɔr, fə for, frę̄, frə from, į, įn in, ɔn on, tųl, təl, tə to, ųnɖər under, 

ųp up, ųut out, wei, wį with, þriṷ through, əbųun above, əbųut about, əbųv above, əfų̄ər 

before, əgę̄n against, əmaŋ among, əstįəd ə instead of, ət at, ətwīn between, əv, ə of. 

 

Conjunctions. 

 § 476. The Kendal dialect possesses the following conjunctions — 

 

1. Coordinate. 

bət but, ęls else, fɔr, fə for, jįt yet, ən and, ər or, hųu how, səpųəz suppose. 

 

2. Subordinate. 

 bįkɔs because, fɔr, fə for, s�̄ə so, hwęn when, hwęɖər whether, hwail while, until, ət 

that. 

 

 § 477.    Interjections. 

1. Of Joy, Excitement etc. 

 ę̄, hųrā, ō. 

 

2. Of Pain, Weariness, etc. 

 au, d�̄ərmi, ō, ųu. 

 

3. Of Surprise. 

 baidǯiŋ, ę̄ lɔrd, lōvįnz, ō, nę̄, sįk-māpmənt, hwat. 

 

4. Of Aversion.  

 fə ʃam, gįt əwę̄. 
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5. Of Protestation. 
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 hwatįvə, nę̄, lɔrd. 

 

6. Exclamations of various kinds. 

 hai, hę̄, həlō, liuk, sī, wīl dīən, hwiʃt. 

 

Chapter IX. 

 

The Sentence. 

 § 478. The order of words in a Kendal sentence is much the same as in Polite 

English. In the ordinary type of sentence the subject comes first, the predicate follows 

and the object comes last, e. g. ‘t mais hęz įtn̩ ə h�̄əl lōf ə br�̄əd’, ‘bird fliṷ rīt auə uuər 

h�̄ədz’, ‘a þriu ə st�̄ən intət waʈər’. The dative, when simply a remnant of the older 

dative, precedes the accusative, as ‘gį mį ə sųþ ə waʈər’, ‘hez-tə gįn įm aut’, but when 

the relation is expressed by tə, the accusative comes first, e. g. ‘gįv sųm milk tət kat’. 

The genitive, when not introduced by əv or ə, also precedes the accusative, e. g. ‘Hər 

faɖər diuər’, ‘mį muɖər klųək’, ‘´smiþs hamer’, but ‘twenti-nainþ ə mę̄’, ‘ə bųnʃ ə rɐd 

flųuərz’. 

 The partitive genitive likewise follows the word expressing the relation. E. g. ‘hōf ə 

pųnd ə bųʈər’, ‘ə bįt ə m�̄ət’, ‘ə skų̄ər ə tę̄tįz’. 

 

 § 479. Adjectives and participles used in the same manner, precede the noun they 

qualify as ‘ə rad klų̄ək, wį hwait ribənz’. ‘ə wętlį rų̄əd’, ‘ə gərt laləpįn dɔg’, ‘ə ranįn 

sʈriəm ə waʈər’. 
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When used predicatively they come third in the sentence as, ‘its kw�̄ər tə hiər əv hįz 

gān əwę wųįut kųmən sī əs’. 

 

§ 480. Adverbs as a rule precede the words they qualify as — ‘az rę̄ɖər l�̄ət tə nīt’. 

‘Ɖįs įz ə tərbļ dərti nīt’. ‘Jər liəvįn auə s�̄ən’. But I have often heard ‘hįŋįn bak rę̄ɖər’. 
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 § 481. The verb under ordinary circumstances occupies the same place as in Polite 

English as — ‘hi kųmz ən gāz əz i pl�̄əzəz’. ‘Its nət rīt tə diṷ ðat.’ ‘Wį þaut ə kųmən, bųt 

twędər wəz s�̄ə dərʈį, wį kųdn̩t.’ When the imperative mood is used, the verb comes first, 

the person being usually omitted — as ‘gā ųut ən sarə ´kōvz’, ‘sįŋ əwę ən dōnt bį flę̄t ə 

mi’, but ‘lęt įm gaŋ įf i wants tə’. 

 The present participle always follows the verb, as ‘wi war tōkįn əbųut jə, hwen jį 

kɔm in’. ‘´Triəkļ kɔm ranįn dųun twō.’ The past participle is treated in the same way — 

as— ‘ðęv kųmt hįəm ət last’, ‘a gat krɔpn̩ intəl ə hų̄əl’. 

 The infinitive is placed after the predicate unless it is used as the subject. E. g. ‘Hīz 

gān tə sęl b�̄əs, fər wat ikn̩ gįt’ but ‘Tə sę̄ ðat əd bi ə lī’. 

 

 § 482. When used interrogatively the verb precedes its subject as ‘iz- tə kųməm?’ 

‘dųz- tə þiŋk az rīt?’ ‘did ’man sę̄ s�̄ə?’ 

 Relative clauses are introduced by ət, as ‘hįm ət lįvz ə gųd laif, iz siṷər tə liv wīl’, 

‘wi ət nāz im’ sę̄ ðats ō māpmənt’ or ‘ųs ət nāz’ etc., ‘wəz įt hįm ət nɔkt ət diuər’? 

 

 § 483. Dependent relative clauses are also introduced by ət or by an ellipse when 

the person in question is the first as ‘ə man ət a jųust tə nā up Teibə wę̄’ or ‘ə man a 

jųust’ etc., but ‘ən āld wųmen ət nįt bųmp ō dę̄ laŋ’. 
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 § 484. ‘That’ after verbs of saying, thinking, etc., is often omitted — as ‘hį sęd wi 

mųd īn gā wį hįm’, ‘a þiŋk apn̩ jər rīt’, ‘a nā hi þaut i wər kųmən’. 

 In interrogative sentences, where, hw�̄ə, hwāt, hwar, etc. are used, the pronoun or 

adverb always comes first — as ‘hw�̄ə izt’? ‘hwar hęd wį gįtn̩ tųl’? ‘hwęn ər jə kųmən 

əgę̄n’? 

 

 § 485. The order in a conditional sentence is the same as in Polite English as ‘įf ðų 

sęz ðat ðuuz raŋ’, ‘įf i kōz hiər asļ brɐk įz nęk fər įm’, ‘įf ad ə þaut i wazn̩t kųmįn a 

wadnt ə rų̄əstįt ðat bįt ə mųtn̩’. 
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Chapter X. 

 

Specimens of the Kendal Dialect. 

 I was taking a walk close to my farmer friend’s house and saw him working at his 

potatoe heap. I went up to him, and noticing that he had a gun under his arm, remarked 

“Have you been shooting this morning?” 

 

I. 

 “Am dʒųst fle�̄n ‘krāz. Jį nā hwę̄n ‘kɔrn̩z kųmǝn ųp þriṷ ‘grųnd laik nųu, dę kųmz ǝn 

hauks įt up wį ðǝr b�̄ǝks. 

 S�̄ǝ a gįt ‘gųn ǝn hęv ǝ baŋ ǝt ǝm tǝ flę̄ ǝm. Av bįn. wę̄tįn fɔr ǝm ō tmɔrnįn, bǝt hęvn̩t 

kįlt jan — ðǝr sǝ nāin. Ɖǝr tǝrbļ kųnįn įz krāz. 

 Hwail ō tųɖǝrz ǝr haukn̩ ǝn prauǝn įntǝt grųnd, jan ǝr tųu sįts įt ʈrītɔps, ǝn waʃǝz ǝn 

kōz ųut įf ðǝz ęnį dę̄ndǯǝr. ǝn hwęn ðɔr ǝts fīdn̩ ǝmaŋ t’kɔrn̩ hęz įtn̩ ǝnųf, ðę̄ gāz ǝn tāks 
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tųɖǝr pl�̄ǝs fɔr ðę̄ mųd siuǝrlį bį hųŋǝrt jan mǝd þiŋk. Its ōlǝz bęst įf jan kan tǝ l�̄ǝv ǝ 

bǝrd lįgn̩ d�̄ǝd ɔn tfįld, fǝ thwįk ǝnz ǝr tǝrbļ flę̄t ǝv ǝ d�̄ǝd ǝn. A kųdn̩t hįt nįn ǝn ǝm ðįs 

mɔrnįn, sīǝ a kilt ǝn āld blak hęn ǝn stųk hǝr ðiǝr fǝr ǝ flę̄ krā. ʃįd mek kwait ǝz gud ǝ jan 

ǝz ęnį ǝ ðɔr.” “But what a waste!” “Nę̄ Nę̄, wįsļit tm�̄ǝt fǝr ųuǝr dįnǝ, ǝn mak tflę̄krā ųut 

ǝt skįn. Apn̩ įtļ sarǝ ǝs varǝ wīl.” 

 

II. 

 ę̄ ðǝr war sųm kw�̄ǝr ɔd fōk, ǝt jiust tǝ liv ųp Teibǝ wę̄, rīt ǝmaŋ tfęlz. Ɖę sęlt ǝ lɔk ǝ 

ʃip frǝ taim tǝ taim ǝn wį baut ǝ gųd fiu ǝv ǝm. 

 Ɖǝr wǝz ǝn āld mān ǝn iz waif ǝn ǝ fiṷ barn̩z. Jā dę tlad hęd kųmt tǝl ųuǝr pl�̄ǝs 

ǝbųut ǝ ʃip ǝ sųmǝt ǝ ðat mak, ǝn az it wǝz ōmǝst tę̄ taim̩, a þaut hį mųd ǝz wīl hęv sųm 

ǝz nǝt. Hi wǝz sitn̩ dųun bįt tīǝbļ ǝn a wǝz dʒųst gān tǝ lę̄ ‘klɔþ hwęn i spr�̄əd ųut b�̄əþ hiz 

arm̩z ǝn sęd. “Nę̄ǝr maind fǝ klɔþ ǝ kliǝþ fǝ mį. A want nīǝ klɔþ ǝtō. Az nǝt ǝ prųud 

fęlǝ.” S�̄ǝ hi dįd wįųut. 
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 ǝnųɖǝr dę̄ hwęn tm�̄ǝsʈǝr hęd sųm bįznǝs ðįǝr ǝn aid īn prɔmįst tǝ gaŋ tǝ sī ǝm, wi 

b�̄ǝþ sęt ɔf tǝ spęnd ‘dę̄ wi ǝm. Ji nā įt t�̄ǝk ǝ lail taim tǝ gįt tǝ Teibǝ bįt ʈrę̄n, ǝn ðęn wįd 

kwait þrī mail tǝ gaŋ ǝtɔp ǝ ðat. ǝm. hwęn wi gat ðiǝr ðǝr wǝz sįk ǝ skrafɭmǝnt ǝn ǝ hę̄bę̄ 

gān ɔn, ǝt wį feǝrlį wunɖęrt wat it wǝz ō ǝbųut — wi war kwait kapt! Bat wį fan ǝt ðe 

waar katʃįn tʃip įt kįtʃn. S�̄ǝ wi nɔkt ǝn nɔkt ǝn nɔkt, ǝn ǝt lāst tāld wųmǝn lęt ǝs įn — ǝn 

siuǝrlį a nįvǝ sā sitʃ ǝ dǝrti rųum į ō mį bɔrn̩ dę̄z! T�̄ǝl pl�̄ǝs wǝz blak, įvrįþįŋ lįgn̩ 

hausʈrau, ‘t�̄ǝbl ɔnt said, ‘tʃę̄ǝrz ō brɔkn̩ ǝr lįgn̩ ɔn ðǝr baks, jā bįt h�̄ǝr, ǝnuɖǝ bįt ðiǝr! A 

mųd tak mį bɔnǝt ǝn klųǝk ɔf, ǝn hwęn ðe wát tíǝn ɔf, naut ǝd sarǝ bųt tlasǝz mųd ʈrai ǝm 

ɔn — ai įvrį jan ɔn ǝm! 
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ǝn ðǝn dįnǝ kɔm. Tāld wųmen nāįn ǝt wi wǝr siṷǝr tǝ kųm, hęd pųt ǝ l©g mųtn̩ įt ųbm̩ 

tnīt ǝfų̄ǝr ǝn kīpt įt rųǝstįn hwail wi gat ð�̄ǝr, ǝn ðat wǝz ōmǝst nīǝn! 

 ǝv kwǝrs įt wǝz ǝz tɔf ǝz hęn m�̄ǝt, bǝt ʃį kīpt prɔdn̩t wį fųǝrk tǝ sī įf įt wǝz d�̄ǝn 

“R�̄ǝtʃ hāld! a diṷ laik ǝ bit ǝ m�̄ǝt.” Tmįǝstǝr hęd gān ųut wi ǝ frand dʒųst ǝfųǝr dįnǝ, ǝn 

tāld wumǝn þaut ǝt hįd gān ǝwę̄ fǝr gųd ǝn sǝd "Hwat! įf ad ǝ nān ǝt hid bįn gān ǝwę̄ fǝ 

iz dinǝ, a wadn̩t ǝ rų̄ǝstįt ðat bįt ǝ mųtn̩.” 

 

III. 

 Jį nā ųp Kęndļ wę̄ it āld dę̄z, sųm ǝt fōk war ǝ gę̄ bįt kwįǝrǝ nǝr wat jan mųd mīt wį 

nųuǝdę̄z. 

 Wī lįv̊t įn ǝ narǝ stauǝnlį ʃųt in mak ǝv ǝ dę̄l ǝt sʈrɐtʃt rīt ųp nɔrþ Teibǝ, wę̄, ǝn węnt 

dųum sųuþ ōmǝst tǝ Sębǝr. Klų̄ǝs tǝ hwar ųuǝr farm lę̄, ðǝr lįv̊t sįk ǝ kw�̄ǝrlį āld kųpl, ǝn 

āld man ǝt n�̄ǝm ǝ Wįl ǝn įz waif Bęlǝ. 

 Wįl ō lǝz w�̄ar ǝn āld bɔks hat, nǝ maʈǝr hwęɖǝr įt rę̄nd hę̄ld ǝ snād, ai! hi ōlǝz hęd 

įt wī him, ǝn it wǝz mīǝr laik ǝ lail tʃimlǝ gān ǝbųut bį įtsęl nǝr aut ęls ǝt akn̩ þįŋk ǝ, ę̄ 

hwat! męnį ǝn męnį ǝ taim hiz kųmt įn ǝn sįtn̩ įzsęl dųun bįt faiǝr dʒųst ębm̩ ǝnęnst mį ǝv 

ǝ nīt, hwęn tmįsǝs wǝz diuǝn ɔd ʒɔbz ǝr apn̩ fętlįn þįŋz ųp ręɖǝr, ǝn aid kųmt in frǝt fīldz.  

 Dųun węnt įz hat, bį hiz said, ǝtɔp ǝt fliṷǝr ǝn ðęn wi jųust tǝ hęv sik ǝ krak ǝbųut 

węɖǝr, ‘krɔps, ǝnt l�̄ǝtǝst niuz frǝ Kęndɭ, bǝt mīǝst ǝv ō — ǝbųut āld taimz. Av ɔft hard 

įm tęl ǝt hųu hwęn Bęlǝ ǝn į war nɔbǝt dʒųst marįt, ǝn ðę̄d gę̄ǝ fiu fōk ǝbųut 'plīǝs, ǝt Wįl 
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hęd gįtn̩ ǝ gǝrt savadǯ dɔg tǝ flę̄ bęgǝz ǝn ō sitʃ tagḷts ǝwę̄ wi. Jā dę̄ hi wǝz gān tǝ Kęndḷ 

tǝt markǝt ǝn lęft Bęlǝ ǝlīǝn wi ‘dɔg. 

 “Nųu tak h�̄ǝr ǝn hwatįvǝr ðųu dųz l�̄ǝv ‘dɔg ǝl�̄ǝn. Ɖų mōnt tųtʃ įt. 
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If įt wants tǝ kųm įn, lęt įt kųm įn, ǝn dōnt ðǝ lįg ǝ hand ɔnt.” S�̄ǝ hi swįnd hiz wę̄z 

bę̄nǝst rų̄ǝd tǝ Kęndɭ.  

 Eftǝr id gan Belǝ bęgan tǝ wǝrk. ʃi sarǝed thęnz ǝn pigz ǝn dįd męnį ųɖǝr ɔd dʒɔbz 

ǝt ǝ nā naut ǝbųut. Nųu ‘dɔg lę̄ dʒųst įt diuǝrst�̄ǝd ǝmakǝlį įn ǝr rų̄ǝd ǝz ʃi wǝz kųmǝn įn 

ǝn ųut, sīǝ ʃi þaut “Hwat al nįvǝ bį flę̄t bį aut sįk ǝz ðatn̩z, įt mųd gaŋ ųut ō tųgįɖǝr, ǝn 

ðęn a sųdn̩t bi faʃt wī įt!” 

 S�̄ǝ ʃi gāt ‘bīzm̩ ǝn m�̄ǝd ǝ baŋ ǝt įt. Bat ‘dɔg dųund ǝr, ǝn mīǝd ǝr lįg ǝtɔp ǝt flųuǝr 

fǝr įvǝ sǝ laŋ. ʃi dųsn̩t stǝr ǝ lįm ǝ diṷ aut ęls, ʃi wǝz kwait kapt. 

 Įt wǝz gitn̩ rę̄ɖǝr l�̄ǝt hwęn Wįl gat hįǝm ǝn hwęn į dįd gįt intǝt hųus, į sęd “Hwat ǝ 

tęld ðį wat mųd sįuǝrlį hapn̩ įf ðų mędɭt wi ðat dɔg. Ɖų sųd ǝ lęft įt ǝl�̄ǝn!” 

 ǝn hwat Belǝ wǝz rę̄di ǝ kw�̄ǝli āld bɔdį hǝrsęl. ʃį jųust tǝ sę̄ ǝt ʃį gat sųmtǝ tǝ it, 

hwęn ʃį wǝz hųŋǝrt, węnt tǝ będ ǝz siǝn ǝz įvǝr įt wǝz dark, ǝn gat up įt mɔrnįn hwęn it 

wǝz līt, ǝn ʃį wǝz fę̄ǝli wakn̩t! Ai! ǝn ʃįd nįt bųmp ǝn prau ǝbųut fǝr įvǝr ǝn įvǝ! 

 Wįl wǝz ōlǝz gǝrnǝn laįk, įf aut węnt raŋ ǝr þiŋz dįdnt kwait plīǝz įm. If ‘pįgz hed 

gįtn kramɭt ųut ǝt hųlz ǝr ‘kai hęd gįtn̩ þriṷ ǝ hųǝl įt hędǯ hid sę̄ “Dam ðǝ hwats tǝ dīǝn 

tlaik ǝ ðatn̩z fǝ! Jan mǝd męk n�̄ǝ dau ǝtō wį sįk ǝz ðī.” Ɖęn Bęlǝ wi ǝr þįn sw�̄ǝkįn āld 

vɔis ǝd paip ųp “Waiǝ waiǝ Wįl, its nīǝ gųd ǝtō i sw�̄ǝrįn ǝt ǝm, if ðu wę̄nt męnd hędʒǝz 

ǝn męk tųlz s�̄ǝ ǝt ðe kānt gįt ųut.” 

 Jā dę̄ Wįl wǝz gān tǝ Kęndɭ, ǝn Bęlǝ wantįd sum apɭz įvǝ sǝ. Bat hi wantįd ǝ pįg ǝn 

sum kl�̄ǝz, ǝn þaut ǝ naut ęls nę̄dǝr. S�̄ǝ ʃi sęd “Nųu hwatįvǝ ðų dųz, dōnt fǝgįt tǝ briŋ ðɔr 

apɭz ǝt a tęlt ðǝ ǝbųut, frǝ Kendɭ.” “Nę̄ nę̄ naut ǝ ðat mak ļ kųm įntǝl ųuer hųus. Asļ briŋ 

naut h�̄ǝm nɔbǝt ǝ pįg ǝn ǝ pār ǝ britʃǝz!” 
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IV. 
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 Its ǝ tǝrbļ laŋ taim sęn ai węnt tǝ skųul ǝn pįŋz hęz gįtn̩ ǝ gųd bįt alʈǝrt ǝz jan mǝd 

sę̄. It wǝz ǝ laŋ wę̄ ð�̄ǝr, bat ɔf wį węnt į ōmǝst ō węɖǝrz, nǝt laik barn̩z nuuǝdę̄z ǝts flę̄t ǝ 

katʃįn ðǝ d�̄ǝþs ǝ kāld, bikɔs įts ǝ rę̄dǝr wętlį ǝn ǝ dǝrtį mɔrnįn! Wį węnt r�̄t s�̄ǝn n�̄vǝr 

ęftǝr ę̄t; fǝr wid kwait þrī mail tǝ gaŋ — ǝn węn wįd gįtn̩ tǝ Lįunz brįg, wi warn̩t sǝ mįtʃ 

ǝz hōf wę̄ ð�̄ǝr. Bat hwats ðat tǝl ǝ skrau ǝ barn̩z! Hwailz wį jųust tǝ gaŋ rę̄dǝr pōpǝnlį 

— nǝt sǝ fast ǝz wį sųd ǝ d�̄ǝn, ǝr apn̩ ǝ lail ǝn mųd hįŋ bak rę̄dǝr, ǝn tųɖǝrz ǝd gaŋ bak 

tǝ lę̄t im. ‘Bę̄nǝst rų̄ǝd, ǝz av sęd ǝfų̄ǝr, wǝz stręk auǝ Liunz Brįg ǝn ðęn tęt rīt. ǝn ǝ 

kw�̄ǝlį āld spɔt ‘brįg waz. Įt wǝz sǝ narǝ ǝt nīǝ kart i ō Haug įl, Sębǝr, ǝ Teibǝ, kųd ǝ gįtn̩ 

auǝt. It mųd siuǝli ǝ bįn m�̄ǝd ǝfųǝ fōk niu hųu tǝ bįld brįgz!  

 Hųu wi tįǝv̊t ǝlaŋ þri̭ut snā įv ǝ kāld wįntǝr mɔrnǝn, hwęn įvrį bųu ǝn branʃ fę̄ǝrlį 

hųŋ dųun wįt rag, ǝn jan kųdn̩t tęl hwat jan wǝz wōkin ɔn. Jans ǝ wǝz gān ɔn ǝfųǝ tųɖǝz’ 

pōpǝn ǝbųut ǝz lail barn̩z ɔft diu, hwęn a tųmɭt slap auǝr h�̄ǝd fɔrǝt įntǝl ǝ lail gųtǝ ǝt lę 

in ųuǝr rų̄ǝd ō kųvǝt wį snā, ǝn mį bįg brųɖǝr hęd tǝ kųm ǝn pųu mi ųut. ǝn ǝ bįg las ǝt 

juust tǝ gā wī ǝs, kōd mį įvǝ sitʃ n�̄ǝmz ǝn sę̄d “ę̄ ðųuz naut nɔbǝt v lail maflįn ęfʈǝr ō ðųu 

įz. Ɖųul nįvǝ diu tǝ gaŋ ɔn wi ús, lįǝkįn sik ǝn ębm̩ ǝz ðų dųz. Ɖųu mųn ga h�̄ǝm ǝn gįt 

sum drai kl�̄ǝz al ǝpɔd tǝ!” 

Menį ǝ taim wįv bįn l�̄ǝt ǝt skųul, frǝ watʃįn tlail fītįnz ǝt ran h�̄ǝr ð�̄ǝr ǝn įvrį war įt 

snā. Jan mųd ōlǝz kęn ‘bǝrdz bįt marks ǝ ðǝr t�̄ǝz laik ǝ fų̄ǝrk wi prī grę̄nz tǝlt nǝr aut ęls 

ǝ nā. Trabits ǝn hīǝrz m�̄ǝstlį węnt prauįn priu tsnā rīt s�̄ǝn, ōmǝst ǝfūǝr ‘bǝrdz wǝr ųp 

vǝlaik! Ai! Hwat av nān ǝm bį fę̄ǝr frɔzn̩ tǝ d�̄ǝþ, pų̄ǝr lail piŋz! Trabit fītinz wǝr laik kat 

fītįnz fǝr ō twarɭd, jan ębm̩ ǝnęnst tųde, wi ǝnųɖǝr bįhįnt tfǝrst tųu, ǝn rę̄dǝr ǝtwīn b�̄ǝþ 

ɔn ǝm, wi apn̩ tfauǝrþ fųut tǝt 
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rīt ǝr tǝt lęft. ǝn it wǝz varǝ kwįǝr ǝt węn jan fɔlǝd ǝm ǝ laŋ wę̄, jan kųmt tǝl ǝ plīǝs hwar 

ō tfītįnz stɔpt wįųut l�̄ǝvin ǝ sįŋl trīǝs. Bat vǝlaik trabįt hęd lɔpn̩ ǝ bit, ǝ pųrpǝs tǝ madḷ 

jǝ, ǝn wǝz l�̄ǝkįn stręk at jǝ þriu tmįst. 

 

V. 

ǝ gųd fiṷ barn̩z jųust tǝ dʒɔįn ųs tųɖǝ said ǝ Liunz Brįg ǝz wi went tǝt skųul, apn̩ 

fauǝrt�̄ ǝt taimz. T lasǝz, m�̄ǝst ɔn ǝm dę̄sǝnt hwaiǝt lail þiŋz węnt stręk ð�̄ǝr apn̩ stɔpn̩ tǝ 
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gįɖǝr ɔd flųuǝrz i sųmǝ taim, ǝr pųu ǝwę̄ tl�̄ǝvz frę̄ ǝ gųul fluuǝr tǝ sī hwat mak ǝv ǝ lųvǝ 

ðǝ wǝ gān tǝ wǝ gān tǝ gįt; ‘tįŋklǝr tę̄ljǝr saudǯǝr sę̄ljǝr, rįtʃman pų̄ǝrman bęgǝman þīf’. 

Bat ųs ladz war ǝ gę̄a bįt mę̄ǝr liʃ nǝr jan ǝ ðɔr. Nųu rīt dųun i Haugįl ðǝ waz ǝ tǝrbļ 

kaŋkǝrt āld felǝ ǝt kīpt ǝ farm, ǝn liv̊t d�̄ǝr wį hįz waįf, ǝt wǝz valaik ǝ marǝ fǝ hįm i 

kw�̄ǝlį wę̄z. Ji nā hī hęd ōlǝz bįn ǝ varǝ sǝrlį bɔdį, ǝn nɔbǝt griṷ war ǝz i gat ālɖǝr. ǝv 

kų̄ǝrs bɔiz ǝr ōlǝz ųp tǝ sųm māpǝnt ǝr ųɖǝr, ǝn wí ɔft pōpt ǝbųut ǝn plę̄d ʈriks ɔn įm, ǝ 

pųrpǝs tǝ plę̄g įm. Ɖen id kųm ųut sw�̄ǝrįn ǝt hid diṷ ō maks ǝ þįŋz tǝl ǝs, įf i kųd nɔbǝt 

gįt hāld ɔn ǝs. ǝwę̄ wid ran ųuǝr tɔmibagz ʃakn̩ ųp ǝn dųum ǝz wi węnt ǝn hįm krīpįn 

ǝlaŋ ǝn ʃakįn iz fįst. Hi nįvǝ katʃt nįn ɔn ǝs, wi war sǝ liʃ ǝn hįm sǝ hǝrpɭt. Av hārd sę̄ ǝt 

jans wǝn plųuin ‘plųu gat stękt, ǝn wadnt gaŋ ǝtō, s�̄ǝ hi pųnʃt įt rīt wīl wį hiz bųut tǝ 

męk įt ǝn l�̄ǝty hįzsęl fǝr įvǝ sǝ laŋ efʈǝr. 

 ǝnuɖǝ dę̄ ‘pįgz warn̩t diṷǝn dǯųst wat i wantįd, sįǝ hį gęv ǝm ǝ gųd pųnʃįn wi hiz 

bųuts ǝn m�̄ǝd ǝm skw�̄ǝl, hwail tāld wųmǝn þaut hi mųd bi sįuǝrlį gān tǝ kįl įvrį jan ɔn 

ǝm. 

 S�̄ǝ ųut ʃį kɔm tǝ sī hwat ‘skrau wǝz ō ǝbųut, ǝn sęd “If jǝ want tǝ kįl ðɔr pigz al fętʃ 

jǝ ǝ naif!” 

 Bat hwęn wį hęd gitn̩ tǝt skųul wį satlt dųum fę̄ǝrlį hwaiǝt, ǝn m�̄ǝstlį dįd ǝz wi war 

tęlt. Wį larnʈ tǝ rīd rait ǝn rakn̩ 
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 nǝt varǝ mitʃ ęls. ō ðɔr ǝt liv̊t ǝwę̄ frǝ Haųgįl jųust tǝ tak ðǝr dįnǝz dęst ųp į ðǝr 

tɔmįbagz ǝn hįŋ ‘bagz rīt ǝlaŋ twō. Sųm barn̩z ɔft hęd trįǝkļ paiz ǝt ðǝr mųɖǝrz hęd b�̄ǝkt 

fǝr ǝm, ǝn ‘ʈriǝkļ kɔm ųut ǝn ran dųun twō, s�̄ǝ ǝt jan fę̄ǝli klagd tųl, if jan nɔbǝt l�̄ǝnɖ 

ǝgę̄n įt. 

 

VI. 

Nųu apn̩ jįl þiŋk efʈǝ ō ǝ tęlt ji tųdǝ nīt, ǝt wį nįvǝr hęd ęnį halįdę̄z ǝtō, bǝt ðats nǝt 

kwait triu hųuįvǝr. Wį hęd tųu ǝ þrī įt, j�̄ǝr, bǝt nǝt hōf sǝ męni ǝz barn̩z gįts nųuǝdę̄z.  

 ‘Gǝrtǝst dę̄ ǝv ō wǝz barǝn-ųut-dę̄ — tfįft ǝ nǝvęmbǝ. Ɖęn wį ōlǝs t�̄ǝk gųd k�̄ǝr tǝ gįt 

tǝt skųul rīt s�̄ǝn, ǝn n�̄ǝbǝdį wǝz l�̄ǝt bǝt ‘m�̄ǝstǝr. ‘Big lads jųust tǝ gaŋ įn fǝrst ǝv ō, ðęn 

ųs lail ǝns fɔlǝd eftǝr ǝm, ǝn ðęn wi klaʃt ‘diuǝr tǝl ǝn bard įt siǝ ǝt n�̄ǝbǝdį ǝt wǝz ųut 
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kųd gįt įn! Varǝ s�̄ǝn tm�̄ǝstǝr wad kųm ǝn lįft ‘diuǝsnęk, bǝt ðat wǝz ō tǝ nīǝ pųrpǝs 

hwatįvǝ, sīǝ hį liukt įn þriu twįndǝz ǝz įf i wantįd tǝ nā hwat wǝz gān ɔn. Ɖęn ‘bigǝst ǝn 

‘bauldǝst ǝt ladz wad tęl im if i didn̩t giv ǝm ō halidę̄ ðę̄d ran stręk ǝwę̄. Sīǝ hi prɔmist 

ǝn ǝtlast wi ɔpn̩t dįuǝr. ǝv k�̄ǝrs hi wǝz ǝz fę̄n tǝ gįt ɔf wark ǝz wi war, fǝr i laikt naut 

beʈǝr nǝr tǝ gaŋ samǝnfįʃįn įt Liun. 

 A nā wīl ǝn āld saŋ ǝt bįgįnz — 

  “Rįmembǝ rįmembǝ tfįft ǝ Nǝvembǝ  

  ‘Kįŋ ǝn įz trę̄n hęd laik tǝ bį slę̄n.” 

 Av fǝrgitn̩ ōt rǝst ɔnt, bǝt wi war tǝrbļ fɔnd ɔnt, ǝn jųust tǝ sįŋ įt ǝbųut ‘barǝn-ųut-

dę̄. 

 Jį nā nųu fōk sīmz tǝ hęv hwait fǝgitn̩ hųu tǝ mak ǝ tiṷn, jan nįvǝ hįǝz naut ǝt ǝ fēǝr 

ǝr ǝt tʃǝrtʃ ǝr ęnįwar, ǝt sųundz hōf ǝz gųd ǝz ųuǝr āld nɔrþ-kųntri tįunz sitʃ ǝz ‘Dje kęn 

Dʒɔn Pīl” ǝr ‘Mǝrįlį danst ‘kwę̄kǝz waif’ ǝr aut laik ‘Hwęn 
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ðe maitį trųmpǝt sųundz’ ǝr ęnį ǝ ðɔr grand āld tiunz. Ɖǝz naut bǝt lail bįts ǝ 

falalɖǝrmǝnts — þįŋz jan h�̄ǝz tǝdę̄ ǝn fǝgįts tǝ mɔrǝ. 

 Tsęktn̩t taim ǝt wi barɖ tmįǝster ųut wǝz ‘twęntįnainþ ǝ mę̄. Ɖęn įvrį jan ɔn ǝs hęd ǝ 

jakbɔb ǝr lail bįt ǝ jak ǝ wį saŋ “Jakbɔb dę̄ ‘twęntįnainþ ǝ mę̄, if jǝ dōnt gį ǝs ǝ halįdę̄ 

wil ō ran ǝwę̄.” 

 S�̄ǝ wį gat ǝnuɖǝ hal�̄dǝ. Bat wį nįvǝ þaut sǝ mįtʃ ǝv įt, ǝz tfįft ǝ nǝvęmbǝ. 

 

VII. 

Tɔmǝs Wįlsn̩. 

Tɔmǝs Wįlsn̩ ǝ bųtʃǝ ǝ mǝri āld lad, 

Hwęn hī kįlz ǝ gųd sip, įt męks įm fīl glad, 

Hi kīps ǝ gųd as, ǝn ī fīdz įt rīt węl 

ǝn įt kariz hįm — ō hįz gųd mųtn̩ tǝ sęl. 

Tami falɖǝrǝlārǝlaidę̄!  

 

It hęz tųu gǝrt hampǝz, jan hįŋz ɔn ītʃ said, 
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ǝn ǝ dɔŋkį sǝ sʈraŋ, it wǝd fę̄ǝs wįnd ǝr taid 

ǝn ðęǝr ðųz hī martʃ, sǝ nōbl ǝn grand 

It karįz iz mųtn̩ þriu Haugįl ǝn Bland. 

 

Jā fain sųmǝ mɔrn i ðǝ mųnþ ǝ Dǯiulai 

Tɔmǝs kųmz wį hįz mųtn̩ ǝn ęks ǝs tǝ bai 

Hi sęz ǝt įts gųd — n�̄ǝ bętǝ kn̩ bi 

ǝn h�̄ǝr įz ǝ fain bįt ǝ siuǝt fǝ ðī. 

 

Ɖ�̄ǝz Siuzn̩ hiz waif ʃįz gįtn̩ kwait fat 

Wi įtn ʃip hędz, bįsaid gįvįn tǝt kat. 

ʃi sęz tǝ hęv ǝ bųtʃǝz ǝ varǝ gųd þįŋ 

Bįkɔs ʃi hęz ɔfn hǝr pan fɔ tǝ slįŋ. 
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Bat ð�̄ǝr įz ǝ mán i livz i Sebǝr tųun 

Hi bųtʃǝz ǝnd hāks o hįz m�̄ǝt up ǝn dųun 

Hi kōz Tɔmǝs Wįlsn̩ ǝ tʃ�̄ǝt ǝn ǝ nę̄v 

ǝt martʃǝz ǝbųut wi hįz dɔŋkį sǝ brę̄v. 

 

VIII. 

Table of Bird Names in Use in the Kendal Dialect. 

 

Note. Where K. is aded after the name, it denotes that the word is in use in the 

immediate district of Kendal only and not at Sedbergh. 

Bęsį bųntįn K. Emberiza Citrinella. 

Bįbįbęk Totanus Hypoleuca. 

Blakį (also Blakbǝrd) Turdus Merula. 

Blak-kap K. Parus Major. 

Bliu- kap K. P. Cæruleus. 

Bɔtɭ.tįk K. P. Caudatus. 
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Bųlflīnʃ Pyrrhula Rubicilla. 

Dabtʃįk Podiceps Minor. 

Daup-krā 

     Corvus Cornix. 

Dauk-krā K. 

Dįvlįn Cypselus Apus. 

Dʒami-krę̄n K. 

— laŋ-legz K.  

      Ardea Cinerea. 

— laŋ-nek 

Dʒini-rɐdtę̄l Ruticilla Phænicura. 

Felfā(r) Turdus Pilaris.  

Gauldflįnʃ Fringilla Carduelis 

Grę̄-lįnǝt F. Canabina. 

Grīnlįnǝt F. Chloris. 

Hāk Falco sp. 

Hędǯsparǝ Accentor Modularius. 

Hųlǝt Surnium, Otus, Strix. 
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Kįŋfįʃǝ Alcedo Ispida. 

Kɔrn-krę̄ǝk Ortygometra Crex. 

Krā Corvus sp. 

Kųʃǝt Columba palumbus. 

Magpai 

   Pica Caudata. 

Magį K.  

Malǝd Anas Boschas. 

Mįlǝr-þųum Sylvia trochilus. 

Mų̄ǝrbǝrd Lagopus Scoticus. 

Nīt-hāk Caprimulgus Europæus. 
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Parʈridǯ Perdix Cinereus. 

Plųvǝ Charadrius Pluviaalis.  

Raitinlark = Bęsį Bųntįn. 

RįŋuuzļTurdus Torquatus. 

Rɔbįn Erythacus Rubecula. 

Skailark Alauda Cristata. 

Snaip Gallago Media. 

Sparǝ Passer Domesticus. 

St�̄ǝn-tʃat K. 

     Saxicola Œnathe. 

— -tʃęk 

Str�̄ǝzmų̄ǝr K. Sylvia Undata. 

ʃįpstǝ Sturnus Vulgaris. 

Tįtlark Anthus Pratensis. 

Tiṷit Vanellus Cristatus. 

Tɔmtįt Parus sp.  

Tʃįtį Troglodytes Vulgaris. 

þrɔsļ Turdus Musicus. 

þrųʃ T. Viscivorus. 

Watǝrkrā Cinclus Aquaticus. 

Watǝhęn Gallinula Chloropus. 

Wįlįwagtę̄l Motacilla Yarellii. 
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Bliṷ M. Campestris. 

Jalǝ M. Sulphurea. 

Wįlįwįket K. Totanus Hypoleuca. 

Wųdkɔk Scolopax Rusticola. 

 

IX. 

Table of Plant Names in Use in the Kendal Dialect. 
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Bīǝnflų̄ǝ Bellis Perennis. 

Brakn̩ 1. Pteris Aquilina, 2. any fern. 

Br�̄ǝm Sarothamnus Scopaɽius. 

Brįǝr Rubus Fruticosus. 

Bųrdǝk Arctium Lappa. 

Dɔɖǝrįgǝrs Briza Media. 

Dɔkn̩ Rumex sp. 

Ęlǝr Alnus Glutinosa. 

Ęsp Populus Tremula. 

Ęʃ Fraxinus Excelsior. 

Fįtʃ Vicia sp. 

Fų̄ǝlfīt Tussilago farfara. 

Grundsā Senecio Jacobæa. 

Gųul Chrysanthemum leucanthemum. 

Havǝr Avena sp. 

Hɔlin Ilex aquifolium. 

Įǝstǝrledǯ Polygonum Bistorta. 

Jak Quercus robur. 

Kabįʃ Cabbage. 

Katlarks Ranunculus Repens.  

Kęʃ Heracleum Sphondylium. 

Klavǝ Trifolium sp. 

Krā-t�̄ǝz Orchis Mascula etc. 

Liŋ Calluna Vulgaris. 

Mɔs any Muscineæ. 
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Muʃrǝm Agaricus. 

Ō nųt Conodopium Denudatum. 

Nętļ Urtica sp. 

Padǝkst�̄ǝl agaricus sp. 
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Rai Secale Cereale.  

Ramps Allium Ursinum. 

Rad ʃaŋks Polygonum Persicaria. 

Sl�̄ǝ Prunus Spinosa.  

Taim Thymus Serpyllum. 

Tāimliŋ Erica Cinerea. 

Wįlǝ Salix sp. 

Hwįn Ulex Europæus. 
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Glossary. 

 The alphabetical order in the glossary is: 

 a, b (ƀ), d, ę, f, g, h, į, i, j, k, l, m, n (ŋ) ɔ, ō, p, r, s, ʃ, t, þ, ð, ų, v, w, hw, z (ǯ), (a), ə 

(ɐ). 

 

 Note. Letters in brackets do not occur initially. 

a pron. I. 

ā vb. owe § 65. 

adļ vb. earn § 61. 

ai pron. I. 

ai interj. yes. 

aįdļ adj. idle § 121. 

ais sb. ice § 121. 

aivį sb. ivy § 121. 

— adj. iron. 

aks sb. axe § 60. 

āld adj. old § 67. 

alʈər vb. alter § 62. 

aləkə sb. vinegar § 62. 

am vb. am. 

ān adj. own § 66. 
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— vb. own § 66. 

anʈəz conj. in case § 63 Note. 

aŋz sb., pl. awns (of barley) § 63 Note. 

apļsb. apple § 60. 

apn̩ conj. Perhaps. 

— ark see mīəlark. 

arm̩ sb. arm § 60. 

arə sb. arrow § 60. 

as-bų̄ərd sb. box for keeping ashes in §§ 70, 234. 

ask sb. newt § 60 Note.  

asɭtiuþ molar tooth § 61. 

asɭʈɽī axletree § 60. 

aʃəz sb. ashes §§ 60, 234. 

aul sb. awl § 113. 

aut sb. anything § 114. 

auə 1. prep. over; 2. adv. too. 

auəliuk vb. overlook, pass by, miss. 

 

bad adj. bad § 64. 

badlaik adj. ugly § 64. 

badlį adj. ill § 63. 

badǯər sb. 1. small corn dealer etc.; 2. badger § 62. 

bag sb. bag § 61. 

bai vb. buy § 124. 

bauwųrd sb. byword, saying § 124. 

baid vb. bide, wait § 212. 

bait vb. bite § 121. 

bar sb. bolt (for a door) § 62. 

— vb. fasten (a door) § 62. 

bargin sb. bargain § 62. 

bark sb. bark. 
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barkt sb. encrusted, of dirt etc. on the skin.  

barn sb. child § 60. 

bārəl sb. barrel § 62. 

bas sb. perch (Perca fluviatilis) §§ 60, 297. 

bask vb. bask § 61 Note. 

bat 1. sb. half trashed corn § 62. 

batʃ sb. batch § 60. 

bau sb. bow (OE. boʒa) § 117. 

bau vb. bow. 

baul sb. bowl § 115 Note. 

bauld adj. bold § 115 Note. 

baulstǝ sb. bolster § 115. 

będ sb. bed § 40. 

bęk sb. brook § 42. 

bęlkǝr sb. a huge ungainly object. 

bęlį sb. belly § 42. 

bęlįz sb. bellows. 

bęlǝr vb. bellow, roar.  

bęnd vb. bend § 43. 

bęnʃ sb. bench § 311.  

bęnt sb. bent grass. 

bęŋk sb. bench §§ 43, 311.  

bęrį sb. bury. 

bęrįįn sb. funeral. 

beʈǝ(r)mǝr adj. of a better kind or class, e. g. beʈǝrmǝr hųuzǝz, beʈǝrmǝr fōk. 

bę̄tin sb. food by the way § 53. 

bį prep. by, adv. by. 

bįgįn vb. begin § 29. 

bįhįnt prep., adv. behind § 32.  

bįkɔs conj. because.  
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bįld vb. build. 

bįlęŋ vb. belong § 44. 

bįl-hiuk sb. billbook § 29. 

bįnd sb. bind § 32.  

bįŋk sb. bench § 34. 

biuk sb. book § 102.  

(tǝ)biut adv. = so much money added to make the bargain correct, in the case of an 

exchange, to boot § 102. 

bįznǝs sb. business § 36. 

b�̄ǝk sb. beak § 136, III. 

— vb. bake § 131. 

b�̄ǝm sb. beam § 137. 

b�̄ǝn sb. bone § 134. 

b�̄ǝnfaibǝ sb. bonfire § 134. 

b�̄ǝnflbų̄ǝ sb. daisy (Bellis perennis) § 134. 

b�̄ǝrd sb. beard § 131 Note. 

b�̄ǝs sb. pl. cattle § 136, III. 

b�̄ǝst sb. beast § 136, III. 

b�̄ǝt vb. beat § 137. 

b�̄ǝþ pron. both § 132. 

bī sb. bee. 

bīhaivsb. beehive. 

bīld sb. shelter. 

— adj. sheltered. 

bīzm sb. broom § 88. 

blab vb. blab, let out a secret § 62. 

blaɖər sb. noise § 62. 

— vb. chatter.  

blait sb. blight.  

blaið adj. blithr [Not common — taken from Verse] § 121. 

blakbęrį sb. blackberry. 

blā vb., sb. blow § 65. 
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blęɖər sb. bladder § 45. 

blęs vb. bless § 40. 

blę̄k adj. deep golden yellow (of butter) § 53. 

blę̄r vb. roar § 52. 

blę̄z vb. blaze (rare) § 52.  

blįnd adj. blind § 32. 

bųlk sb. bulk § 71. 

bųmļvb. bungle spoil § 77. 

bųmpgarn sb. a coarse greasy yarn used for kniting § 77. 

bųndļsb. bundle § 72. 

bųnʃ sb. bunch § 73 Note. 

bųr sb. burr § 71. 
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bųrdǝk sb. burdock § 71. 

bųrn vb. burn. 

bųʃ sb. bush § 71 Note. 

bųtǝ sb. butter § 70. 

bųtǝʃag sb. slice o bread and ♢er § 307. 

bųu sb. bough § 108. 

bųunplųu  a ploughing of land for a new tenant by neighbours and friends. 

bųus sb. cowstall § 107, I. 

bųut sb. boot § 107, I. 

bụǝrd sb. board § 140, I. 

bųǝt sb. boat § 142. 

bakl sb. buckle § 95. 

— sb. good condition for work § 95. 

bǝr sb. whirr rush, bang § 55 Note.  

bǝrlǝr (aut) one who hands round drink at a sheep — shearing §55, II. 
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dāb vb. daub § 65. 

dafḷ vb. stun § 60. 

daft adj. senseless, foolish, daft § 60. 

daik sb. ditch § 121. 

dān sb. down (on a bird) § 69. 

danǝt sb. neerdoweel § 64. 

dar sb. dare § 60. 

darlįn sb. darling § 60. 

danlį adj. gloomy, melancholy § 117. 

dęg sb. water § 31. 

dę̄ sb. day § 51. 

dę̄l sb. dale § 52. 

dę̄zd adj. dazed, confused § 52, II. 

dịŋ sb. noise § 35. 

dịʃ sb. dish. 

dịʃklụnt sb. dishcloth. 

diu vb do § 102.  

dịuǝr sb. door. 

d�̄ǝd adj. dead § 137. 

d�̄ǝf adj. deaf § 137. 

— vb. deafen.  

d�̄ǝm sb. dame § 133. 

d�̄ǝmskųul sb. ladies school § 133. 

d�̄ǝþ sb. death § 137. 

dī vb. die § 93. 

dīd sb. deed § 92, II. 

dɔɖər vb. tremble, shiver § 86. 

dɔdǯ vb. walk at a half run § 86. 

dɔg sb. dog § 79. 

dɔk vb. cut short § 79. 

dɔkn̩ sb. dock, Rumex § 79. 

dɔn vb. don § 79. 
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dōn sb. dawn § 98 Note. 

dōnt vb. indic. pres. don’t.  

ɖrā vb. draw § 65. 

ɖrabɭt adj. wet, of clothes trailing in the mud § 90. 

ɖrai adj. dry. 

ɖraiv vb. drive § 121. 

ɖrāp vb. drawl § 69. 

ɖrī adj. tedious, show § 90. 

ɖrįŋk vb. drink § 32. 

ɖr�̄ǝd vb. dread § 135, I. 

ɖr�̄ǝm vb. dream § 137. 

ɖrųʃ vb. fall, of tears, of grease from a candle § 77. 

ɖrųun vb. drown § 109 Note. 

ɖrųut sb. drought § 249 Note.  

ɖrųuzį adj. drowsy § 111. 

ɖrɐs vb. dress § 57, II. 

ɖųk sb. dick § 76. 

ɖųst sb. dust § 76. 

— vb., pret. to dar, see § 75, II. 

ɖųuk vb. dive § 111. 

ɖųut vb. doubt § 111 Note. 

ɖųv sb. dove § 76. 

dwįnļvb. dwindle §§ 39, 333. 

dǯakdā sb. jackdaw § 62. 

dǯamį laŋnęk sb. heron § 62. 

dǯanǝk sb. honest, proper § 64. 

dǯųst adv. just. 

 

ębm̩ sb. disreputable, untidy looking person § 40. 
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ębm̩ adv. straight, just, e. g. liuk ębm̩ ǝfų̄ǝr jǝ § 40. 

ę̄ɖǝr pro. either § 51. 

— conj. either § 51. 

ęfʈǝ adv., prep. after § 42. 

ęfʈǝn�̄ǝn sb. afternoon § 42. 

ęg sb, egg § 41. 

ęgskęl sb. eggshell § 41. 

ęgɔn vb. incite § 41. 

ęks vb. ask § 47. 

ę̄l sb. ale § 52. 

ęldįn sb. fuel § 41. 

ęlįn (āld ę.) a cake similar to mince pie, made at Christmas.  

ęlǝr sb. alder § 40. 

ęnd sb. end § 43. 

ę̄ri adj. fresh, windy § 52. 

ęsp sb. aspen § 42. 

ęʃ sb. ashtree § 42. 

 

faɖǝr sb. father § 60. 

fāɖǝr adv. farther §§ 60, 68. 

fadǯ sb. slow trot (also vb.) § 64. 

farɖin sb. farthing. 

fafļvb. waste time, trifle § 64. 

faiǝr sb. fire § 124. 

falalɖǝrmǝmts sb. rubbish, cheap knicknacks. 

fāld sb. farmyard § 67. 

falǝ adj. fallow § 60. 

fasn̩ vb. fasten § 60. 

faʃ vb., sb. trouble, bother § 64. 

fat sb. fat. 

— adj. fat § 60 Note. 

fauǝr num. four.  
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fauǝtīn num. forty. 

fauǝtī num. forty. 

fęɖǝr sb. feather § 40. 

fęɖǝrt adj. fledged § 40. 

fęklǝs adj. worthless, shiftless. 

fęl sb. fell, hill § 41. 

fęlfā sb. fieldfare. 

fęlǝ sb. fellow § 41. 

fę̄n adj. glad, delughted § 51. 

fęnd vb. provide for § 44. 

fę̄r sb. fair. 

fętļųp get ready, prepare, put in order § 40. 

fįdǯ vb. fisget § 39. 

fįl vb. fill § 36. 

fįʃ sb., vb. fish § 29. 

fiʃh�̄ǝk sb. fishinghook § 138. 

fįtʃ sb. vetch § 31. 

fiu adj. few. 

f�̄ǝs sb. face § 133. 

fītįnz sb. tracks, footprints § 92 Note. 

flai vb. fly. 

flait vb. scold. 

flaks sb. flax § 60. 

flātʃ vb. flatter § 69. 

flau adj. wild (of weather) § 117. 

flę̄ vb. scare § 53. 

flę̄krā sb. flail § 51 Note. 

flę̄l sb. flail § 51 Note. 

flę̄m sb. flame § 52 Note. 

flę̄sǝm adj. terrifying § 53. 

flī sb. fly § 90. 

flįk sb. flitch § 29. 
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flįkǝ(r) vb. laugh heartily § 39. 

flįŋ vb. fling (rare) § 35. 

fl�̄ǝ vb. flay. 

fl�̄ǝd sb. flood § 138, I. 

fl�̄ǝk sb. fluke (on sheep) § 138, I. 

flīt sb. flight § 91. 

flɔk sb. flock § 79. 

flɔks sb. flocks for pillows § 79. 

flō vb, flow § 98. 

fɔg sb. aftermath § 86. 

fɔks sb. fox § 79. 

fɔlǝ vb. follow § 79. 

fɔr (fǝ) pret., conj. for § 79. 

fɔrn�̄ǝn sb. forenoon § 82. 

fɔrtnǝt sb. fortnight § 82. 

fɔrǝt adv. forward § 82. 

fō sb. foe § 97. 

fōm sb., vb. foam (at the mouth) § 97. 

*fōʈǝr vb. thrash barley (obsolete) § 100. 
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fōtrin, aiǝn sb. iron for thrashing barley (obsolete) § 100. 

frap vb. splutter, crack § 62. 

fratʃ vb. quarrel § 64. 

frę̄m vb. commence doing anything, as if intending to do anything. 

frįǝt vb. fret § 136. 

frī adj. free § 90. 

frītṇ vb. frighten § 91. 

frand sb. friend § 94. 

fųn sb. fun § 72 Note. 

fųumǝt sb. polecat § 111. 
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fųut sb. foot § 107. 

fų̄ǝr sb. furrow § 143. 

fų̄ǝrd sb. ford § 140, I. 

fų̄ǝrǝḷdǝz sb. forefathers (obsolete) II. 

fų̄ǝs sb. waterfall § 140, II. 

 

gā vb. go § 65. 

gab sb. talkativeness § 61. 

gabḷ vb. gabble § 61. 

gadflī sb. gadfly § 61 

gaivǝsǝm adj. ravenous § 121. 

ganḑrįn sb. gander (rare), stęg is usually in use § 63. 

gaŋ = gā § 63. 

gap sb. gap § 61. 

garn sb. yarn §§ 60, 222 Note. 

gauk(ị) sb. simpleton § 118. 

gauld sb. gold § 115. 

gaun sb. gown § 113.  

gę̄ adj. gay, well, finely dressed §52 Note. 

gęm game § 42. 

gęzlịn sb. gosling § 48. 

gę̄ǝ adv. very § 139. 

gịḑǝr vb. gather § 33 Note. 

gịlḑǝrt  sb. hair noose § 30. 

gịt  vb. get § 33. 

gịv vb. give § 33. 

g�̄ǝp vb. gape § 132. 

g�̄ǝt adv. in ųut ǝ g�̄ǝt = out of the way § 131.  

g�̄ǝvlǝk sb. crowbar § 131.  

gīs sb., pl. to gųus § 89. 

glad adj. glad § 69. 

glaim vb. look up § 121 Note. 
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glas sb., adj. glass § 60. 

glęnt vb. glance, look at § 43 Note. 

glę̄z vb. make shine § 52.  

glįsk vb. shine forth, come out, of the sun § 29. 

glɔp vb. stare § 79. 

glų̄ǝr vb. stare, glower § 141, II. 

glǝmp vb. sulk. 

glǝmpį adj. sulky. 

gɔf sb. fool simpleton § 86. 

gō sb. gall §§ 96, 222 Note. 

gōm sb. good sense § 99. 

gōst sb. ghost § 97. 

graik sb. crack, fissure in a rock.  

grę̄ adj. gray § 51. 

grę̄dlį adj. decent, proper etc. § 53. 

grę̄n sb. prong of a hay fork § 53. 

gr�̄ǝn vb. groan § 134.  

gr�̄ǝv vb. dig (especiaally peats) § 131.  

grīdį adj. greedy § 92, I. 

grīn adj. green § 89. 

grō vb. grow § 98. 

grųnd sb. ground § 73. 

grųndsā sb. ragwort § 73. 

grųnt vb. grunt § 77. 

grɐnd vb. grind § 58. 

grɐnstn̩ sb. grindstone § 58.  

gųd adj. good § 75, III. 

— (mįsęl) vb, am contented, e. g. gųd ðįsęl wi wat ðųz gįtn̩, ðųul gįt nǝ m�̄ǝr; § 74, 

III. 

gųdlaik adj. handsome § 75, III. 

gųm sb. gum (of teeth) § 75, III. 

gųʈər sb. small ditch. 
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gųst sb. gust § 71. 

gųul sb. marguerite. 

gųus sb. goose § 106, I. 

gǝrdļsb. ring used in baking. 

gǝrn vb. 1. grumble, complain; 2. grin § 54. 

gǝrs sb. grass § 54. 
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gǝrt adj. great § 56. 

gǝsļsb. gristle § 54. 

gampʃn̩ sb. sense.  

 

(kat-)hā sb. hawthorn § 65. 

hag vb. hew, cut § 60. 

hagwųrm sb. grass snake §§ 61 or. 64. 

hai vb. hie § 124. 

haid vb. hide § 124.  

haid sb. hide (skin) § 124. 

hāld sb. hold § 67. 

halidę̄ sb. holiday § 60 Note. 

hamǝr sb. hammer § 63. 

hand sb. hand § 63. 

hanfļsb. handful § 63. 

hanļsb. handle § 63. 

hant vb. haunt § 63 Note. 

haŋk sb. hank § 63 Note.  

— vb. fasten § 63 Note. 

haŋkǝtʃǝ(r) sb. handkerchief § 63. 

hap vb.  fold, wrap § 61. 

hapn̩ vb. happen § 61. 

hārkn̩ vb. listen § 68. 
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hārvįst sb. harvest § 68. 

harǝ sb. harrow § 61. 

hastn̩ sb. hearth § 60 Note.  

hatǝk sb. hattock, i. e. ten sheaves of corn. This word and number of sheaves is in use 

in Westmorland, ‘stųuk’ and twelve sheaves, in Cumberland § 60.  

hauk vb. dig in, prod in § 120.  

haund ɔn vb. hound, on spur on §112. 

hausʈrau adv. topsy turvy § 120- 

havǝr sb. oats § 61. 

havǝrbr�̄ǝd sb. oatcake § 61. 

havǝrmįǝl sb. oatmeal § 61. 

hę̄bę̄ sb. uproar, noise.  

hedǯ sb. hedge § 40 Note. 

hę̄ sb. hay § 51. 

hę̄mųu sb. dry hay lying in the barn. 

hę̄rak sb. hayrack § 60. 

hęfǝ sb. heifer. 

hę̄k sb. uproatious festivity. 

hę̄l sb. hail § 51. 

hęlʈər sb. halter § 42. 

hęlþ sb. health § 45. 

hęsp sb. hasp § 42. 

hęv vb. have § 42. 

hęzļsb. hazel § 42. 

hįlt sb. hilt § 29. 

hįnɖər adj. hinder § 32. 

hįnɖər adj. hinder, back § 32. 

hįŋ vb. hang (trs. and intrs.) § 35. 

h�̄əd sb. head § 137. 

h�̄əl vb. heal § 135, II. 

h�̄əm sb. home § 134. 

h�̄ər sb. hare § 131. 
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— sb. hair § 135. 

— vb. hear § 135 Note. 

— adv. here § 135 Note.  

h�̄ət adj. hot § 134.  

hi pron. he.  

hil sb. hill 

hīl sb. heel. 

hɔd vb. hold § 83.  

hɔdln̩lį adv. continually § 83. 

hɔgwǝl sb. hole in a wall for a sheep to creep through in winter § 140. 

hɔlįn sb. holly § 79. 

hɔpļ vb., sb. hobble § 79. 

hɔrs sb. horse § 79. 

hōf adv. half § 96. 

hōfrɔkt adj. imbecile § 96. 

hōlį adj. holy § 97. 

hōpǝnį sb. halfpenny § 96. 

hųl sb. pigsty § 71 Note. 

hųlǝt sb. owl § 76. 

hųnį sb. honey 70. 

hųŋǝr sb. hunger § 73. 

hųŋǝrt sb. hungry § 73. 

hųrt sb., vb. hurt § 72. 

hųt sb. hut § 72. 

hųuk sb. hook § 107, I also § 138. 

hųup sb. hoop § 107, I. 

hų̄ǝl sb. hole § 140, I. 
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hų̄ǝp vb,. sb. hope § 140, I. 

hǝrd vb. hoard § 55 Note. 
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hǝrpḷ vb. limp § 56. 

hǝrplț adj. crippled § 56. 

 

įvǝr adv. ever § 37. 

įvǝrị pron. every § 37. 

įu sb. yew. 

�̄bl adj. able § 133. 

ī sb. eye § 90. 

ībr�̄ǝ sb. eyebrow § 90. 

ībmįn sb. evening § 87. 

ītʃ adj. each. 

 

jak sb. oak § 134 Note.  

jakbob sb. oakbranch § 134 Note. 

jakǝ sb. acre § 131 Note. 

jalǝ adj. yellow. 

jan (jā) num. one § 134 Note. 

jan pron. one § 134 Note. 

jans adv. once § 134 Note.  

jarǝ sb. yarrow § 60. 

jau sb. ewe. 

jaul vb. howl § 118. 

jęḑǝr sb. fence made of dead sticks § 137 Note.  

jęst sb. yeast § 40. 

jęt  sb. gate § 42. 

jętstụup sb. gatepost § 110 Note. 

jį (jǝ) pron. ye, you. 

jįlp vb. yelp § 39. 

jįt adv. yet § 33. 

jįur sb. udder § 104. 

jįǝr sb. year § 135. 

jɔk vb. yoke § 79. 
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jōk sb. yolk § 97. 

jụŋ adj. young § 73. 

 

kabiʃ sb. cabbage § 62. 

kaf sb. chaff § 60. 

kafḷ vb. entangle § 61.  

kai sb. pl. to kųu § 124. 

kāld adj., sb. cold § 67. 

kām adj. calm § 67 Note.  

kam sb. comb of a fowl § 63. 

kanį adj. knowing, sharp § 64. 

kaŋkǝrt adj. ill natred § 63. 

kap vb. 1. surprise; 2. surpass § 64. 

karį vb. carry § 62. 

— sb. direction from whence the wind comes § 62. 

kart sb. cart § 62. 

kartstaŋz sb. cartshafts § 63. 

karǝm sb. carrion § 62. 

kat sb. cat § 61. 

katʃ vb. catch § 62. 

hauį sb. hornless cow § 112. 

kaup vb. exchange (rare) § 118. 

kęst vb. cast § 42. 

kęsn̩ adj. cast off, e. g.  

— kl�̄ǝz cast off clothes § 42 Note. 

kęk vb. tilt up ( a cart) § 50. 

kęʃ sb. Cowparsnip, Heraclium spondylium § 49. 

kēi sb. key § 128. 

kįnlįn sb. firewood § 37 Note. 

kįŋk sb. 1. blow; 2. choking sensation § 32.  

— vb. double up (with laughing etc.). 

kįŋkɔf sb. whooping-cough § 32. 
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kįs sb., vb. kiss § 36. 

kįst sb. chest § 33. 

kįt sb. milking pail § 29. 

h�̄ər vb. care § 131. 

kīp vb. keep § 92 Note. 

klag vb. stick to, adhere § 64. 

klam vb. starve § 64. 

klap vb. lay down (or on) heavily § 64. 

klaʃ vb. bang to (of a door) § 64. 

klaʃi adj. wet (of weather) § 64. 

klaud sb. cloud § 112. 

klavǝ sb. clover.  

klę̄ sb. clay § 51. 

klę sb. clay § 51. 

klęd adj. adj.  

klęg sb. gadfly § 41. 

klįk vb. snatch away § 33. 

— sb. tear, rent. 

klįŋk sb. lump of rock § 32 Note. 
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klįŋk sb. blow, hit § 32. 

klįp vb. clip, shear § 30. 

klįpįn taim sb. shearing time § 30. 

kliu sb. clew § 101. 

kl�̄ǝ sb. 1. claw; 2. cleft hoof, of a cow § 135 Note. 

kl�̄ǝz sb., pl. clothes § 134. 

klim adj. clean § 87. 

klin adj. clean § 87. 

klɔd sb. clod § 86. 

klɔg sb. clog § 86. 
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klɔk sb. clock § 85. 

klɔkhęn sb. sitting-hen § 80. 

klɔtįd adj. clotted § 79. 

klɔth�̄ǝd sb. simpleton § 79. 

klųut sb. piece of cloth, rag § 111. 

— vb. mend, patch § 111. 

klaɖǝr sb. climb into.  

kɔbwęb sb. cobweb § 79. 

kɔk sb. cock § 81. 

kɔk (ųp) vb. prick (up ears) § 81. 

kɔkkrā sb. cockrow § 65. 

kɔkǝn adj. proud conceited § 81. 

kɔlǝp sb. slice of ham or bacon § 80. 

kɔpį sb. milking stool § 86.  

kɔpįbųk sb. copybook § 81. 

kɔpįnęks adv. said when a child is carried on the shoulders, but seated just behind the 

neck § 86. 

kɔrn̩ sb. corn § 82. 

kō vb. call § 96. 

krā sb. crow § 65. 

krag sb. crag § 62. 

krak sb. talk, chat § 64.  

— vb. complain. 

krāl vb. cram § 62. 

kramļvb. crawl upwards, scramble § 63. 

kraun sb. crown § 119. 

krękǝt sb. cricket (Acheta Domestica). 

krę̄n sb. hook and chain used for hanging pots in the chimney § 52 Note.  

krīl sb. bench for pig killing. 

krįuk sb. crook § 102. 

krįukt adj. crooked § 102. 

kr�̄ǝn vb. roar (of cattle) § 134. 
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krɔft sb. croft § 79. 

krɔŋk vb. croak § 86. 

krōk vb. die (of animals only) § 100. 

krųdz sb. curds § 72 Note. 

krųtʃ sb. crutch § 74 Note. 

krųud vb., sb. crowd § 111. 

krųum sb. five-shilling-piece § 119. 

krųutʃ sb. cud § 70. 

— vb. pret. could § 76. 

kųm vb. come § 70. 

kųnʈrį sb. country § 72. 

kųpļsb. couple § 72. 

kųu sb. cow § 111. 

kųutī or kųutei, sb. band used to fasten hind legs of cow when milking §§ 90, 129. 

kųul adj. cool § 107, I. 

kųurǝk sb. rake for scraping up § 109. 

kųuǝr vb. cower § 111 Note. 

kų̄ǝrt sb. court § 140, III. 

kų̄ǝt overcoat § 140, III. 

kwait adv. quite. 

kadį sb. donkey. 

kanʈrįsaid sb. countryside.  

kaslǝp sb. rennet bag § 95. 

kǝrliṷ sb. curlew § 56. 

kǝrsn̩ vb. christen § 54. 

kǝrsn̩mǝs sb. Christmas § 54. 

 

lā adj. low § 66. 

lad sb. lad § 62 Note.  

ladļsb. ladle § 60. 

laf vb., sb. laugh § 60. 

lafʈǝr sb. 1. laughter; 2. brood  
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— of chickens etc. § 60. 

lagįn cask. stave § 64. 
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lalǝp vb. wander about after anything § 64. 

— sb. long journey after anything § 64. 

lam sb. lamb § 63. 

land sb. land § 63. 

laŋ adj. long § 63. 

lārn̩ vb. learn § 68. 

las sb. lass § 62 Note.  

last adj. last § 60 Note. 

— sb. shoelast § 60 Note. 

— vb. last § 60 Note.  

laʃkōm sb. a large comb § 64. 

laup vb. leap § 118. 

lęɖǝr sb. leather § 40. 

— vb. hurry, hasten. 

lęg sb. leg § 41. 

lęp (ųp) vb. wrap (up). 

lę̄t vb. seek, seacrh § 53. 

lēi sb. scythe § 130. 

leistn̩ sb. stone for sharpening scythe on § 130. 

lįg vb. 1. lie; 2. lay § 29. 

lįm sb. 1. limb; 2. mischievous child § 29 Note.  

liuk sb., vb. look § 102. 

l�̄ǝd sb. load § 131. 

— sb. lead (plumbum) § 137. 

— vb. load § 131. 

— vb. lade out § 131.  

l�̄ǝf sb. leaf § 137. 
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l�̄ǝm adj. lame § 131. 

l�̄ǝn adj. lean, thin § 135. 

l�̄ǝr sb. liar § 135 Note. 

l�̄ǝst adj. least § 135. 

l�̄ǝt adj. late § 131. 

l�̄ǝþ sb. barn § 132. 

l�̄ǝð adj. loath § 134. 

l�̄ǝv vb. leave § 137. 

lī vb. lie (mentiri) § 90. 

— sb. lie § 90. 

lik vb. leak § 87. 

līn vb. lean. 

liŋ sb. heather § 31 Note. 

līt sb. light § 91 

līt adj. 1. light; 2. light of weight § 91.  

liʃ adj., active, nmble.  

lɔinʈǝr vb. loiter § 127. 

lɔk sb. a lot. 

lɔpǝd adj. congealed, coagulated (of blood etc.) § 79. 

lɔrd sb. lord § 82 Note. 

lɔs sb. loss § 79. 

— vb. loose an animal, by death § 79. 

lɔt sb. lot § 79. 

lō sb. law § 98 Note. 

lōf sb. loaf § 97. 

lōm sb. loam § 97. 

lōvinz int. of surprise § 100. 

lųmp sb. lump § 73 Note. 

lųud  adj. loud § 111. 

lųud sb. 1. loop; 2. stitch in knitting. 

lųv vb., sb. love § 70. 

lų̄ǝn sb. lane § 142. 
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lų̄ǝs vb. loose § 140. 

lag sb. ear.  

 

mad adj. angry, vexed § 60. 

madļ vb. act foolishly § 64. 

mak vb. make (rare) § 60. 

māk sb. maggot § 69. 

mákǝlį adv. partly, gradually § 60. 

man sb. man § 60. 

mānɖǝr vb. maunder § 69. 

māpmǝnt sb. nonsense § 69. 

markǝt sb. market § 60. 

marǝ sb. match, equal § 60. 

maud sb. mould, earth § 115. 

maudįwarp sb. mole § 115. 

maʈǝr sb. matter § 64. 

— vb. like, care, e. g. a sųdn̩t maʈǝr dįuǝnt § 64. 

mauþ sb. mouth § 112. 

mędl 

   vb. meddle § 43 Note. 

męl 
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męk vb. make (usual form cf. mak) § 42. 

męl sb. mallet. 

męlɖǝr sb. a quantity of corn § 41. 

mę̄n vb. mean § 52 Note. 

męns sb. kindness, politeness, hospitality §§ 43 Note, 300.  

męnsful adj. kind, hospitable § 43 Note. 

mę̄zd adj. confused, silly § 52, II. 

mę̄zļvb. confuse § 52, II. 
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mę̄zɭįn sb. idiot (rare) § 52, II. 

mįlk sb. milk § 29. 

mįtʃ adv. much § 36. 

mįzl vb. drizzle § 39. 

m�̄ǝl sb. meal § 135 Note. 

m�̄ǝlar sb. mealchest § 60. 

m�̄ǝn adj. mean § 135. 

m�̄ǝr sb. mare § 131 Note. 

m�̄ǝst adj. most § 134. 

m�̄ǝstn̩ sb. boundary stone § 131 Note.  

mīdǝ sb. meadow § 92, II. 

mɔbkap sb. a kind of close fitting cap formerly worn by women § 86. 

mɔiɖǝr vb. trouble, perplex. 

mɔs sb. moss § 79. 

mųd sb. mud § 70. 

— vb. pret. would, might.  

mųɖǝ sb. mother § 75. III. 

mųl sb. dust (of peats) § 71. 

mųnį sb. money § 72. 

mųun sb. moon § 107, II. 

mǝrį adj. merry §§ 54, 55, II. 

maʃļsb. mussel § 95. 

 

nā vb. know § 65, III. 

— vb. gnaw § 65, I. 

nab(ǝt) vb. grasp at § 61. 

naif sb. knife § 121. 

nain num. nine § 122. 

nap vb. hit, knock § 64. 

naʈǝrǝl sb. simpleton § 62. 

naut sb. nothing § 114. 

nautǝtdau sb. neerdoweel § 114. 
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nęb sb. 1. flat bill, e. g. dųk nęb but hęn bįǝk § 90; 2. toe of shoe or boot, e. g. ʃųu nęb 

§ 40. 

nębǝr sb. neighbour § 45. 

nę̄ɖǝr conj. neither § 51. 

nękst adv. next. 

nęʃ adj. nesh, soft, tender § 40. 

nįkn�̄ǝm sb. nickname § 41. 

nįn adj. none. 

nįt vb. knit § 29. 

nįvǝ adv. never § 37. 

n�̄ǝ adj. no § 134. 

n�̄ǝbǝdį sb. nobody § 134. 

n�̄ǝd vb. knead § 135 Note. 

n�̄ǝf sb. fist § 136. 

n�̄ǝm sb. name § 134. 

n�̄ǝr prep. and adv. near § 135 Note.  

n�̄ǝrɖǝr adv. nearer § 135 Note. 

n�̄ǝr sb. kidney (rare). 

n�̄ǝv sb. knave § 131. 

nīd vb. need § 92. 

nīdļsb. needle § 92, II. 

nīt sb. night § 91. 

nɔd vb. nod § 86. 

nɔk vb. knock § 86. 

nųu adv. now § 111. 

nųuz sb. noose. 

nų̄ǝz sb. nose § 140. 

 

ɔd adj. 1. odd, peculiar; 2. a few, e. g. ɔd kę̄sǝz. 

ɔf adv. off. 

ɔn prep. on § 79. 

ɔpn̩ vb. open § 79. 
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ɔrɖǝr vb. order § 81. 

ɔrtʃǝt sb. orchard § 82. 

ɔv (ǝv, ǝ) prep. 1. of; 2. on. 

ɔvǝl�̄ǝf adv. overleaf. 

 

ō adj. all § 96. 

ōlǝs adv. always § 96. 

ōmǝst adv. almost § 96.  
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padǝk sb. frog § 61. 

paint sb. pint § 128. 

pām sb. palm of hand § 67 Note. 

pār sb. pair. 

park sb. park § 60. 

parliʃ adj. dangerous §. 60. 

part sb. part § 62. 

parțrįdǯ sb. partridge § 62. 

parǝk sb. paddock, small field § 60. 

pę̄ pay § 52. 

pęlt vb. pelt. 

pęnįwįg sb. small cake § 39. 

pįg sb. pig (rare) § 29. 

pigųl sb. pigsty § 71 Note. 

pįgįn sb. small basin with a handle ♢ed to it. § 39. 

pįk sb. pitch § 29. 

pįkdark adj. pitchdark § 29. 

p�̄ǝk sb. roost, perch § 139. 

p�̄ǝt sb. peat § 139. 

p�̄ǝtpɔt sb. hole from which peat been got § 139. 
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pīlin sb. peeling, peel. 

pl�̄ǝs sb. place § 132. 

plųk sb. lungs of animals used for catsmeat § 76. 

plųu sb., vb. plough § 108. 

plųust įlt sb. plough handle § 36. 

pɔdiʃ sb. porridge § 81. 

pōm sb. catkin, palm § 96; cf. Pomsandǝ = Palmsunday. 

pōp vb. wander aimlessly, also sb. § 100. 

praiz ųp vb. prise up. 

prɔmis vb., sb. promise. 

prųud adj. proud. 

prakįnz sb. peats taken from the top with the grass, etc. on them § 59. 

prant vb. print § 57, II. 

pras vb. press, entice § 57, II. 

pųnd sb. pound § 73. 

pųnʃ vb. punch, hit §§ 73, 311. 

pųt vb. put § 72 Note. 

pųu vb. pull § 110. 

pųuk sb. pimple.  

pų̄ǝk sb. bag, poke § 140, I. 

pų̄ǝr adj. poor § 140, III. 

 

rā sb. row (of potatoes etc.) § 65. 

rag sb. hoarfrost § 61. 

rai sb. rye § 124. 

rait vb. write § 121. 

raiv vb. tear, destroy § 121. 

rakn̩ vb. reckon § 60. 

ramp vb. ruin, destroy, in phrase ‘ramp ǝm raiv’ § 63 Note. 

rān sb. roe of a fish § 69. 

ranlbōk sb. piece of wood from which pots are suspended in the chimney § 63 Note. 

rant vb. rant § 64. 
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raŋ adj. wrong § 63. 

raŋk adj. close together, rank § 63. 

raʃ adj. rash § 61. 

ratn̩ sb. rat § 60. 

rau vb. row (e. g. a boat) § 116. 

rauk vb. poke the fire § 120. 

raundhaŋk sb. ring to which the rɐdst�̄ǝk is fastened in the cowshed § 112. 

raut sb. stir uproar § 120. 

— vb. pret. wrought § 114. 

ravļvb. get confused in talking. 

rę̄ɖǝr adv. rather § 52, I. 

rę̄dǯ sb. rage § 52 Note 2. 

rę̄n sb. rain § 51. 

ręns vb. rinse § 50. 

ręvat sb. rivet. 

rįg sb. ridge § 36. 

rįgįn sb. top of roof § 36. 

riu vb. rue § 101. 

riud sb. seven yards § 102. 

riut sb. root § 102 Note. 

r�̄ǝk vb. wander ‘rake’ § 132. 

r�̄ǝp sb. rope § 134. 

r�̄ǝr vb. 1. rear, bring up; 2. rise on hind legs § 135. 

r�̄ǝs sb. race § 135. 
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r�̄ǝstį adj. reesty § 139. 

rīd vb. read § 92, II. 

rīdn̩ adj. angry, peevish § 93. 

rīk sb. smoke § 92 Note. 

rīt adj. right § 91. 
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rīþ sb. wreath § 92. 

rɔzįn sb. resin. 

rųb vb. rub § 72 Note. 

rųɖǝr sb. rudder § 75, III. 

rųf adj. rough § 76. 

rųud sb. a superficial measure used for land § 106. 

rųuf sb. roof § 107, I. 

rų̄ǝd sb. road § 142. 

rų̄ǝr vb. cry, weep § 142. 

rad adj. red § 94. 

rad (ųp) vb. tidy § 95. 

rast vb. rest § 94. 

ranʃ sb. a thickset man § 94. 

rɐdļsb. riddle (for cinders) § 58. 

rɐdst�̄ǝk sb. pole to which cattle are fastened by meand of the raund-haŋk, in the stall 

§ 59. 

(tʃīz)-rɐm sb. frame in which the curds and whey are put to set in cheese making § 

58. 

rɐn vb. run § 58. 

rɐʃ sb. rush § 58. 

 

sā sb. saw § 65. 

— vb. sow § 65. 

said sb. side § 121. 

saik sb. small ditch § 121 (rare, see gųʈǝr) 

sail vb., sb. sieve, strain § 121. 

saklǝs adj. innocent § 61. 

sakstn̩ sb. sexton § 62. 

samplǝr sb. sampler § 63 Note. 

sanʈǝr vb. saunter § 64. 

saŋ sb. song § 63. 

sartn̩ adj. certain § 60. 
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sarǝ vb. 1. serve; 2. feed (animals) § 60. 

sās vb. scold § 65. 

satļvb. settle § 60. 

sębm num. seven § 46. 

seƀn̩tį num. seventy § 46. 

sęg sb. corn on hand or foot.  

sęl vb. sell § 40. 

sęn adv. temp. since, afterwards. 

sęt vb. set § 40. 

sętn̩ dųun = setting out. 

sįɖǝrz sb. scissors §§ 31, 288. 

sįk (often sįtʃ) pro. such § 29. 

sįkl sb. sickle (rare, the sickle is hardly used now, see ʃ�̄ǝrinhųuk) § 29. 

sįnį sb. sinew § 29. 

sįŋ vb. sing § 32. 

sįt vb. sit § 39. 

sįtfast sb. the separation of injured tissue from healthy, when a wound heals § 29. 

siṷ vb. sew § 101. 

siut vb. suit § 113. 

siuǝr adj., adv. sure § 113. 

s�̄ǝ sb. sea § 135. 

— adv. so § 134. 

s�̄ǝk sb. sake § 131. 

s�̄ǝl sb. sale § 131. 

s�̄ǝm pro. same § 131.  

s�̄ǝn adv. soon § 138. 

s�̄ǝp sb. soap § 134. 

s�̄ǝr adj. sore § 134. 

s�̄ǝt sb. seat § 136. 

— sb. soot § 138. 

s�̄ǝrz sb., pl. rushes § 136, II. 

sī vb. see. 
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sik adj. sick. 

sīt sb. sight § 91. 

skai sb. sky § 124. 

skailark sb. skylark § 124. 

skalǝp sb. a bit of a garment hanging loose § 62. 

skantį adj. greedy, miserly § 61. 

skart 1. adj. frightened; 2. with the skin knocked off § 60. 

skaup vb. scoop § 120. 

skęl sb. 1. shell § 41; 2. scale § 42. 
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skę̄l vb. scatter. 

skęlbųus sb. division between two cowstalls. 

skęlp vb. beat. 

skę̄tʃ sb. an ill dressed person § 53. 

skįft sb. shift § 29. 

skōd vb. scald § 96 Note. 

skrafḷ vb. make an uproar also sb. § 64. 

skraik vb. call out, screech—chiefly of animals § 121. 

skrat vb. scratch § 64. 

skrau sb. uproar § 120. 

skraudlį adv. one on the top of another § 120. 

skriu sb. screw. 

skrɔg sb. bushy spot, shrub § 86. 

skųul sb. school § 106. 

skųulmę̄stǝ sb. schoolmaster § 106. 

skų̄ǝr sb. score § 140, I. 

— vb scour § 141 Note. 

skwab sb. low backed long seat, like a sofa § 64. 

skǝrl sb. noise made by a child when crying § 68. 

slā adj. slow. 
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slak sb. ravine (rare). 

— adj. slack. 

slaʃ vb. trim a hedge § 64. 

slaʃį adj. wet of weather § 64. 

slațǝrį = slaʃį § 64. 

slę̄ vb. slay § 52 Note. 

slęd vb. sledge § 40. 

sleḑǝr(ǝbųut) vb. be intidy. 

slę̄k vb. daub § 53. 

slę̄kṇ vb. slake the thirst § 40. 

slę̄p adj. slippery § 52. 

slę̄r vb. walk slowly, aimlessly § 53. 

slįp vb. slip § 29. 

sl�̄ǝ sb. sloe § 134. 

sl�̄ǝwųrm sb. slowworm § 134. 

slɔkṇ vb. slake the thirst § 80. 

slɔŋk sb. a slothful, lazy person § 86. 

slųtʃ. mud § 77. 

smart adj. smart. 

smįt sb. distinguishing mark on sheep § 29. 

smō adj. small § 96. 

smųuk vb., sb. smoke § 107, I. 

smųuð adj. smooth § 107, I. 

smǝrk sb. smirk § 55. 

smǝt sb. smut. 

snā sb. snow § 65. 

snafl vb. act queerly § 60. 

snak sb. light meal § 60. 

snęk sb. door catch.  

snękpɔsęt sb. rebuff. 

snę̄k sb. snake § 52. 
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snę̄p vb. check, snub, snip, hinder from growing § 53. 

sn�̄ǝk sb. sneak § 131. 

sn�̄ǝr sb. snare § 131. 

snīl sb. snail. 

snɔt sb. mucus § 80. 

snųuzļ vb. be half asleep, take a nap. 

snų̄ǝr vb. snore § 140, I. 

snǝrt vb. snort. 

sɔrį adj. sorry § 82 Note. 

sɔrǝ sb. sorrow § 79. 

sōt sb. salt § 96. 

sōv sb. salve § 96. 

sōvįntaim sb. salvingtime (for sheep) i. e. Autumn § 96. 

spār vb. spare.  

spark sb. spark § 60. 

sparǝ sb. sparrow § 60. 

spęlk sb. rib of a basket § 40. 

spįŋk sb. chaffinch § 32 Note. 

sp�̄ǝd sb. spade § 131. 

sp�̄ǝk sb. spoke § 134. 

— vb. speak § 136. 

spīl sb. small piece of wood, shavings. 

splaʃ vb. splash § 61. 

splatʃ sb. splotch. 

sprak adj. lively, vivacious § 60. 

sprįŋ sb. 1. spring = Frühling; 2. spring = Quelle § 32. 

spr�̄ǝd vb. spread § 135, I. 
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sprųut vb. sprout § 111 Note. 

spųum sb. spoon § 107. 
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spųr sb. spur § 70. 

stak sb. stack § 60. 

stakǝr vb. stagger § 61. 

stamp vb. stamp § 63. 

— sb. stamp § 63. 

stand vb. stand § 63. 

stark adj. stiff § 60. 

stau vb. stow away § 116. 

stęg sb. gander § 41. 

stęk vb. jib, refuse to go, of horses. 

stękt adj. obstinate, not to be moved of a horse etc. 

stępfaɖǝr sb. stepfather.  

stę̄ǝrz sb. stairs. 

stįdį sb. anvil § 33 Note. 

— adj. steady § 33. 

stįdl vb. walk lazily, irregularly § 33. 

stįtʃ sb. row (of potatoes) § 39. 

stiṷ vb. stew § 103. 

st�̄ǝk sb. steak. 

— sb. stake § 131.  

st�̄ǝl sb. steal § 136. 

st�̄ǝn sb. stone § 134. 

st�̄ǝnþrā sb. stonethrow § 134. 

st�̄ǝtsmǝn sb. small farmer, small landowner § 133. 

stī sb. ladder § 90. 

stɔk sb. loose tree stump § 79. 

stɔrkn̩ vb. congeal, stiffen § 82 Note. 

stɔp vb. stop § 80. 

stōk sb. stalk § 96. 

stōl sb. stall § 96. 

sʈɽaiv vb. strive § 125. 

sʈɽaŋ adj. strong § 63. 
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sʈɽaul vb. stroll § 120. 

sʈɽęk adj., adv. straight § 40. 

sʈɽiŋkļ vb. sprinkle § 34. 

sʈɽ�̄ǝ sb. straw § 135. 

sʈɽōk vb. stroke § 97. 

sʈɽɐkn̩ adj., pp. stricken, struck § 58. 

stuf sb. stuff § 72. 

stųfįn sb. stuffing § 72. 

stųmp sb. stump § 73. 

stųt vb. stutter § 70 Note. 

stųuk sb. stook i. e. twelve sheaves of corn. This word is generally used in 

Cumberland and is rare in Westmoreland — see hatǝk — §§ 60, 107, I. 

stųul sb. stool § 107. 

stųup vb. stoop. 

(jǝt)-stųup sb. gatepost § 110 Note. 

stǝr vb. stir § 55, II. 

sųd vb. pret. should § 75, I. 

sųk įn vb. deceive § 76. 

sųm pro. some § 70. 

sųmǝt pro. something § 70. 

sųn sb. sun § 70. 

sųndǝ sb. sunday § 70. 

sųpǝ sb. supper § 72. 

sųu sb. sow § 109. 

sųuk vb. suck § 111. 

sųun sb. swoon § 108. 

sųur adj. sour § 111. 

sų̄ǝl sb. sole (of boots etc.) § 140, I. 

swadļ vb. swathe, wrap § 60. 

swain sb. pig § 121. 

swap vb. exchange § 60. 

swaþ sb. bacon rind § 60. 
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swēi vb. sway. 

swįl vb. swill § 29. 

swįn vb. make the way, wend e. g. al īn swįn mi wę̄z h�̄ǝm; § 39. 

swindǯ vb. singe § 39. 

swiŋ vb. swing § 40. 

sw�̄ǝl vb. burn away, waste away, of a candle § 139. 

sw�̄ǝr vb. swear § 136. 

sw�̄ǝt vb., sb. sweat § 135. 

swīp vb. sweep § 92 Note. 

swǝrt vb. squirt. 

 

ʃadǝ sb. shadow § 60. 

ʃaf interj. fie! § 64. 

ʃak vb. shake § 60. 
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ʃakḷ sb. 1. wrist; 2. ring of watch, to which the chain is hung. § 60. 

ʃalǝ adj. shallow § 61. 

ʃam sb. shame § 60. 

ʃamd adj. ashamed § 60. 

ʃamf�̄ǝst adj. shamefaced § 60. 

ʃap vb., sb. shape § 60. 

ʃįlf sb. shelf § 36. 

ʃįlǝ sb. scree §§ 33, 234. 

ʃįpǝrd sb. shepherd. 

ʃ�̄ǝf sb. sheaf. 

ʃ�̄ǝrinhuuk sb. shearinghook § 136. 

ʃi (ʃį) pro. she. 

ʃip sb.sheep § 87. 

ʃɔrt adj. short § 82. 

ʃɔt in phrase git ʃɔt əv = get rid of § 86. 
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ʃō vb. show § 98 Note.  

ʃrįŋk vb. shrink § 32. 

ʃrųb sb. shrub § 75, I. 

ʃrųud sb. shroud § 111. 

ʃųfḷ sb. shovel §§ 75, I, 327. 

ʃųgǝ sb. sugar § 72. 

ʃųpṇ sb. cowshed § 74. 

ʃųt vb. shoot § 75, I. 

ʃųu sb. shoe, pl. ʃųuz. ʃųun is obsolete § 111. 

ʃųuwaŋ sb. bootlace § 63. 

ʃųuḑǝr sb. shoulder § 110. 

ʃųuǝr sb. shower § 111. 

ʃatḷ sb. shuttle § 95. 

ʃatḷkɔk sb. shuttle cock § 95. 

ʃǝrl ɔf vb. slide §§ 54 Note, 234, 307. 

ʃǝrl vb. peel off — of the surface of stone §§ 54 Note 234, 307. 

 

tāz sb. pieces of willow bark used for fastening the twigs to a besom § 65. 

tāstįks sb. = tāz. 

tagḷt sb. scamp, scoundrel § 64. 

taim sb. time § 121. 

taimliŋ sb. heather, Erica Cinerea. 

tait adj. tight § 91 Note. 

tak vb. take § 61. 

talǝ sb. tallow § 60. 

taŋ vb. sting § 61. 

taŋz sb. tongs § 60. 

tar sb. tar § 60. 

tarn̩ sb. tarn § 60. 

tart sb. tart § 62. 

tęl vb. tell § 40. 

tę̄l sb. tail § 51, I. 
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tęn num. ten.  

tęnt sb. tent § 43 Note. 

tę̄p sb. tape § 52. 

tę̄sʈɽǝl sb. scoundrel, neerdowee. 

tįŋklǝr sb. tinker § 32. 

tiṷit sb. plover. 

tiun sb. tune § 103. 

tiuþ sb. tooth § 102. 

tiuþwark sb. toothache §§ 60, 102. 

t�̄ǝ sb. toe § 134. 

t�̄ǝ pro. the one, e. g. t�̄ǝ hɔrs, t�̄ǝn ǝn tųɖǝr § 134. 

t�̄ǝbļ sb. table § 133. 

t�̄ǝd sb. toad § 134. 

t�̄ǝl sb. tale § 131. 

t�̄ǝm sb. team § 137. 

— adj. tame § 131. 

t�̄ǝp sb. ram § 139. 

t�̄ǝr vb. tire § 136. 

t�̄ǝtʃ vb. teach § 135. 

t�̄ǝv vb. have a hard, tiring walk, e. g. t�̄ǝv þriṷ tsnā, also sb. 

t�̄ǝz vb. 1. tease, annoy; 2. tease, separate § 135. 

tī sb. tea. 

— vb. tie § 90. 

tīm vb. pour out § 89. 

tɔf adj. tough § 84. 

tɔpkų̄ǝt sb. overcoat. 

tɔtļ vb. totter § 79. 

tɔtlį adj. shaky, unsteady § 79. 

tɔtǝrbɔg sb. quagmire § 79. 

tōk vb. talk § 96. 

ʈɽai vb. try § 125. 

ʈɽamp vb. tramp § 64. 
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ʈɽāp vb. saunter, wander § 69. 

ʈɽiṷ adj. true § 101. 

ʈɽiṷþ sb. truth § 101. 

ʈɽɔf sb. through § 84. 

ʈɽųbl sb. trouble § 72. 

ʈɽųst sb., vb. trust. 

ʈɽɐmļvb. tremble § 57, II. 

— fǝ = want badly, wait anxiously for.  

ʈɽɐnļsb. wheel of wheelbarrow. § 57, I. 

tʃats sb. small potatoes § 64. 

tʃaup sb. rose-haw § 120. 

tʃę̄n sb. chain § 52 Note. 

tʃįkn̩ sb. chicken. 

tʃįmlǝ sb. chimney § 81. 

tʃįtį sb. cat § 39. 

tʃįtįbōk sb. the upright beam which supports the roof §§ 39, 96. 

tʃiṷz vb. choose. 

tʃɔlfųl adj. chockful § 84. 

tʃų̄ǝk vb. choke § 140. 

tʃǝrn̩ sb. churn § 55, II. 

tų (tǝ) prep. to § 75, III. 

tųgįɖǝr adv. together.  

tųmļvb. tumble § 72. 

tųsļsb. tussle, scrimmage § 76. 

tųul sb. tool § 107. 

tųzɭt ųp adj. entangled, towzled, of hair § 76. 

twain vb. pine, dwindle away § 333. 

twįdļ (þųumz) vb. move the thumbs one round the other § 39. 

twįlt sb. quilt § 31. 
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tǝmɔrn (tǝmųǝrn) adv. to-morow § 82. 

 

þaibļ sb. porridge stick § 123. 

þak sb., vb. thatch § 60. 

þau vb. thaw § 113. 

þęŋk vb. thank § 44. 

þęŋks sb. thanks § 44. 

þįŋk vb. think § 36. 

þrā vb. throw § 65, III. 

þręsauld sb. threshold §§ 115, 263. 

þr�̄ǝp vb. threep, scold § 137. 

þrī num. three § 89. 

þrid sb. thread. 

þrɔsļsb. thrust § 79. 

þrɐst vb. thrust § 57, III. 

þųnǝ sb. thunder § 70. 

þųnǝklɔk sb. a kind of beetle § 70. 

þųum sb. thumb § 111. 

þųuzn̩d num. thousand § 111. 

þǝrtį num. thirty § 54. 

þǝrtīn num. thirteen § 54. 

 

ðę, ðę̄ pro. they. 

ðęn adv. then § 44. 

ðį pron., adj. thy § 38. 

ðįsęl pro. thyself § 38. 

ð�̄ǝr adv. there § 135. 

ðɔr (ðǝr) pro. these, those § 86. 

ðųu (ðu) pro. thou 111. 

ðųul = thou wilt. 

 

ųbm sb. oven § 75, I. 
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ųp prep. up § 70. 

ųpbaŋk adv. upwards, up § 70. 

ųs pro., acc. pl. us § 76. 

ųuns sb. ounce. 

ųut adv., prep. out § 111. 

ųuǝr pron., adj. our § 111. 

ų̄ǝst sb. curds § 141, II. 

 

valaik adv. probably, perhaps § 60 Note. 

varǝ adv. very § 60 Note. 

vau vb., sb. vow § 119. 

waild adj. wild § 123. 

wāmļvb. roll about § 66. 

walʃ adj. saltless, insipid, used of porridge §§ 60, 434. 

wamp sb. wasp § 64. 

waŋkļ adj. loose flaccid. Phrase ǝz waŋkļ ǝz ǝ węt sęk § 63. 

waŋkļ ǝbųut vb. totter about, of a feeble person § 63. 
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wār adv. where § 05. 

war vb. waste § 60. 

warbḷ sb. larva of (Estrus Ovis § 64. 

wardǝs sb., pl. weekdays § 60. 

wark sb. work § 60. 

— vb. ache. 

warḷd sb. world § 60. 

warṃ adj., vb. warm § 60. 

warṇ vb. warn § 60. 

wars adj. worse § 60. 

warst adj. worst § 60. 

wart sb. wart § 60. 
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wasṇ vb. grow worse § 60. 

węḑǝr sb. weather § 40. 

wę̄k adj. weak § 53. 

węl sb. well § 40. 

węlt vb. hit with a stick, stones etc. 

węltǝr vb. stagger about § 42. 

wępṃ sb. weapon § 45. 

węstrǝl sb. neerdoweel, scoundrel § 52. 

węʃ vb. wash § 42. 

wę̄v sb. wave § 52. 

wį (wēi) prep, with § 29. 

wįdį sb. bent ozier § 33. 

wįlṇ sb. willow § 33. 

wįnd vb. wind § 32. 

— sb. wind § 32. 

wįndrā sb. row of peats stacked for drying § 32. 

wįnḷstrįǝ sb. a long straw § 32. 

wįno vb. winnow § 32. 

wįsp sb. wisp § 39. 

wįʃt interj. be quiet § 39. 

wįziṇtlį adj. wizzened § 29. 

w�̄ǝ sb. woe § 134. 

w�̄ǝr vb. wear § 136, I. 

w�̄ǝst vb. waste § 133. 

wī (wį) pro. pl. we. 

wīl adv. well § 88. 

wīt sb. 1. weight; 2. in lęt wīt, hint, give to understand, e. g. hi nįvǝ lęt wīt hi wǝz gān 

ð�̄ǝr. 

wōk vb. walk § 96. 

wụd vb. would (rare) § 75, I. 

wụmḷ vb., sb. auger § 77. 

wunḑǝ sb., vb. wonder § 73. 
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wųrd sb. word § 75, LL 

wųrm sb. worm § 74. 

wųrϸ sb. worth § 75, II. 

wųsǝt sb. worsted § 75, II. 

wųu sb. wool § 119. 

wǝrk vb. work § 55, II. 

wǝrt sb. wort § 55, II. 

 

hwā pro. who § 65. 

hwaikōf sb. heifer calf § 121, II. 

hwail sb. while § 121. 

hwail conj. 1. while; 2. until, till § 121. 

hwaiǝt adj. quiet § 125. 

hwār adv. where § 65. 

hwę̄ sb. whey § 51, II. 

hwęḑǝr conj. whether § 40. 

hwęḑǝr pro. which (of two) § 40. 

hwęlkǝr sb. a big thing. 

hwęlp sb. puppy § 40. 

hwęmḷ vb. upset §§ 40, 324. 

hwįḑǝr adv. whither § 29. 

hwįk adj. living, alive § 29. 

hwįks sb. parasites on sheep § 29. 

hwįn sb. gorse § 31 Note. 

hw�̄ǝ pro. who § 134. 

hw�̄ǝt sb. wheat (rare) § 135, II. 

hwīl sb. wheel. 

hwīlrīt sb. wheel-wright § 91. 

 

ǝbųun adv. in phrase ǝbųun wį hįzsel = rejoicing above measure § 111. 

ǝbųut prep, about § 111. 

ǝgę̄n 1. adv. again; 2. prep, against § 51, 1. 
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ǝlaŋ prep, along § 63. 

ǝlębṃ num. eleven § 46. 

ǝl�̄ǝn adj. alone § 134. 

ǝmakǝlį adj. 1. partly; 2. gradually § 60. 

ǝmaŋ prep, among § 63. 
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ǝnnst prep, over against, facing. 

ǝniṷ adj. enough § 102. 

ǝnụf adj. enough §§ 75, III, 328. 

ǝpɔd vb. be sure, § 83, 

  e. g. al ǝpɔd īz gān, 

   al ǝpɔd tǝ ðų wįl. 

ǝrai adj., adv. awry. 

ǝrϸ sb. earth. 

ǝsliṷ adv. amiss. 

ǝst�̄ǝd(ǝ) prep, instead (of) § 136. 

ǝtefțǝr adv. after § 42. 

ǝtwīn prep, between § 88. 

ǝwę̄ adv. away § 51, III. 

ǝt 1. prep, at; 2. conj. that. 


